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TALES
OF

INDIAN CHIVALRY
SAVED FROM THE FLAMES

than three hundred years ago a

band
MORE
hundred

troopers, two
was
strong,
passmg along
the borders of Rajputana on their way to
join the army of the great Akbar, who was

gallant

tlien

engaged

in

Their burnished

of

the

Mogul

conquest of Gujarat.

armour

flashed,

and

their

gay scarves of various colours shone bravely,
in the rays of the setting sun.
They were

and
The
whole
force
and coats of mail.
was splendidly equipped, and one might con-

armed

with

two-handed

broadswords,

shields

jecture from the spick-and-span appearance
of their arms and accoutrements that the
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troopers had not yet marched far from home.
Abbas Khan, their
This was indeed the case.

was the son and heir of a Mogul
chieftain, whose castle they had left that very
afternoon on their way to what was to many
He was
of them their first experience of war.
his
face
a tall and handsome young man, and

leader,

glowed with youthful enthusiasm as he anticipated the martial honours that he hoped to
win under the standard of his heroic emperor.
At a distance of a few miles another gay
cavalcade, but of a different character, was
converging upon the route of Abbas Khan's
This other cavalcade was a peaceful
force.

composed of Hindus conducting a young
home of the father of her boy
husband, where she was to spend the rest of
She was
her life immured in the zenana\
which
not
a
carried in
closely-veiled litter,
only shielded her from the eyes of passers-by,
but also prevented her from breathing the
fresh air of heaven and enjoying the beautiful
scenery through which she was being carried
Soon
to her new home among strangers.
after sunset, as they were passing along the
banks of the river Rohini at the place where
one,

bride to the

*

Zenana = the part

of

a house in which

women

are secluded.
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the Hindus burnt their dead, their peaceful

A

band
progress was suddenly interrupted.
of robbers pounced upon them, and with little
trouble

overpowered the
formed the bride's escort.

few Eajputs who
They then seized

and, tearing it open with rude
hands, drew the fair occupant into the open

the

litter,

air.

Tulsibai
fierce

stared

figures

with wild

alarm on

the

by which she was surrounded.

girl, she was only fifteen years old, and
in her home, as the only child and idol of her

Poor

parents,

luxury,

had been brought up in the lap of
and carefully shielded from the
cause of annoyance.
It was too

slightest
terrible for her to be thus

suddenly exposed

to the tender mercies of bandits, whom in
her childish ignorance she mistook for the

demons of her fairy-tales. If beauty could
charm the savage beast, she had enough of
that to move them to pity.
But they were
utterly insensible to the pleading gaze of her
dark eyes, and sternly ordered her to hand

over

the

decked.

jewels in which she was richly
From sheer terror she was unable

Her trembling fingers refused to
detach the pearls from her ears, nose, and
to obey.
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neck, and the gold bangles from her ankles

and

wrists.

Rough hands would soon have

stripped her

not only of jewels, but also of her rich embroidered garments, had it not been for the
sudden appearance upon the scene of Abbas

Khan and

his following.
The robbers, unable
to resist such a force, fled precipitately, pursued
by some twenty of the Mogul troopers. Tulsi-

bai remained seated on the ground, a picture
of misery, scarcely realizing that she had

escaped from the perils by which she had
been surrounded. Her countenance, however,
soon began to brighten when her young
If the robbers were
deliverer approached.
was
he
Never had
rakshasas^,
surely a god.
human
form
she seen in
anything so grand

and beautiful

as this

handsome young

soldier

in all the glory of his martial panoply.
Nor
had he ever seen anything so lovely as Tulsibai,

as she sat there before

him with her

lustrous

of tears, and with her loveliness
eyes
cunningly set off by her bridal array.
For him, at any rate, it was a case of love
full

at first sight.
As with tender care he helped
her into her litter, wild thoughts came surging
^

Rakshasas = demons.
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carry her off to

some refuge in the
jungle, where, forgotten by the world, they
could live a life of joy and love. Then flashed
through his mind his duty to the noble emperor
whom he served, his honour as a soldier, and
his father's castle, or to

the baseness of taking advantage of the helplessness of a weak girl.
After a sharp mental

honour won the day, and before Tulsibai's attendants came back from their hidingplaces, he had resolved to follow the path of
duty, however sore his heart might be.
Abbas Khan escorted Tulsibai's party until
they were in sight of her father-in-law's
struggle,

mansion.

He

rode beside her

litter

absorbed

He

could not see her, but
she could, and did, take peeps at him through
the curtains, and every look roused in her
in deep thought.

strange feelings of afl'ection and admiration for the handsome stranger.
At last
heart

they

reach

the

point

where

their

paths

Abbas
diverge, and must separate for ever.
Khan bids her farewell in a voice which he
She, regardless of
vainly tries to steady.
convention, draws aside the curtain of the
litter and drops into the hand of her deliverer

a

diamond

ring.

Their eyes meet for the last

14
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time in a long gaze of love and despair, and
they drift apart on tlie waves of life, he to

war and

glory,

she

to

the

new home her

No doubt she
parents have chosen for her.
will be rebuked and endure heavy
penance
for her indiscretion, but neither rebuke nor
penance will ever obliterate the image of her
young deliverer from her heart. She may be
married and be a good wife and mother in her

Hindu home, but the

dearest

memory

of her

soul will be the thought of the godlike
young
And he, too, will never forget.
stranger.
Tulsibai is his first love, and in peace and

war, whatever his fortunes may be, he
often think with tender regret of the
fair Hindu girl whom he saved
from the
in

will

robbers.
II

A
Khan

year had passed away, and Abbas
once more rode by the banks of the

Rohini.

He was mounted

on a splendid Arab
horse that he had chosen as his share of the
after a great victory.
His shield
helmet shone as brightly as before, but
spoil

were dinted with

many

and
they

a stroke of sword and

javelin, for in the year that

had passed, the
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young warrior had enjoyed his fill of hard
He had stood beside Akbar in the
fio'hting;.
fierce combat with the Mirzas among the
cactus hedges near Surat, and had proved his
manhood on many another hard-fought fiekl.
The war was now over, and Abbas Khan was
returning to take possession of his ancestral
domain, his father having died during his
absence.

was

It

may

be imagined that his heart
he thought of the lonely

full of sadness, as

home

which he was returning, and of the
he had seen for a moment and lost

to

fair face

very place. What to him
were all the honour and glory he had won
if he was to live alone in the world with only
memories of those whom he loved ? No doubt,
for

ever in

this

youth and health would
dissipate or mitigate his sorrows, but now, as
he rode alone by the banks of the Eohini,
melancholy reigned supreme in his soul, and
even his noble steed seemed infected by his

in the course of time,

dejection.

eyes he watched a long Hindu
funeral procession that was winding its way

With

listless

A

to the burning ghat^.
large company of
friends and relations were accompanying the
^

Burning ghat — the place where the Hindus burn

their dead.
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bier of a boy, who, from tlic costly scarf in
his corpse was wrapped, and the num-

which

ber of the mourners, must have belonged to
a rich and powerful family.
The litter containing the

bareheaded

dead body was borne by four
clad

bearers,

in

A

silk.

long

and barefooted men in
white
walked before the
turbans of funereal
bier, calling aloud on their god Rama in a
monotonous and lugubrious chant, and at intervals scattering handfuls of rice and jowari^
and small pieces of copper money by the wayside.
The mourner who walked immediately
before the feet of the corpse carried in an
earthen vessel the fire from which the funeral
There were two
pyre was to be lighted.
train of barelegged

company. One bore a silent
and
on
the other rode a horseman
drum,
horses in the

with a furled
Presently,

flag.

when the
it

burning ghat,
formance of the
plated.

corpse,

rite

A woman
who

procession reached the
clear that the per-

became

of sati^ was

was

contemnear

the
standing
was evidently the wife of the

^

Jowari, a coarse species of millet.

-

Sati = burning of a living

widow on the

funeral pyre of her dead

husband.

(M748)
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dead boy, and was waiting to be consumed
The Emperor
with him on the funeral pyre.
Akbar was strongly opposed to this cruel rite,

and did

he could to suppress it, by enacting that no wife was to be so sacrificed except
Abbas Khan, who with
of her own free-will.
all

the enthusiam of youth entered heart and soul
into all the great ideas of the great emperor,

immediately determined to see with his own
eyes that the imperial edict was not violated
So he cantered up to
in this particular case.
the funeral pyre, regardless of the scowls with
which he was greeted by the Brahmins and

mourners.

How describe

his feelings

when he discovered

that the lady about to immolate herself was
she whom he had met and saved on the banks

months ago Tulsihusband had been a sickly boy of ten
She had been kind to him,
or eleven years.
so that he loved her as he loved none of his
sisters, and would take his medicine from no
other hands but hers.
At last the fever from
which he was suffering overpowered him, and
of the Eohini twelve long

!

bai's

he died.

The young widow had little to tempt her to
The rules of caste prevented her from

live.

2

(M748)

B
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marrying again, even

if

she liad wished to do

Her

beautifid hair would no longer be
and anointed with fragrant oil and
adorned with flowers. Instead of jewels and
embroidered robes, she would be compelled
to wear nothing but plain white.
Worst of
all, her husband's death would be regarded as
the consequence of some unknown sins that
she had committed, and she would be an evil
omen and an object of loathing and contempt
so.

Ijraided

in the eyes of all

who looked upon

her.

What

wonder, then, that she lent a willing ear to the

Brahmins when they told
a thing it would be for her
her husband?
The quick
the funeral pyre seemed

her

how

glorious
to refuse to survive

agony of death on
preferable

to

the

So she
protracted pain of an unhap^oy life.
allowed herself to be led to the sacrifice, and
was ready to face with the calm courage of
despair the terrible death by which a Hindu
wife shows the strength of her affection for
her husband.
There she stood, decked out
for the last time in her jewels, the gold of

which the greedy priests were eager to rake
As
out from among the ashes of the dead.
Abbas Khan looked upon her, she seemed
motionless and impassive as a marble statue.

SAVED FROM THE FLAMES
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she had never

to see again, the life blood flowed once

hoped
more tumultuously through her veins
flushed her face.

Hope began

her breast, and she

felt

so

young and

see

that

it

and

to revive in

was sad to die

no more the pleasant light

of the sun.

Abbas Khan was moved even more by pity
for her misfortunes than by admiration for
her loveliness, although in the year that had
elapsed since their last meeting she had
developed from a graceful and pretty girl into
He grasped the situation
a beautiful woman.
in a

moment, and, riding up

Brahmins, reminded him

to the chief of the

the

imperial

edict forbade sati, unless the victim

were her-

self willing

to suffer,

"

that

Ask her

yourself,"

replied the Brahmin; "she has herself of her
own accord consented to die like a true and

loving wife on her husband's funeral pyre."
Abbas Khan then turned to the young widow

and said " Know that the great emperor allows
no widow to be sacrificed asfainst her will.
Tell me, then, whether it is of your own free:

will that

you thus untimely hurl yourself into
At these words the desire of

the other world."
life

grew strong

in the heart of the

unhappy

TALES OF INDIAN CHIVALRY
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and, stretching out her arms to the young
"
lord, you saved
soldier, she cried out,
girl,

My

me now, if you can,
But no, they are
from these cruel men!
will
and
slay you before
hungry for my death,
Quick, quick,
me, if you withstand them.
and
leave me to
horrible
from
this
place
away

me once

my

before.

Ah, save

fate!"

On

hearing Tulsibai's appeal for help the

Brahmins, fearful of being baulked of their
prey, declared that she had voluntarily come
to her death, and that wild words uttered at

the point of death could not be taken into
At the same time they armed themaccount.
with
selves
heavy sticks from the funeral pyre,

and showed plainly that
to

interfere

they

if

the stranger chose
use

w^ould

force.

Upon

and
Abbas Khan edged
nearer to Tulsibai, and eagerly whispered to
his horse nearer

this,

"
her,

If I dismount,

we

are both lost.

Place,

then, your foot in my stirrup, grasp my right
hand behind my back, and I will swing you

up behind me.

Once

there,

you may defy

The brave Rajput girl suited
these ghouls \"
his
to
her action
words, and, helped by her
lover's

strong
^

right

Ghouls = monsters

arm,

leapt

on

that eat dead bodies.

to

the

r-^uliihW"TIIKN HE CHARGED THE ENEMY

SAVED FROM TUB FLAMES
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Abbas Klian immediately turned liis
head homewards, and without much

way through the angry crowd.
had
thus escaped from the burnthey

difficulty forced a

When

new danger awaited them. Two
Rajput soldiers, who happened to be riding in

ing ground, a

the neighbourhood, saw what was going on,
but were too far away to prevent Abbas Khan
from mountino- Tulsibai on his horse behind

him.

They were unfortunately on the road
Abbas Khan's castle, and deter-

that led to

mined

to bar the progress of the fugitives.

There was no time to delay. Abbas Khan
told his fair burden to take her hand from
his sword-arm and hold firmly on to his belt
instead.
Then he charged the enemy, directhis
force
ing
especially upon the Rajput on his
right hand, who seemed the more powerful of
the two.
As they came to close quarters, one
sword-cut fell on his shield, another on his
He
helmet, but failed to check his course.
delivered a stunning I3I0W with his sword, as
he passed, on the head of the enemy on his left,
and at the same time charged straight at the
Rajput on the right, whose horse went down

Moslem and
The other Rajput,

before the heavier steed of the

threw

its rider in

the dust.
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dizzy with

tlie

blow he had received, shrank

from continuing the combat single - handed
against such a formidable antagonist, and
preferred to dismount and assist his fallen
comrade,

Khan.

open to Abbas
ride brought him to his
where he was soon after married

leaving
short

A

father's castle,

the

path

to his Rajput bride.
Tulsibai's father

was easily induced to acHe
he
could not prevent.
what
quiesce
was very fond of his only daughter, and in his
heart rejoiced that she had escaped the Indian
widow's evil choice between a miserable life and
Abbas
death on hor husband's funeral pyre.
Akbar's
won
the
Khan had already
Emperor
in

approval by his gallantry on the field of l^attle,
and certainly did not lose ground in his favour
sati and marrying a Eajput
actions he followed the
both
these
By
and
identified himself with
lead of his emperor
Akbar's imperial policy, as few of the Mogul

by preventing a
wife.

aristocracy had been willing to do. The natural
result was that he received many substantial

marks of the emperor's favour, and became in
course of time one of his greatest generals and
most trusty

councillors.

The Bride
I.

of the Padishah

THE WOOING

SHAH,

the

AHMED
Sind,

proud Padishah

^

of

was holding high festival
by the Silver Lake, to which he
retreated from his capital in the hot months
He was a strong, handsome,
of summer.
in his

cool palace

black -bearded

the

prime of life,
war
and for his
exploits
patronage of poetry, architecture, and other
As with some chosen comrades
arts of peace.

famous

for

man,

in

in

his

he sailed by moonlight in his gilded pinnace

among

the

wooded

islands of the

beautiful

lake and listened to the songs and music of
the bards who accompanied him, he seemed to

be exalted to the highest pitch of human hapThe Mahometan musicians in the
piness.
boat with him sang of the Padishah's victories
in war, of the Hour is of Paradise, and of the
loves of the rose
^

and the bulbul.
Padishah = king.

Then an
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Indian bard lifted up liis voice in honour of a
Eajput maiden, graceful as a gazelle, and wise
and beautiful and modest as Sita, the wife of

The magic

Rama,

strains of his poetry, heard
bewitching rays of an Indian

beneath the

moon, made

tile

Padishah

fall in

love with the

beauty of the maiden so highly extolled in
golden verses.

"

When

did

she

live,

this

"
and what
pearl among women," he asked,
accursed unbeliever was her spouse?"
"She
lives now and is still unwedded," replied the
"

celebrate the beauty of Lala, the
only daughter of the Rajput chieftain, Purbut
"
If she is as lovely as you paint her,
Singh."

bard.

I

she must be

pay

my

bride;

if

not,

for

your head

shall

so said,

your lying eulogy." Having
fell into deep
thought and ordered
his pinnace back to the marble
landing-stage
the king

of the palace.

On

morrow Ahmed Shah sent for his
Brahmin
adviser and asked for
principal
information about Purbut Singh's daughter.
The Brahmin in reply gave in serious prose
an account of her beauty and accomplishments
the

that entirely confirmed the poetic panegyric
sung by the Hindu bard on the moonlit

waters of the Silver Lake.

This was enouoii
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the Padishah.
for the amorous heart of
Without further delay he told the Brahmin
to signify to Purbut Singh that it was his will
and pleasure to make Lala his bride. However, the course of his love was not destined
Several Eajputs had
to run quite smoothly.
allowed their daughters to enter the harems of
Ahmed Shah and his chief nobles, but Purbut
Singh was a Kajput of Rajputs, who prided
himself, above all things, on his stainless

He

pedigree.

scorned the thought that a

daughter of his should lose caste by marrying
a Mahometan, even though by so doing she
should share the throne of a powerful monarch.
Nevertheless, to gain time he feigned com-

In the
pliance with the will of his suzerain.
meantime he retired to his hill fortress Ahore,

and

called

all

relations

his

and vassals to

defend him and his daughter against the con-

templated

insult.

Ahmed

Shah, getting wind of these pre-

parations,

of

army

cording

Rajput
bride.
silver

mustered
10,000

to

splendidly-appointed

men,

circumstances,

castle or

He

a

which
either

form an escort

might,

ac-

storm

the

for his

Rajput

himself led the army, seated in a

howdah on

his state elephant,

and

ac-
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by another elephant gorgeously
and
caparisoned
prepared for the reception of
compaiiiecl

the beautiful Lala.

In this manner

Ahmed Shah

rode boldly

Ahore
army
up
and demanded admission. The answer to the
demand was an arrow shot with unerring skill,

with his

close

to the walls of

which stuck quivering on the crown above
On the arrow was i
Shah's liowdah.

Ahmed

"

The
containing the following message:
archer who shot this arrow into the crown
scroll

above thy head could as easily have shot it
into the brain of the monkey-faced barbarian
who presumes to woo the daughter of Purbut
Singh. Be warned in time, and retire before a
worse thing befalls thee." At the same time
the rich dress that had been sent by the

Padishah as wusimt^ to his bride, according to
the practice of Rajput marriage, was tossed
contemptuously like a bundle of dirty clothes
over the wall, and fell in the dust before the
feet of

Ahmed

Shah's

elephant.
The
to the knife was declared.

Thus war

Mahometan

army, fearing that injury might be added to

from its exposed position with
more precipitancy than dignity, lest a sudden
insult, retired

*

Wusunt = bridal

present.
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follow the
discharge of Rajput arrows should
declaration of war.

Shah's courting now took the form
Ahore was
a
of
vigorously-prosecuted siege.
The
garrisoned by 3000 valiant Rajputs.

Ahmed

of treasure, sent by Ahmed Shah
conciliate his bride and her father, had

rich

to

gifts

spent on strengthening the defences
of the walls and providing the garrison with
the best weapons that money could purchase.

been

Wlien the besiegers approached the walls, they
were shot down by arrows or overwhelmed
with huge stones that had been collected on
Sometimes the
the tops of the ramparts.
be erected
garrison allowed scaling-ladders to
back again
against the walls, but pushed them
with long poles before any of the enemy could
reach the top, and so destroyed those of the
besiegers who were struggling up the rungs.

Every attempt
until

the

to storm the fort

besiegers,

was

foiled,

place imwalls and
the
assaulting

finding

the

pregnable, gave up
had recourse to a rio-orous investment.

The capture of the

fortress

now became

merely a c[uestion of time. After two or three
months the supply of provisions began to run
short,

and there was no hope of

relief

from

28
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Purbut Singh might, no doubt, have
obtained favourable terms of capitulation if he
outside.

had consented to

his daughter's marriage

with

however, he entirely
refused to allow, and, without submission on
this vital point, no terms of capitulation could
the Padishah.

This,

be granted to the hard-pressed garrison.
The Rajputs determined to die rather than

But if they were killed, their wives
and daughters would become the wives or
yield.

of the Mahometan conquerors.
This pollution could only be averted by the

concubines

terrible rite of johur,

which consisted in

women and

first

and
immolating
then rushing to death in a desperate attack
all

the

upon the overwhelming
The women professed

children,

forces of the

enemy.

their readiness to play
If some of
their part in the great tragedy.
them in their hearts were inclined to prefer

dishonour to death, they did not venture to
express their base sentiments, which would

have merely exposed
without saving their

them
lives.

to

opprobrium

Some few

ob-

tained permission to put on martial harness
and join their husbands, fathers, and brothers
The wife of Purbut
in the coming battle.
Singh, with

no trace of fear or regret on
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countenance, told her husband that she
and the other women would destroy themselves on the funeral pyre and meet those
lier

near and dear to them in heaven rather than

become the slaves of the Moslem. A huge
Into tliis
funeral pyre was raised at night.
were first flung all the jewels and other valuThen the
ables that were in the fortress.
chilwith
their
and
wom^n, old
young, leapt
dren into the flames or

fell

upon the sword,
was

until not a single Rajputni\ old or young,
left alive.

In the morning it was the turn of the men
to immolate themselves and find an easier

death by the sword of the enemy. The great
act of devotion had to be performed with all
due ceremony. They put sprigs of the sacred

and tied the stone
round
their
necks, and on
saligi^am
their heads the coronet that symbolized their
fair
nuptials with the divine Apsaras, the
2500
heaven.
ones of
Then,
strong, they
assembled at daybreak, clad in safiron robes,
inside the great gate of the fortress, and
toolsi^

in

their helmets,

called

embraced one another tenderly as men who
The gate was
would never meet again.
1

Rajputiu=: Rajput woman.

^

Toolsi= basil.
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thrown open, and, headed by Purbut Singh
and his son and heir, Ram Singh, they charged
forward in a compact body against the besieging army, directing their attack upon the
central point,

where the green standard of

Mahomet waved above
That

Padishah.

all

the silken tent of the

might be

in a position of

death agony of their race,
equality
and
Ram Singh were on foot
Purbut Singh
The only
like the meanest of their followers.
in

the

distinction was, that above the former's head

rose the umbrella, symbol of sovereignty, and
the Rajput standard with its gold-embroidered
imagery indicating the prince's descent from

the sun and the moon, dangerous distinctions
that would attract in his direction the most

determined
all,

it

eftbrts

But after
bound to die,

of the enemy.

as every one of

them

w^as

was only a question of precedence

in the

path to swarga^.

The Mahometan lines were protected by an
earthen embankment. This was broken through
without

much

resistance at the first onset, as

the defenders were taken by surprise.

Thus

the Rajputs found themselves inside the hostile lines, and hewed their
way through the
^

Swarga = heaven.
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camp towards the king's tent. Ahmed Shah
hastily mounted the howdah of his state elephant, which formed a rallying centre for the
Moslems, driven back by the fury of the Eaj-

however, a
considerable time before troops from other
parts of the besieging lines could assemble at
puts' first great charge.

It took,

the point of attack, and in the meantime the
Padishah, who stood his ground bravely, animating his followers with voice and gesture

and occasionally shooting arrows at the advancing Rajputs, was in great danger of death
His body-guard threw themselves
or capture.
in front of his elephant and fought on till
Then their
almost every one of them fell.
forces
other
was
taken
arriving at
by
place
the scene of action.
Still, the Rajputs were
always advancing, although their progress
At last they
was disputed inch hy inch.
were right in front of the royal elephant,
whose howdah was bristling with the arrows

and javelins they had cast at

At

this point

it.

the valour of young

Ram

Singh nearly consummated Rajput vengeance.

He dashed suddenly right under the belly of
Ahmed Shah's elephant, and, with his dagger,
cut the girths.

The howdah toppled

over,

and
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One
the proud Padishah rolled in the dust.
or two of the foremost Eajputs, and Earn Singh
himself, pounced upon him like leopards on a
deer, but could not manage to kill him.
quickly sprang on his feet sword in hand,

defended himself by his

skill in

until his nearest followers

came

He
and

swordsmanship
in large

num-

bers to the rescue.

Meantime the tide of battle first became
stationary and then began slowly to turn,
as fresh troops from the more distant parts
of the besiegers' lines gradually came up and
joined

in

the fight.

In the centre of the

cam}), to wdiich the Rajputs had advanced
in their first furious onset, the Mahometans

had closed

in

upon them on

either flank

and

Then the
at last totally surrounded them.
Rajputs formed in a circle, defended against
the superior numbers of the enemy by no
better entrenchment than the dead bodies of

They were now no longer able to
as their numbers grew less and
and
advance,
less they had gradually to retire into a more
and more contracted circle. Their swords were
broken and blunted, and their muscles were
the slain.

becoming exhausted with continual fighting.
Thus they were presently compelled for the
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assailants

and

stand on the defensive.

Nevertheless, every
and then small knots of Rajputs would

now
make

desperate rushes into the thick of the

Moslem

ranks, and, after killing as many as
they could, meet the death they coveted.
Still Purbut Singh's standard and umbrella
of state rose above the dust and the shouting
of the conflict, in spite of the most deter-

mined

efforts of the

Mahometans

to capture

When Purbut

Singh, who
through the terrible fight showed the courage
of his warlike ancestors, fell pierced with an
or overthrow

it.

arrow, and was laid dead among the bodies
of his devoted vassals. Ram Singh, as his
successor, took his place

under the umbrella's

shade and renewed the desperate fight for the
When the young prince's
Rajput standard.

sword was broken, he wrested a sharp one
from the hands of a burly Khan who had
arrived late on the field of battle.
With this
fresh weapon he slew three foemen, before
he himself and the standard with its proud
emblems of the Sun and Moon were overthrown. The terrible battle was now finished.
The dust settled down on the bodies of five
thousand slain, and the Mahometan shouts of
(
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"Din, Din"^ were no longer re-echoed by the
"
Rajput Hur, Hur, Mahadev". All the Rajput chivalry of Ahore had perished on the
fatal field, but, ere they fell, they had sent an

number

equal or a greater
the shades below.

When Ahmed Shah

of their enemies to

entered the

now unde-

fended fortress to carry off" his deaiiy-w^on bride
he found himself in a city of the dead. Inside,
as outside the walls, the whole air reeked with
Here, as on

other occasions,
that, though they could
be killed, they could not be enslaved, and
their heroic death, which men and women met
with the same unshrinking fortitude, inspired
corpses.

many

the Rajputs showed

generations the unconquerable
their liberty against the
secured
that
spirit
power of the great Moguls.
in succeeding

11.

THE BKIDAL

Ahmed Shah was

for a

time

much

depressed

in spirits at the tragic results of his w^ooing.

His hopes revived again when he learnt from a
spy that the beautiful Lala had, after all, not
She had
perished in the holocaust at Ahore.
1

Din = faith.
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been secretly conveyed away before the siege
and entrusted to the care of a neighbouring
chieftain, on whose honour Purbut Singh could
When Ahmed Shah heard this he
depend.
once more demanded the surrender of the girl
whom he had determined to make his bride.
Purbut Singh's friend was ready to defend her
to the last against all the power of the Padishah.
But Lala herself refused to be the cause of
"
Since the Padishah
any further bloodshed.
is determined to marry me," she exclaimed,
"
let him have his wish, and may he never
She not only conrepent of its fulfilment!"
sented to marry him, but promised to send him
costly robes, richly embroidered and decked
with many jewels, to wear on his wedding-day.
The Pajputs uttered many a deep imprecation
on the degenerate girl who thus was willing
to marry the exterminator of her race, and
become the bride of the man whose hands were
red with the blood of her father and brother.
The weddino- was to be celebrated on the
marble verandah of the Padishah's palace by
For political as well as perthe Silver Lake.
sonal reasons it was to be a most magnificent
ceremony. It was to be a great feast of peace,
by which Ahmed Shah hoped not only to
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own wislies, but also to unite in
Hindu and the Moslem, so that
harmony
he might reign over a united kingdom. To
gratify

liis

the

further

this

claimed to

purpose, an amnesty was prothe Eajputs who were then, or

all

had ever been, in rebellion against his rule.
The marriage was to be arranged as far as
possible in accordance with Hindu customs,
and thousands of Brahmins were to be fed on

From all parts of his
the auspicious occasion.
own dominions, and from foreign countries,
great crowds assembled to be present on the
great

day,

and

were

all

entertained

with

kingly hospitality.

Behold

Ahmed Shah

at last at the

summit

wedding-day. He
by side, and the
around
their necks.
marriage garland hangs
The lovely bride is clad in bodice and petticoat
of the finest silk, and a long wdiite silk scarf,
bordered and spotted with red, entwines her
waist and is wrapped round her head, which
of his wishes!

It

is

and Lala are seated

his

side

covered with a triangular head-dress repreThe bridegroom is splensenting a crown.

is

didly attired in the robes, richly embroidered
and sparkling with gems, that Lala had sent

him

as a

wedding

gift

that very

morning.
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To the disgust of orthodox ]\Iahometans he
has taken her hand and a sprig of the sacred
and they are now man and wife.
the ceremony is over, Lala rises
gracefully from her seat, and, taking her
husband by the hand, leads him to the parapet of the verandah overlooking the Silver
"
Lake.
Let my lord ", she says, " stand forth
in the sunlight and gladden his loyal subjects
basil,

When

with his gracious presence."
As he looked down from this commanding
point of view and heard the acclamations of
the

thousands,

clad

in

holiday

greeted his appearance, it is no
his heart was swollen with pride.
lake and

its

attire,

who

wonder that
The wdiole

shores were crowded with his sub-

jects, and, far as his eye could reach, he could
see no plain, or valley, or mountain that did

not belong to his dominions.
Above all, he
exulted in his beautiful bride, whom he had
won from a hostile race after overcoming all
opposition by the power of his arms. But she
looked strangely into his eyes with a look that

was not the timid glance of a young
said solemnly to him,

glorious
ber that

moment while
when men are

"My

and

lord, enjoy this

But rememsummit of pros-

it lasts.

at the

bride,
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perity, they are then most obnoxious to the
power of the gods, and we, who are now in

youth, and love, may
an
hour, have ceased to be."
nay
Ahmed Shah replied with a smile of love and
He was so deeply enamoured
condescension.
the

full flush of health,

in a day,

in

young bride that everything she
did only made her appear still more

of his fair

said or

lovely in his eyes.
The courtiers on

the verandah and the
crowds on the lake below watched the fires
that seemed to issue from the diamonds on
the Padishah's rich vesture as the sun shone

Suddenly, to their surprise and
horror they saw a real flame flash from his

upon

it.

They could scarcely believe
right shoulder.
The heat of the
their eyes, but there it was.
Indian sun had begun to work on the poisonous drugs with which Lala had anointed her
bridegroom's robes. Ahmed Shah w^as a brave

man

in

battle,

but in face of the horrible

death to which he had been doomed l^y the
w^oman he loved, he w^as reduced to the level

He

shrieked with pain
as he rushed to and fro trying to tear the
of ordinary humanity.

envenomed

The
cloth from his burning flesh.
The flames spread

struggle did not last long.
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over his body with fearful rapidity, and soon
nothing was left of the proud Padishah and

gruesome heap of black
In the meantime Lala had calmly

his rich attire Ijut a

cinders.

mounted the parapet, and,
minoled

feelino;s

the

after

death

watching with

as;onies

of

her

bridegroom, and satisfying herself that the
death of her father and of her brother, and
the destruction of her race, were fully avenged,
plunged headlong into the deep waters of the
Silver Lake.

The Bond

IN

of the Bracelet

the durbar-room of a strong hill fortress
on the borders of Rajputana a small num-

ber of warriors and statesmen, most of them
On
old men, were taking counsel together.
the cushion in the centre sat the old white-

His
bearded Rajah of Nagor, Man Singh.
brow was heavy with care, and all the councillors around him looked equally sad.
They
had indeed good reason to be melancholy.

The

with the greater part of
the army of the state, were many hundred
rajah's

leagues

sons,

away

fighting

the

battles

of

their

suzerain, the Mogul emperor, in the Deccan.
During their absence the Mahometan king
of Gujarat had suddenly invaded the realms

The old rajah,
large army.
hurried
hopeless of defending his capital, had
off with his wives, his daughters, his jewels,
of

Nagor with a

such of his chief nobles as were, like himself,
too old to go to battle in the Deccan, and
a large number of women and children, to the
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of
rocky castle of Godwar, leaving the city
to
the
Nagor and his marble palace there
mercy of the foe. The granaries were full of
and there was plenty of water in the
grain,

tanks at Godwar, but the defenders were too
few to man properly the extensive ramparts of
The Gujarat army was
the strong fortress.
the walls,
already beginning to encamp round

and the rajah and his followers in Godwar
the dismal
appeared to have before them only
alternatives of surrender or death.

They could

any other place of refuge if
such were available, for the cavalry of the
hostile army was already in position, and could
not even flee to

overtake, surround,

easily

and cut them

in

if they succeeded in breaking
lines of the besiegers.
half-formed
the
through
Much was said at the council by the wise

pieces,

men

even

there

assembled.

They discussed the

means of holding the

castle as long as possible
with the scanty forces at their disposal, and
whether it was possible to obtain relief from

outside.

But however much they discussed

the matter, they could find no escape from the
No neighterrible alternative before them.

bouring friendly state was strong enough to
offer battle to the large army of Feroze Shah
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with

any hope of

they looked at

it,

success.

Whatever way

death or surrender stared

As surrender meant that the
Nagor wouhl be condemned to
enter the harem of the Mahometan conqueror,

them

in the face.

princesses of

was determined

perform the terrible
ceremony of johur rather than suffer such an
In the meantime, however, they
indignity.
resolved first to gain as much time as possible
it

to

by protracting negotiations

for the surrender

they never intended to make. After that
they would hold the castle to the last, and, if
the gods did not drive away the insolent foe,
they would, when defence was no longer possible, according to the Rajput ceremony called
johur, immolate their wives and daughters on
the funeral pyre, and then sally forth from the

sword
to slay and be
fortress

in hand, clad in saffron robes,
slain.

Having come

to this conclusion, they returned gloomily to their several apartments,

where they were eagerly expected by the women
of their families, anxious to

know

the fate that

them.
Among the most
was
the
Rajah Man Singh's
eagerly expectant
favourite daughter, whose name Punna (the

was

in

store

for

diamond) well expressed the brilliancy

of her
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beauty and the brightness of her
Though daughters in Eajputana
intelligence.
are generally regarded as a burden and an
youthful

expense, this girl was dearer to the rajah's
She was the
heart than any of his sons.

youngest of his children, the only child of the
wife whom he had loved and lost some fourteen years ago, and who for a short time had
When he
brightened his declining years.
looked upon the beauty of Punna, he seemed
to see his long-lost wife restored to him from
How
the greedy flames of the funeral pyre.
in
his
solace
often he had found
daughter's

playfulness and affection

when he returned

to

palace wearied with the cares of state!
How should he now face her with the terrible
his

news he had

At

to tell?

he remained silent in the centre of
his sorrowing family, who looked to him for
first

For
comfort with their eyes full of tears.
some time not even the caresses and eager
enquiries of his beloved Punna could elicit a
he summoned resolution to tell
them that, unless the gods should come to
their assistance, they were all doomed to die
reply.

at

At

last

no distant period.
His hearers received the death-warrant

in
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silence, in tears, or

with loud cries of lamen-

tation, according to their different characters

and

ages.

Man

of
Singh's mother, a sybil

hundred years, proudly, almost
of sealing
eagerly, embraced the opportunity
life
her
of
devotion
the
by dying like a
long
Some of the younger women
true Rajputni.
imitated her high courage, but others were
inclined to argue that, as they had more reason
to expect pleasure from life, they might natuThe
to dread death more.
rally be expected
was
what
realize
little children, too young to

nearly

a

before them, looked on, as before, with widewailopen eyes of wonder at the weeping and

ing of such of their elders as could not refrain

from tears.
Punna's attitude on hearing the verdict of
She
death was peculiar and characteristic.
like
the
and
exalted
neither looked stern
in useless tears
rajah's mother, nor indulged
She withdrew quietly
like her weaker sisters.

window, the marble trellis-work of which
afforded a wide prospect over the surrounding
on the
country, and there, with her elbow
window-sill and her head leaning on her elbow,
to a

sat for a while in deep thought.
first

wandered

listlessly

Her eyes

at

over the landscape,
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they rested on the conical top of

a distant mountain just visible in the fading
on the verge of the horizon.

twilio-ht

Now

it

was not quite by accident that

Punna's eyes found their resting-place on the
She was full of
top of this conical mountain.
imagination, and often in her reveries had

on the top of the
For there dwelt
mountain of Arikanda.
Umed Singh, a Rajput prince, whose beauty
and grace had won her girlish fancy two years
before, when as an ally of her father she had
built fine castles in the air

him ride through the streets of Nagor.
He was then almost a boy, and returning with
the flush of victory on his brow from an exseen

pedition against a strong body of Bhil robbers,
in which he had fleshed his maiden sword.

As she saw

and the gallant bearing with which he managed his curvetting
arab steed, she fell in love with him on the
spot, and secretly prayed that, when she
married, a young hero like him might be her
At the time there seemed no
bridegroom.
reason why her dream should not become a
But the course of true love never
reality.
his fair face

did run smooth.
frontier

happened that soon after
disputes arose between the two neighIt
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bouring Eajput
feeling

of

although

states.

hostility
it

did

A

bitter

was the

not

and mutual

result,

break out

into

which,

open

war, put an end to all friendly relations between the two courts.
Intermarriage was

henceforth out of the question, but this did not
prevent Punna from cherishing in her heart
the image of the young warrior, who was fixed
in her mind for ever as her ideal of manly

beauty and courage. Thus it was that in her
day-dreams she often fixed her gaze on the
mountain of Arikanda, and that even now,
when her mind was occupied with far different
thoughts, her eyes naturally, by force of
custom, turned in that direction.
Suddenly a thought flashed through her
brain that

made her

heart beat fast and her

eye brighten with hope. Might she not appeal
to her young warrior for help?
In this time

need would not the young Rajput
forget the petty quarrels that had severed
once friendly peoples and come to the aid of
of terrible

a Rajput prince threatened by a Mahometan
invader?
should she not make him her

Why

liaJchi-bund Bhai, or bracelet-bound brother,
Ijinding him to her service by a pledge that no

noble Rajput could refuse to accept?

For

it
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to be the time of the festival of

the bracelet, at which time any Eajput maiden
or matron may send a bracelet to whatever
cavalier she

may

choose,
brother.

bracelet-bound

and make him her
the

If

cavalier

is

willing to accept the gift and its obligations,
he sends back to the fair donor a bodice of

gold brocade, and is thereafter
to devote himself like a true knight

silk or satin or

bound

to her service,

With

and succour her whenever she

him

for help in the hour of need.
such thoughts in her mind she rose

appeals to

and went to her

father,

who

sat with his

head

in his hands, a picture of hopeless dejection.
"
"

Father," she said,

would you come with

me for a moment to the window-recess?"
He followed her listlessly to the place

indi-

and

as soon as they were out of
hearing
of the others she said eagerly
"

cated,

:

Has the Prince

you

of Arikanda ever treated

with insolence,

against you

or

done any base act

or your subjects that can never

be forgiven?"
against

me

is

Man

Singh, "all his offence
that he claims some debatable

"No," replied

land on our frontiers that has been a subject
of controversy for over a
The land
century.
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sandy and barren, and worth
anybody, and perhaps there is
nothing
some ground for the Arikanda claim to it.
But, of course, it would have been a stain on my
honour to give up lands held by my father and

in question

is

to

grandfather whether rightly or wrongly. Thus
many angry messages have passed between us,
and we were resolved, as soon as your brothers

returned from the Deccan, to assert our rights
by force of arms. As for the boy himself, he
is as gallant a Rajput as ever drew sword, and

when he fought on our

side against the robber
chieftains of the north, I loved him as a son.

But why talk of such matters when these
cursed Mahometans are encircling our towers
and we are all doomed to destruction before
the next
"

moon appears?"

"

let me send
father," replied Punna,
and
heart
the bracelet to
Singh,
like
a
true knight, hurry
tells me that he will,

My

Umed

my

to our assistance."
"

What!" exclaimed Man Singh in a fit of
"
Shall we humble ourselves
passionate anger.
to ask help from an enemy,

who has defied
Mahometan

our power, and whom, but
invasion, we should soon bring to his knees?
Perish the thought!"
for this

PUNNA WON OVER HER FATHER
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was very angry indeed, but

better tlian anyone else how to
and
liim
bring him round to agree to
mollify
her proposal, which was, after all, quite reason-

Punna knew

and was indeed, as

able,

be seen,

far as could

hope of safety left. Further, as
Eajput princesses had been known to send the
bracelet even to Mahometans, there could be
no dishonour in Punna's sending her bracelet
to a true Rajput prince, although he happened
It was the plain
at the time to be an enemy.
duty of all Rajputs to forget their mutual
the

only

feuds

Even
come

in

the

face

of

the

common enemy.

policy might well urge Umed Singh to
If Nagor were
to their assistance.

subdued, and became a province of the kingdom of Gujarat, the turn of Arikanda would
be likely to come next.
Partly by urging
such considerations as these, and still more by
caresses,

Punna won over her

was resolved

father,

to send her bracelet

messenger to Umed Singh.
The bracelet chosen as

by

and

it

a trusty

symbol of
Singh
was made of gold chains, ornamented with
A boy still in his
sapphires and diamonds.
teens, the son of a trusty old retainer, was
the

Punna's appeal to the chivalry of

(M748)

Umed

D
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selected to perform the difficult and dangerous
task of* conveying it to Arikanda; and lie

started at once, so as to get clear before the
encircling lines of the leaguer were drawn

tight round the fortress walls,

made

morning

light
messenger to slip

away

and before the

impossible for the
unseen by the sentries

it

of the enemy.
AVith many blessings and cautions the brave
boy was let down by a rope from the ramparts,

and disappeared immediately

in

the

With the swiftness and
mountain deer he threaded his
way through the rocky boulders which were
scattered over the ground all round the walls
The narrow, tortuous paths
of the fortress.
he trod were so familiar to him that he could
darkness of

nig-ht.

light step of a

follow
stars.

them easily by the dim
But wherever he directed

light of the
his footsteps,

he saw the watch-fires of the foe, separated
It
from each other by no wide intervals.
seemed almost impossible to slip between them
undetected.
However, the attempt had to be

made, and that quickly, for soon the moon
would rise and cast her light on the scene.
So he made for the middle of the widest
interval between the watch-fires, and, keeping
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under the cover of the

rocky boulders, managed to escape the eyes of
When he had got
the sentries on both sides.
he hurried on
of
fires
line
the
past
encircling
thinking that he had now
critical
most
the
part of his journey.
passed
a
But there's many
slip 'twixt the cup and

with

the

less caution,

Just at this

lip.

moment

a

heavy

figure

sprang upon him from behind a bush at the
side of his path, and the two rolled together
The boy was famous as a clever
in the dust.
wrestler in all his boyish sports, but his wiles
and strug;o;les were useless against the iron
clasp of the strong man who now held him.
"
"
little fellow," said his captor,
No,
you
must come along with me and pay a visit to

my

the great king of Gujarat in his royal tent."

The boy, finding

his struggles useless, reor
pretended to resign, himself to liis
signed,

and

walked

along quietly with tne
]\Iahometan, who held him fast by his right
arm, and led him in the direction of the
fate,

nearest

watch-fire.

In

would be searched by the
tell-tale

bracelet

few minutes

a

fire-light,

concealed

in

his

he

and the
turban

would be discovered. Young Banni, however,
had by no means given up hope, and was
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determined to make a bold stroke for liberty
even if he perished in the attempt.
His

by the boy's
small size and his apparent submission, foolishly allowed him to have his left arm free,
captor, lulled into false security

his clothes to see if he

had

any weapons concealed about his person.

If

and did not search
he had done

so,

he would have found hidden

in his left sleeve a small crooked dagger called
a heechwa or scorpion, from its resemblance to

venomous reptile. By an adroit moveof his arm Banni managed to get hold
of the hilt of his dagger, and immediately
that

ment

plunged

its

point deep into the fleshy part of

the arm of the Mahometan, who

yelled with

the pain of the sudden wound, and relaxed his
hold.
Immediately Banni, by a desperate
effort, shook himself free and darted away

an arrow, pursued by the Mahometan.
Unfortunately he had shaken himself free
not only of the Mahometan's grasp but also
of his turban, in the folds of which lay conHe determined
cealed the precious bracelet.

like

When his pursuer,
it.
the
rocky path, was left
floundering along
some way behind, Banni slipped aside and hid
The Mahometan
himself behind a boulder.
if

possible to recover
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on past him, and Banni quietly and
swiftly retraced liis steps to the spot where
It was
his turban had fallen to the ground.
ruslied

lying there still, and Banni, after feeling that
the bracelet was still in its place, put the

turban on his head and started off once more.

Here an opportunity offered itself, which
he was not slow to embrace. The Moslem
soldiers round about had been roused by the
loud yell of their wounded comrade, that
suddenly startled the stillness of the night.
Banni could see them peering into the darkness, and wandering about with torches to
find out what had happened.
A Mahometan
officer, richly dressed and mounted on a fine
black

steed,

was riding about and giving

orders to the search-parties.
Presently, findhis
horse
an
than a
rather
encumbrance
ing

help in the rough jungle, he gave it over to
the charge of a small page who was in attend-

and himself went on foot to some
Banni was close by when the
Mahometan officer gave over his horse to the
The horse was restive,
charge of his page.
and the small page-boy had great difficulty in
holding it. As none of the searchers happened
to be near, Banni came boldly forward.
The
ance,

distance.
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page-boy seeing

liim, called out,

you come and help me

"

Why

don't

to hold this beast of a

horse instead of standing there, you son of a
donkey?" Banni was only too glad to accept

the

He

offer.

took the bridle in his hand,
"

If you give me a
can
sit
down
on that stone
backsheesh, you
and I'll hold the horse for you as long as you
The lazy page-boy upon this left the
like."

and said

to the page-boy,

horse in Banni's hands, and sat down comfortably on a stone to watch another doing his

Banni had not much time to

work

for him.

lose.

He moved up

as if to quiet the horse

by

on the shoulder, and vaulted lightly
patting
into the saddle, without putting his foot in
it

the stirrup.

The page jumped up and gave a loud shout
as Banni touched the horse with his heel and
rode away swiftly in the direction of Arikanda.
Just at this moment the moon rose above a
This
misty cloud low on the eastern horizon.
enabled Banni to ride over the rocky ground
with less danger of falling, but it also discovered him, as he rode away, to the eyes of
half the

encampment of the

besiegers.

Steeds

were mounted in hot haste, and in a few
minutes fifty or a hundred troopers were on
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little

chance

For the steed he rode was
and
swift, and his light weight was
strong
like a feather on its back.
He had soon made
his way to the bottom of the rocky hill and
was galloping over the great sandy plain between Godwar and Arikanda, Who so proud
as he, when he felt the long stride of the
great black steed beneath him, bearing him
on with the speed of a strong wind and the
smooth easy motion of a mighty river! As
he looked romid he could see by the moonof catching him.

light

his

pursuers

diminishing

number

in

and becoming dimmer and dimmer in the
In front the mountain of Arikanda
distance.
was clearly visiljle at a distance of sixty
miles, which, as hour followed hour, diminished to fifty, forty, thirty, twenty, and ten
miles.
At last the black horse began to show
signs of exhaustion, and required the aid of
the curbed bit to keep him from stumbling.
Nevertheless horse and rider struggled on
until

at

dawn

they

reached

the

gate

of

Arikanda, which had just been opened to
admit the country people bringing provisions
into the town.

Banni was immediately conducted,

in

ac-
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cordance with his request, to the royal palace,
in the court-yard of which he found a splendid
cavalcade with

hawk and hound preparing

to

In the centre of the
greenwood.
were
two
tall
group
young men attired in
one
was pointed out
of
whom
hunting dress,
start for the

to

him

as

Umed

Singh, the chief of Arikanda.

Banni immediately slipped down from his
horse, ran forward to him, and put in his
hands the bracelet, telling him that it was
sent by Punna, who with her father was shut
up by a Mahometan army in Godwar, and
called

come

upon him

as a true

to her assistance.

flushed with pride.
that the peerless

such an appeal to
that had existed

two
"

He

Rajput cavalier to

Umed
felt it

Singh's brow
a high honour

Punna should have made
him in spite of the hostility
for some years between the

states.

have nobler game afoot," he exclaimed
"
than heron, deer, or tiger.
Feroze Shah is besieging Man Singh in his
fortress of Godwar, and his fair daughter
Punna has given me the honour of coming
I

to his companion,

to her assistance as her brother, bound to her
friend,
by the bond of the bracelet. So,

my

I

must bid you

farewell

and go to the wars."
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"And why
Punna

farewell?" said the other.

now your adopted

is

sister,
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"

If

Zalim

your brother-in-arms, and, with the
Singh
been enjoying
fifty knights who have so long
your hospitality, will be proud to fight under
is

Godwar."
The retainers of both princes raised a hearty
cheer when they heard Zalim Singh express
this generous resolution, and the word was
sent round to prepare for war with all possible
In the meantime Banni and the good
speed.
horse that carried him so well were not forRefreshment was provided for man
gotten.
and beast, and Banni, the hero of the hour,
had to relate over and over again all that he
had done and suffered since he slid down the
rope from the ramparts of Godwar.
In the meantime Feroze Shah had begun
to attack Godwar, without waiting for the
arrival of his heavy guns, which were two or
three days' march behind the rest of his army.
On the very morning on which Banni so
cleverly made his way to Arikanda an attempt
was made to scale the walls before daybreak.
A native of the place, who had turned traitor,
undertook to climb up the rocks by a path
known only to himself, and let down a ropeyour

fiag at
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ladder.

A

strong forlorn hope waited at the

foot of the almost precipitous rock until the
lower end of the rope came dangling down to

the ground on which they were standing, and
assured them of the traitor's success.
Their
Alhowever, was short - lived.
most before the first of them had set foot
satisfaction,

on the lowest rung, the whole ladder was
suddenly jerked up, and down came rolling a
round object like a ball, which turned out, on
He
inspection, to be the head of the traitor.

had been detected

in the act of fastening the

top of the ramparts by the
sentries,
leaped upon him, and,
cutting off his head, threw it down over the

ladder

to

the

who promptly

wall.

On

the following day the besiegers were

busy constructing mines and trenches. The
small garrison could do little or nothing to
obstruct these operations, as feint attacks were
made at different parts of the wide circuit of
the walls, which, although they were not

No serious
pressed home, had to be opposed.
The
walls.
was
made
the
to
scale
attempt
besiegers preferred to wait for the arrival of
their heavy guns.
They had no doubt that,
arrived
and
were directed against
when these
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the walls by the skilled Portuguese gunners
from Diu in Feroze's service, a practicable

breach would soon be effected and the fortress
In the middle of the night a
would fall.

runner climl)ed the wall bearing a katchli or
bodice of gold brocade and pearls for Punna

Umed

Singh, who thereby acknowledged
the receipt of the bracelet, and declared his
imwillingness to accept all the obligations

from

plied in the

gift.

Hope

rose

still

higher

when

was heard that Zalim Singh was going to
and
join his forces with those of Umed Singh,
march with him to Godwar.
As Umed Singh and Zalim Singh rode together at the head of the whole army of the
former and the fifty knights of the latter, they
consulted too;ether on the situation of affairs.
As they had only about 5000 troopers, and
the army besieging Godwar was at least three
times that number, it would not be wise to
it

They resolved rather to hover
round the besieging army, and watch for any
opportunity of throwing in reinfoucements.
Above all, their best plan was to cut the
communications of the enemy, who were in a
barren and hostile country, and would find it
very difficult to get their supplies from Gujarat.
offer battle.
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tliey moved rapidly to the south-west of
Godwar and took up a strong position commanding the main road from Ahmedabad, the

So

caj^ital

of Gujarat.

They had hardly established themselves
when a Rajput came galloping into the
camp with the news that the Mahometan
artillery was approaching with a slender escort,
and that the officers in command seemed to
there

be taking

no

precautions

against

surprise.

Umed

Singh immediately advanced to meet
them with 2000 of his troopers, whom he
concealed on either side of a defile through
which the road passed. Presently the artillery
appeared in sight, moving on slowly, the guns
dragged by the large bullocks for which the
province of Gujarat is famous. The few horsemen who rode in front as an advance guard
were allowed to pass through the defile unmolested.
Not until the guns in charge of
the Portuguese artillerymen were right between
the two lines of the Rajput ambush was the
order given for the attack.
Then a

mingled

hail of bullets

and arrows from an unseen

foe

poured into the ranks of the doomed gunners,
who discharged their muskets wildly without
doing

much damage.

The confusion was

in-
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creased by the rushing to and fro of the great
oxen, some of whom were accidentally wounded
by the Eajput discharge. The attack was so

sudden and unexpected, and the force attacked
was so small, that resistance was hopeless. So
the Portuguese gunners and their small escort
were compelled to surrender after a considerable number of them had fallen.
The Eajput
leaders did not think they were strong enough
to hold the guns they had captured.
They
w^ould have been a serious encumbrance, and
would have interfered with their superior
mobility, by which they hoped to make up for
their inferior numbers.
So they threw the
captured artillery into a neighbouring tank,
and with the Portuguese prisoners and the

oxen retired to their original position, which
was already threatened by a large force detached from the besieging army.
They had
reason
to
be
well
satisfied
with
what
good

they had done.
artillery

Feroze Shah deprived of his
little chance of speedily

would have

effecting the capture of G-odwar now that he
had an active force operating in his rear. The

moral

effect of

the blow was also very consider-

The Gujaratis were dispirited to find
able.
that instead of carrying all before them, they
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were themselves opposed to attack, and tliey
began to fear that many of them might perish
in the sandy plains of Rajputana and never
see

the

rich

pastures

of their

native

land

again.

On the other hand, the spirits of the Rajputs
were proportionately elevated. The news of
the capture of the artillery was spread by
rumour

far

and wide over the country.

The

Rajputs of the neighbouring states prepared
to take part in what promised to be a successful resistance to a Mahometan invasion.

the territory of Nagor also, by twos and
and fours, Rajput warriors came riding
in to swell the ranks of the relieving force.

From

threes

Most of the

latter, it is true,

were old men or

boys, as almost all the men of military age
were away fighting in the Deccan under the

But still their presence
imperial standard.
was a very welcome addition to the still scanty
numbers of the little army under Umed Singh's

command.
In the meantime the army of Feroze Shah
was reduced to a position of considerable
difficulty.
Owing to the severing of its communications, provisions were beginning to
run short.
The only way to remedy this
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trying state of affairs was to storm the walls
of Godwar and gain access to the larsfe stores
known to have been there collected.
mine

A

was successfully exploded under the bastion
protecting the approach to the main gateway,
and up the debris of the broken masonry
clambered the valiant Moslem soldiery, shouting their religious war cry, "Din, Din!"^ which

was answered by the defenders of the breach

The explosion
mine warned the relieving army of

with loud shouts of defiance.
of the

the danger that threatened the beleaguered
Umed Singh immediately drew out
garrison.

and directed the
main body against the Moslem lines imme-

his cavalry in battle array,

diately in the
This diversion

rear

of the

com^^elled

storming party.
Feroze Shah to

turn against the enemy on the outside the
troops that he had massed for the support of
the soldiers attackino-

the

breach.

At the

same time Zalim Singh with his fifty knights
rode swiftly round the lines, threatening them
at different points in quick succession, and
driving his attack home wherever he found
the long circuit of the lines weakly defended.

Owing

to

these

diA^ersions
1

Faith, Faith

!

the

attempt to
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storm the breach had to be abandoned, and

good deal of desultory fighting, in
which no decisive success was gained on either
after a

side,

both parties retired to their respective

camps.
Feroze Shah saw from the ineffectual result
of the day's fighting that he could not expect
to gain possession of Godwar unless he could
inflict

a

decisive

defeat

on

Umed

Sino;h.

Indeed, unless he could do so and restore his
communications with Gujarat, there was great

danger that his army, though unconquered in
the field, would be reduced by starvation. He
therefore determined on the following day to

main attack upon the Rajput position on the road to Ahmedabad, leaving a
direct his

small containing force to prevent the garrison
of Godwar from sallying and making an attack
in his rear in the heat of the battle.

Early

morning the Mahometan army advanced
to battle with the main l^ody of infantry in
the centre, and squadrons of cavalry on either
Feroze Shah himself took up his posiwing.
in the

tion,

surrounded by his body-guard, in the

rear of his advancing troops, where he was
to be seen seated on the howdah of a richly-

caparisoned elephant, with the umbrella, the
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symbol of

oriental
liis

sovereignty,

The Eajputs with

head.

•

held

their
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over

inferior

numbers could hardly hope to defeat this
powerful and well-ordered force in a pitched
If they

battle.

of

spears

the

hurled themselves

Mahometan

on the

infantry in the
danger of being

centre, they would be in
attacked on both flanks by the cavalry arrayed
on the right and left wings of the enemy's

Umed Singh was wise as he
was brave, and saw clearly that if he made
a frontal attack on the advancing enemy he
would be courting defeat. He therefore determined to follow Parthian tactics, and conquer
line of battle.

hy

retreating.

As soon

as

the

enemy

ad-

vanced to within bow-shot, the Eajputs delivered a volley from their matchlocks and
bows, and then retired in good order to a new
position
tactics

farther

back.

By

repeating these

several times, they lured the Mahoarmy farther and farther away from

metan
Godwar.
livered.

Then the counterstroke was deThe next time the Mahometan army

came within

striking distance, all the Rajputs
suddenly, like one man, took a half-turn to
the right. The main body, consisting of some

4000 men led by Zalim Singh, hurled
(M748)

itself

E
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on

cavalry arrayed on the Mahometan
and after a short but desperate struggle

tlie

left,

drove them back on the centre.
Eajputs,

what

excited

by

their

The

success,

their leaders never intended

They charged the Mahometan
was to be expected, failed

as

victorious

now

them

did

to do.

infantry, and,
to pierce the

impenetra1)le forest of their spears.

Not

till

they had lost many men in fruitless charges,
and were threatened in their turn by a flank
attack from the Gujarati cavalry, who had
ridden round from the right wing, could Zalim
Their
Singh prevail upon them to retire.
leader, with his

what had

own band

of fifty knights, or

originally been

fifty knights, kept
the advancing Mahometan cavalry in check
until the whole of the main Ijody of Rajputs

was able to extricate itself from the perilous
position in which its rash valour had involved
it.
Before, however, this could be done the
blood of many a gallant horse and rider stained
the sand.

In the meantime a chosen band of a thousand
warriors, under the

command

of

Umed

Singh,

had fetched a compass round the turmoil and
confusion of the fight, and made straight for
As Man
the main gate of Godwar castle.
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and Punna looked down from

their

favourite post of ol^servation, a turret rising
higli

above the eastern ramparts, they saw the

At first they
battle raging in the distance.
could only see one cloud of dust, here and
there illuminated
risen sun flashing

by the rays of the newlyshield, and helmet.

on sword,

Then a smaller cloud of dust detached itself
from the main body, and was seen to move
rapidly in the direction of Godwar.
could it l:»e ? Was it a body of routed

What
Moslem

cavalry that had fled from the battle and left
the infantry to its fate, or was it a company
of Rajputs that had given

up the battle for
lost and was making for Arikanda and safety?
Soon the keenly-interested spectators saw the
flag of five colours flying alcove the

advancing
and
knew
that
it consisted
thereby
squadron,
of Rajputs.
Next they could make out the
special flag of the state of Arikanda, and
Punna concluded that the troop of horse was

Her
adopted brother.
heart told her that he was no traitor or runaway, and soon all the spectators saw th?.t.
his object was to force his way through the

commanded by

her

beleao;uerino;

lines

Mahometans

in

into

the

the

besieging

fortress.

lines

The
saw it
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too,

and began to concentrate

gates to oppose

Umed

liis

in front of tlie

advance.

Singh paused

for

a

few moments

"
before giving the order to charge.
They
shrink from the onset!" cried the Mahometan
"

commander.

Advance,

my

men, and break

wavering ranks!" Umed Singh,
was
not at all inclined to shrink
however,
from the onset.
He was only giving his
tln-ough their

horses and

men

a moment's l^reathing space,
that their charge might be the more effective.

Then the rocky ground resounded

to

the tread of four thousand hoofs, and almost
in a moment, as it seemed, the front line
of the

enemy was broken.

The second

line

made

a longer resistance, until they were
driven back under the walls and were assailed

by great stones, arrows, and javelins hurled
down on their heads from the ramparts. Thus
exposed to a doul^le attack in front and in
rear they could sustain the
fight no longer,
but broke and fled. The great gate was then

Godwar rode the victorious
squadron, bearing with them their dead and
wounded. The common soldiers of the garriopened, and into

son crowded round to kiss the feet of
Singh, wdiom they greeted as

Umed

their deliverer.
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Not

less

warm was

the welcome
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which he

Man

Singh and his nobles.
The due meed of praise and glory was also
received

from

who rode in with Umed
on
the great black horse he
Singh's troopers
had seized on his adventurous passage through
given to

Banni,

the beleaQ-uerinsi; lines.
Thus it was that when Feroze Shah returned

on

his elephant to his tent in the centre of his
encampment, after defeating and driving before

him the main body
that

all

of the EajjDuts, he found
the fruits of victory were with the

enemy. The Eajputs who remained outside
were not cast down by the repulse they had
sustained, and were still in sufficient numbers

He also
intercept his communications.
knew that they would soon be strongly rein-

to

by large bands of Eajputs who were
moving to the scene of action. As there was
no lack of water or provisions, the garrison
forced

of Godwar, with the additional thousand men
thrown in by Umed Singh, could now, in all
probability, successfully defend the walls until

Man

Singh's sons returned from the imperial
campaign in the Deccan.

Under
thought

Shah
circumstances, Feroze
expedient to give up the siege.

the
it
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He

therefore invited

Umed

Singh to a parley,

and proposed terms of peace. He
demanded a solemn promise that
should be unmolested on

its

especially
his army

When

retreat.

the Rajput was inclined to reject this demand,
he said, " Very well, unless you swear by all

you hold sacred that you

will

abstain from

attacking us on our march, we shall first direct
our steps to the city of Nagor, which we have
hitherto spared, and, when we have left it, you

one stone standing on another."
This threat to destroy Man Singh's capital was
eftectual.
Feroze Shah was granted an un-

will not find

molested retreat, and marched away with his
army on the following morning.
Great was the rejoicing in Godwar when
the mighty king of Gujarat marched away.
Singh, as he watched the invading army

Man

depart, again

Singh

his

and again expressed

gratitude

for

the

Umed

to

chivalry

with

he had hastened to the assistance of
the beleaguered fortress, and his admiration
of the valour and skill with which the enterv/liich

prise had been conducted to a successful
conclusion.
"What recompense", he ex"
can
I make you for saving the
claimed,
lives

and the honour of myself,

my

wdves,
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you will, and
cannot refuse you, though you should demand this castle of Godwar or the most

my

daughters?

wliat

I

precious

gems

in

my"

diadem."

"

Rajah,"
take you at your
word, and ask you to give me the priceless
diamond that is the greatest glory of your
replied

Umed

Singh,

I

palace and kingdom." Man Singh thought he
meant the great diamond that blazed in the
centre of his regal tiara, and had descended
"
to him from a long line of ancestors.
You

have it," he replied; ''and long may it
remain with your descendants as a symbol of
one of the greatest feats of Eajput chivalry!"
shall

Umed Singh, however, went on to explain
that the diamond he coveted was Man Singh's
beautiful daughter Punna, whose name, as we
have seen,

signified a diamond.
gladly granted this request, for, as

Man

Singh
he jokingly
remarked, the diamond would not be entirely

him by being given to Umed Singh.
Punna, by becoming Umed Singh's wife, would
not cease to be his daughter. So Umed Singh
and Punna were married amid the rejoicings
of all Nagor and Arikanda.
All the Eajput
chiefs who came to the assistance of Godwar
before or after the retreat of Feroze Shah were
lost to
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invited to

to grace the
And there, in

Nagor

their presence.

wedding with

Man

Singh's

marble pahice, with due rites and the singing
of sacred hymns, and with the clash of arms
when the bridegroom rushed in, according to
the Rajput custom, with his band of armed
kinsmen to go through the form of capturing
the l^ride, Punna gave up her position as

adopted

sister,

and became the wedded wife

of Umed Singh.
By the help of Romesh
Dutt's recent translation into English verse
of the great Indian epic of the Ramayana,
well imagine how Umed Singh took
his fair bride back with him to Arikanda

we can
"

And they

And

—

reached the ancient

city,

decked with banners

bright and brave,
the voice of drum and trumpet hailed the home-

returning brave

;

Fragrant blossoms strewed the pathway, song of wel-

come

filled

the

air,

Joyous men and merry women

issued forth in garments

fair;

And
And

they lifted up their
hands on high,

voices,

and they waved their

they raised the voice of welcome as their valiant
prince

drew nigh

".

A

Rajput

Amazon

hundred years ago a tall and
powerful young Eajput was riding through
the glades of a forest on the lower slopes of
the Aravalli Mountains. The classic regularity
of his features and the smallness of his hands
and feet indicated pretty plainly that the
four

SOME

bluest blood of Rajasthan flowed in his veins.
Though the territory under his rule was not

very extensive, Pertab Singh could trace his
pedigree back to Rama, the great conqueror
of Ceylon, whose exj^loits were celeljrated in

immortal verse as old as, or older than, the
Iliad and Odyssey.
He was clad in the garb
of a hunter, and held a lance in his hand,
ready for any wild beast that he might
encounter.

He had

ridden for several

when

getting any sport,
mighty boar in the

hours without

at last he descried a

distance.

After an ex-

citing chase, rendered very dangerous by the
roughness of the ground and the trees through
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had to guide
the quarry and drove
wliicli lie

his horse, he

came upon

his spear into its side.

Unfortunately, just at this moment his horse
put its foot in a hole and fell, throwing its
rider in the dust.

In the sudden

spear snapjDed, and half of

it

fall

the boar-

remained sticking

in the animal's side.

Pertab Singh immediately sprang to his
feet sword in hand and prepared to defend

The savage animal,
himself against the boar.
rather enraged than weakened by the spear in
its side,

rushed at him furiously, gnashing

its

teeth and raising the bristles on its brawny
Now the boar is the bravest, and one
back.
of the strongest, of the beasts of the jungle,

and a short sword

is

his terrible tusks.

How

have fared

a poor defence against

Pertab Singh would
with his wounded

in the contest

Just
enemy can never be known.
moment wdien man and beast were

at

the

closing

the latter suddenly and
mysteriously rolled over and expired.
When Pertab Singh, thus released from imin deadly

combat,

examine the dead
peril, proceeded to
of
cause
its sudden overhe
found
the
beast,
an unseen hand
from
an
arrow
throw to be

minent

that had sunk up to the feather in

its

body.
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Looking round to discover who had so opportunely come to his assistance, he saw framed
in the overarching foliage of two great forest
trees a vision of loveliness that almost took
his breath away.

Seated on a prancing Arab

seemed proud of his beautiful
was
a young girl of some fifteen or
burden,
sixteen summers with a bow in her hands.
Had Pertab Sinoh been a Greek, he might
have tliouo;ht that the fio-ure before him was
the goddess Diana come down from Olympus
to save her votary from death.
Her girlish
w^as
enhanced
beauty
by the brightness of her
complexion, due to a healthy life in the open
air, and if her soft cheek was slightly browned
steed,

that

by exposure

to the sun, that too, in Pertab

made her

far more attractive than
Singh's eyes,
of
the
beauties
of the zenana.
pale-faced
any
Every motion and pose of her supple form was
full

of grace, and

perfect

horse and rider in their

harmony formed such a combination of

living loveliness as Pertab Singh's eyes had
never seen before. But the vision was as tran-

Before Pertab
it was enchanting.
his
had
from
recovered
surprise, the
Singh
and
head
girl turned her horse's
disappeared
sitory as

in the greenery of the forest

with the rapidity
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But

of a startled fawn.

for the arrow buried
dead boar, he might
maiden and her horse

in the side of the

deep
have thought the

fair

to be creatures of his imagination.

time the sun was riding high in the
heavens, and Pertab Singh, who had ridden
out early in the morning, was becoming

By

this

He therefore mounted
hungry and thirsty.
his horse and followed a clearly-marked path,
which he hoped might lead him to human
In this hope he was not dishabitations.
After following the path into one
appointed.
of the most secluded glades of the great forest,

he found before him a small settlement of huts
which seemed to have been newly erected.
Approaching the large hut in the centre, he

was the temporary home of the
Eajput Ajit Singh, who had been driven from
his city and lands by the Afghan Daud.
Pertab Sing-h was welcomed with courteous

was told

it

by the expatriated prince. After
his body and soul had been refreshed with the
best of woodland cheer, he told his host who
he was and how he had been saved from the
hospitality

onset of the boar by a beautiful huntress, who
fled from his gaze almost as soon as he

had
had

set eyes

on

her.
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you describe ", replied Ajit Singh,
can be none other than my madcap daughter,
Pudmani. Since we were expelled from our
girl

*'

by the Afghans she has been roaming
woman, and has attained
wonderful skill with the bow and arrow.
The
castle

the forest like a wild

spoiled child declares that, now that she has
once tasted the joys of free life in the forest,

she will never submit to be

immured

in the

Indeed she is so
pale shade of the zenana.
self-willed that I know not what to do with
her,"
"
If

one

so

lovely
"

young Eajput,
favour on me,
for

life,

and

I

my

",

replied the gallant
deign to look with

would
would be her willing slave
chief joy and pride would be

to satisfy every wish of her heart."
"
Truly, as I look on you, I see that

you are

not such a one as maidens are wont to frown

But here

Pudmani's
She swears she will marry no
one who cannot win back our ancestral city
and castle from Daud the Afsjlian, and whoever does this, she will marry, be he as black
as a negro and as ugly as a rakshasa-"."
"With gladness of heart", replied Pertab
upon.

is

another of

freaks of fancy.

*

Rakshasa = demon.

my
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"

I undertake the enterprise, and swear
to regain your castle of Eajgurh or die in the

Singh,

attempt."
On the same day another offer of marriage

Pudmani came from

a very different and
most unexpected quarter. The report of her
beauty had come to the ears of Daud the
for

Afghan, who, although he was somewhat declined

in

the vale

of years

and

had two

Mahometan wives already, proposed to add
the fair Eajputni^ to their number. He therefore sent a trusty messenger to Ajit Singh's
forest home with a letter in which he declared

The lovely Pudmani, he wrote,
was like the moon, whose eyes
were stars, whose teeth were strings of pearls,
the breath of whose coral lips was as the odour
of myrrh and camphor, whose form was light
and graceful as the oazelle, would henceforth
his passion.
whose face

be the sovereign of his heart.
fore

come and share

The

letter

his heart

Let her there-

and

his domains.

concluded in a

less pleasant strain
the proffered honour were
declined, he would enter the forest with sword

with a threat that

if

and spear and carry off Pudmani by force.
Ajit Singh was so furiously angry at Daud's
1

Rajputni — Rajput woman.
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letter that he was very much mclined to cut
the messenger's head o&.
He rushed off in a
to
the apartment of his daughter, who
rage
was almost as angry as himself at Baud's

When

he had ceased fuming at
the Afghan's letter, he told Pudmani of the
more eligible suitor who had applied for her
hand.
insolence.

Then an idea
"

flashed into her cjuick brains.

Let us allow the messenger's head to remain
on his shoulders for the present," she exclaimed.

"One

and fat;
the other is young, tall, and handsome.
Yet
I seem to see a way by which both their
of

my

admirers

lead

is old,

short,

to

your restoration to
home and honours.
Let us
meet and consider the matter with the young
gallant who would fight his way into Kajgurh
proposals may
your ancestral

for

my

sake."

So a council of war was held, the result of
which was that a message was sent back to
Daud informing him that his offer was accepted, and that in the course of a month
Pudmani would be sent to him with a retinue
At the same time,
befitting her high rank.
too ready compliance should excite suspicions, it was stipulated that Daud should
lest
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solemnly swear on the Koran to restore a
Daucl
certain part of Ajit Singh's territory.

was

enamoured of the reputed beauty of
So
refuse nothing.
on these terms the matter was settled, seemso

Pudmani that he could

ingly to the satisfaction of all concerned.
month later a gallant cavalcade accom-

A

panied Pudmani on her
forest retreat to the
gurli.

a

way from

her father's

town and

fortress of RajIn the centre Pudmani was carried in

litter,

with curtains of white

silk.

Imme-

diately behind was her beautiful Arab horse
led by a groom, who, on close examination,

might be seen to be none other than the Rajput prince, Pertab Singh.
the central litter were three
to be occupied
were to attend

On

either side of

litters

purporting

by six ladies-in-waiting, who
upon Pudmani in her new

Their real occupants were six Rajput
warriors, and among the cushions were con-

home.

cealed swords and javelins.
litters

was borne by

Each of the seven

six bearers,

but

who were not

warriors

in disguise.
ordinary hhois^,
Thus, not counting Pudmani herself, who had
her unerring bow and arrows by her side,

there was a masked force of forty-nine Raj^

Bhois=: palanquin-bearers.
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procession.

must be added the undisguised guardof-honour, consisting of thirty troopers. Most
of them carried two swords, but as this was a
common practice among the Rajputs, it was
this

not likely to attract suspicious attention.
This formidable body of desperate men,

all

the more formidable because they appeared in

A

advanced boldly to Rajgurh.
mile or two from the gates they were met by
Daud the Afghan and some twenty of his
festive guise,

and friends, all mounted on gallant
and robed in festive attire.
Daud
who
was
himself,
something of a dandy, was
relatives

steeds

arrayed in bright-coloured garments skilfully
contrived to conceal the rotundity of his
He managed his prancing steed with
figure.
the address of an accomplished horseman, and

Pudmani, as she looked
curtains of the

litter,

at

him through the

could not but admire the

He
gallant bearing of her elderly admirer.
was indeed a famous warrior, who had fought
valiantly in a hundred battles and sieges since
the time when he first bore a sword.

The great gates of Rajgurh were thrown
wide

open

to

admit

the

bridal

cortege.

Directly the threshold was crossed, the carets

74s)
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was enfully -prepared transformation scene
were
The seven litters
acted.
deposited on

Out of the central one sprang
ground.
in her hand, and mounted
her
bow
Pudmani,
on her Arab steed, which Pertab Singh held
tlie

ready for her.

At the same time some

of the

Rajputs supplied themselves with
from
the litters, while others took
weapons
the extra swords from the troopers forming
disguised

On the other side,
guard -of- honour.
Daud, cjuickly recovering from his surprise,
drew up his small troop of horsemen in battle
array behind him, and ordered the trumpeter
to sound an alarm and rouse the rest of the
the

Mahometan

Many of the spectators
garrison.
of the strange scene, who had come in festive
robes, as for a peaceful procession, rushed to
seize arms.

Some

of these were

Mahometan

soldiers and settlers, but others belonged to
the old Hindu population of the town, and

were ready to fight

for

their

liberty

and

religion.

The fray was opened l)y Pudmani. As soon
as she had mounted her Arab, she put an
arrow to the string of her bow and aimed it at
Then by a sudden change
the heart of Daud.
of mind, due no doubt to the tenderness most
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women feel for even the least
who honour them with their

acceptable
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men

admiration, she
depressed the point of her arrow and shot his
Her momentary tenderness
horse instead.

almost proved fatal to the whole enterprise.
Daud rolled in the dust with his wounded

but soon picked himself up again.
AVhen he looked round, the Rajputs were
horse,

driving the Afghans back, and in the excitement of victory pursuing them into the

He saw the mistake
town.
admirable promptiand
had
with
made,
they
tude and presence of mind, instead of going
to the scene of conflict where his single arm
would have availed little, he ran to the gates,
which were now clear of the combatants, and
with his own hand helped the gate-keepers to
If he had succeeded in his atclose them.
tempt, the small band of Rajputs in the town,
deprived of all hope of succour, would have
perished like rats in a trap, and Pudmani
would, after all, have become an inmate of a
interior of the

Mahometan harem.
moment too late.

He

was, however, just a
Before the two heavy

gate met, the foremost of a
strong body of Rajputs that had been collected within sight of the walls, ready to enter

halves of the
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the town as soon as the pretended bridal
party had effected a lodgment, appeared on

the scene, and forced their way in through
the gate to the help of their comrades.

When Daud was
mounted

foiled in this

a riderless horse

attempt he

and put himself at

the head of the garrison, that had by this time
turned out in its full streno;th and almost

surrounded the small body of Rajputs led by
The Rajput prince performed
Pertab Singh.
prodigies of valour; but he was wounded, and
many of his braA^est comrades had fallen by
his side.

In their midst rose conspicuous the
Pudmani on horseback deal-

beautiful form of

Like the
ing death from her unerring bow.
gleam of a sail to shipwrecked mariners was
the appearance of the reinforcements that now
began to pour in through the open gates.

When

all

inside

the town, and were

Hindu

residents, the

the Rajputs had

made

their

joined

way

by the

Mahometans began to be
overpowered by superior numbers. The indomitable Daud made a last effort to retrieve
the

fortunes

of the

leader of the enemy.

day by attacking the

On

horseback he

made

Pertab Singh, who, slipping aside and
evading the w^eight of the charging horse,
for
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caught him by the middle, and hy main force
When Daud
pulled him out of the saddle.

was thus captured, his dispirited followers
gave up the struggle and asked for quarter,
which was granted them.
Thus Pertab Singh won Pudmani for himDaud owed
self, and Rajgurh for her father.
He was
his life to the pleading of Pudmani.
more in love with Pudmani than ever now
that he had seen her with his own eyes, and
he had the gallantry to remark aloud that
the sight of her radiant beauty was enough
to compensate him for the loss of castle and
lands.
To himself he swore that he would
one day carry her off by force of arms, and
have her for his bride after all. This he did
not

although he lived for

effect,

many

years,

and distinguished himself by his skill and
valour in more battles and sieges.
Pertab Sinoh and Pudmani were blessed
with a large family.

from

parentage, the daughters were
and the sons became valiant men,

their

beautiful

who

As might be expected

the next generation stood forth as
bulwarks of the liberty of Rajasthan against

the

in

ever

-

aggression.

encroaching waves of

Mahometan

The Eiiby

IN

of Hazrat

the spring of 1526 Mukarrah Khan, the
younger brother of the Mogul chief of

Hazrat, a

small

state

in

the

country

now

was returning home from
Followed by his halfembassy.
dozen followers, he rode fast, not stopping by
the way to make enquiries, and did not draw
rein till he reached his brother's fortress on
the outskirts of the town of Hazrat.
called Afghanistan,

a

distant

The

fortress

appeared strangely quiet; 1)ut
the quiet was not that of peace, for when he
approached the principal gate he found it

smashed
hinges.

pieces and hanging idly on its
Full of alarm, he dismounted from
in

and hurried in, sword in hand.
There was no enemy to dispute his passage,
but wherever he looked he saw death and
The tapestry and ornamental
devastation.
wood-work of the rooms had been destroyed
and torn down, and broken boxes lay here
and there. On the floors men, women, and
children were weltering in their blood.
his

horse
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In an upper room, surrounded by the dead
bodies

of

lay his brother's
wife with her murdered inlant by her side.
faitliful

vassals,

Her own dagger plunged

in her

bosom showed

that she had sought and found death by her
own hands. Her bracelets, ear-rings, and other

ornaments had l)een violently torn from her.
Mukarrab Khan stood ao;hast at the sickeninoscene, and long looked in vain for a living
being

who could

explain
he saw before him.

At

last,

all

the horrors that

from a corner of the room, where

he had

long lain unconscious, stago-ered a
white-bearded mullah \ well known to him
as the oldest
his

race.

and most devoted adherent of

Three of the fingers of his right
and he was so deejjly
off,

hand were cut

w^ounded in the side that he was evidently
on the point of death. However, he found
breath to

tell

the terrible tale of what had

happened, though his words were often
terrupted by gasps and sobs.
He related how the chief of Hazrat

in-

had

marched out with almost all his followers
to meet a powerful enemy, and how he
had fallen into an ambush and perished
*

Mahometan

priest.
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with

the

whole of his

small

army.

Im-

mediately the news of this terril^le disaster
reached Hazrat, Mansur, the leader of a large
band of robbers, had swooped down from the

mountains on the fortress. The few soldiers
left to guard it had made a valiant defence,
but had been overpowered by numbers. The
robbers, after plundering every room in the
fortress, had drawn off with their booty to
"
But there is one
their mountain fastness.

thing that they have
"

not got," he added,
for it in every nook and

though they sought
cranny the ruby of the house of Hazrat.
Before the last fatal assault was made, your

—

brother's wife slipped it into

my hand, hoping
that the murderous dogs might spare me as a
man of God. Though almost done to death,
I

have managed to keep

hand

it

safe,

and now

over to you, as the sole survivor and
heir of the house, to whose service I devoted
it

and in whose service I die." And in
he handed over the priceless gem to
Mukarrab Khan, his eyes began to glaze, and
he fell down dead.

my

life

fact, as

Mukarrab Khan hastily thrust the gem into
and came outside the house,
where five of his followers were waiting for
his waistband
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had followed

coming out again

into the fortress, and,

immediately before him, had suddenly got on
horseback and ridden off in the direction of
the mountains.

Mukarrab Khan immediately

suspected his absent trooper of treachery, and
In case immediate
prepared for the worst.
flight

should prove necessary, he directed some
who had in the meantime

of the townspeople,

assembled, to perform the last offices in honour
of the dead, if he were compelled himself to
leave the spot, and told his remaining troopers
and to be ready to mount

to bait their horses

and ride away at a moment's notice.
We must now follow the steps of the
deserter, who had seen and heard all that
passed between Mukarrab Khan and the
priest, and was resolved either to gain possession of the ruby of Hazrat for himself, or, at
any

rate, to

make

as

much

as possible out of

the knowledge
o he had obtained.
With this intention he rode

off"

in

the

direction of the mountains, thinking he could
best carry out his treacherous project by

associating himself with the

who had sacked

band of robbers

the fortress of Hazrat.

tune was kind to him.

For-

Before he had ridden
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fell into an ambush of those
and
was led before their chiefvery robbers,

miles he

many

tain, a

a

like

black-bearded

and

gorilla,

Afghan, with a chest
mounted on a clumsy-

looking but very powerful black steed of the

Turkoman

breed.

On

being interrogated, the traitor declared
he
had secret information wliich he would
that
communicate to none but the chieftain. The

were therefore ordered to stand
and he was told to say quickly what he

inferior robbers
aloof,

had to
"

say.

Hazrat
help

"

know ", he

I

is,

me

rupees

if

to get

among

"You

offer

"

bandit,

and

for

where the ruby of
and
your ])and will
you

said,

it,

I

will divide a

thousand

you."
scornfully replied the
use of our good swords,

little",

the

and

for the possession of such a gem as does
shine
in the diadem of the Shah of Persia
not

or the Sultan of

This was

Kum."

the

l)eginning

of

an animated

haggling contest between the two villains,
in which the bandit insisted that, as he provided the necessary force, he alone should
possess the precious gem.

was

struck,

by

which

At last a ])argain
Mukarrab Khan's
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treacherous trooper was to receive fifty gold
He was then to reveal
pieces on the spot.

the

and was

secret,

more gold

pieces
as the

hundred
was
won.
gem

receive

to

when

the

a

first step towards the
fulfilment of the terms of the bargain, the
robber produced from a leathern belt round

Accordingly,

his waist fifty gold coins,

and handed them

His informant then
over to the other party.
told him that the gem was in the hands of

Mukarrab Khan, who was even then
"

I

have paid you

in

at Hazrat.

advance

fifty gold
the
bandit,
placing his right
pieces," replied
"
for your
hand carelessly behind his back,

information, and now I must reward you for
So perish all ",
your treachery to your chief.
he continued in a loud voice for the benefit of
"
who do the like again."
his own followers,
So saying, with a battle-axe that was slung

behind him he clove the traitor through his
turban to the chin. He then coolly took back
from the hands of the dead man the price of
his treachery, after which, leaving the corpse
to the vultures, he ordered his followers to

mount, and at their head rode rapidly down
toAvards Hazrat.

Thus

it

was

that, before

he had done giving
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about

directions

tlie

burial

of

the

dead,

Mukarrab Khan saw riding down from the
mountains a troop of thirty horsemen. He
shrewdly guessed what had happened, and
knew that he was betrayed. So he mounted
his horse, and told his five men to do the
same.
As they had all been prepared for a
sudden flight l:>y Mukarrab Khan's foresight,
there was hardly a moment's delay, and they
thus managed to get a good start of their
pursuers.

Mukarrab Khan made
the south, hoping,
to

make

his

way

if

for a pass leading to

fortune favoured him,
where the enter-

to Kabul,

He and his
prising Babar then held sway.
five followers had no difficulty in reaching the
entrance to the pass before their enemies.
Then pursued and pursuers swept along the
The bandit
stony way through the pass.
chief, on his great black Turkoman horse, was
so far in front of his followers that he

seemed

a kind of connecting link between the two
It was a race for life and death.
parties.

The horse of one of Mukarrab Khan's men
slipped on a loose stone and fell with its rider.
Immediately the two bodies the man and
the horse

—as

—

they lay in the narrow way,
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were spurned by a liundrecl hoofs; for tlie
robbers rode over tliem, not waiting to strip
the fallen trooper of his arms, as they knew
that the prince, conspicuous in his scarlet robe
and shining Persian mail, was their quarry.

Without other incident, the two parties of
horsemen traversed the pass and emerged in
Here
the open plain to the southward.
Mukarrab Khan ordered his five remaining
This was evidently
followers to leave him.
the best course to adopt for their safety and
his own.
He was mounted on an Arab of the
purest breed, whose swiftness he had to restrain as long as he wished to keep in the
company of his followers, who were mounted

on ordinary country-bred horses. Also, he
well that the ruby which he had in his
waistband was the sole ol^ject of the robbers'
determined pursuit. All this flashed through
his mind in the tumultuous rush through the
The result answered his expectations.
pass.
When his five men parted from him and took
a different route over the plain, they were left
to proceed on their way in peace, and the
whole body of pursuers, headed by the great

knew

black horse of the robber chieftain, followed
the track of Mukarrab Khan's Arab steed.
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Mukarrab Khan found himself
he
a.one,
gave the reins to his horse, which
immediately scoured the soft green sward
with the speed of lightning, tossing its mane
triumphantly, and rejoicing to be at last free
Directly

from the constraint of the tightened rein.
This sudden rush considerably widened the
interval between the Mogul prince and his
pursuers, although the black steed of the
robber chief nobly responded to his master's
call, and soon left far behind the smaller

on which the other robbers were
mounted. In this way, after a few hours,
horses

the position of affairs entirely changed, until,
when the sun began to sink below the horizon,
the contest of speed and endurance was confined to the beautiful light-footed chestnut

Arab and the heavy Turkoman

horse,

all

baser competitors having entirely disappeared,
except two or three that were still dimly

on the northern horizon, plodding on
wearied and hopeless.
It was likely that, barring accidents, the
The black horse, for all
chestnut would win.
its bone and muscle, was beginning to feel the
weight of the heavy armour and heavy rider
visible

on

its

back.

To

lessen this disadvantage the
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robber recklessly cast away not only his horse-

man's cloak, but also his heavy breast-plate
and head-piece, hoping that if it came to a
single combat he could easily, even without
their protection, overcome such a slender
stripling as Mukarrab Khan appeared to be.
Even so the interval between the two horses
was not sensibly diminished, and the bandit
began to feel that he would be balked of his
prey.

Just at this juncture Mukarrab Khan looked
round, and saw that only one of his pursuers

was near him. The warlike spirit of his race,
and anger at the indignity of having had to
flee so far and so fast, made him resolve to
He therefore
turn and face his enemy.
slackened speed, and, taking his bow in his
Then
hand, drew an arrow from his quiver.
he suddenly pulled up his horse and turned to
face his pursuer, with an

arrow on the bow-

The burly Afghan on his great horse
string.
came thundering on, and now, painfully conscious of the want of the defensive armour
that he had thrown away, bent down over his
horse's head, so as to present as small a mark
The arrow
as possible to the coming missile.
whizzed through the

air.

It

missed the man,
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but struck the animal on the shoulder.

The

horse reared, and the rider, to the surprise and
delight of Mukarrab Khan, fell heavily to the

ground, and lay there motionless, as
by the violence of his fall.

if

stunned

The Mogul leapt
inspect, and,
foe.

The

if

fall

lightly off his horse to
necessary, despatch his fallen

and apparent unconsciousness

of the robber turned out, however, to be only
a ruse.
When his own horse was wounded he

knew he would be at the mercy of the agile
Mogul mounted on horseback, and armed w^ith
a bow and arrow that he evidently knew well
how to use. It was clear that his only hope
was to get his enemy at close quarters, and
the best means to effect this object was to fall
on the ground and feign death. So when the
young Mogul bent over him, the seemingly
dead robber's right hand suddenly darted out

and clutched
he knew

his waistband, actually,

though

not, grasping the coveted ruby in
its place of concealment.
The lithe
The tables w^ere now turned.
it

young Mogul was

for a

moment

like a child in

the grasp of his burly antagonist, who shook
He did not, howas a dog shakes a rat.

him

ever, lose his presence of mind, but, seizing
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plunged it again and again into
of
the body
the robber, who was thus compelled to loose his hold in order that he might
his dagger,

draw the sword

Khan

did likewise.

waning

Mukarrab
Then commenced in the

sluns; at his belt.

in which the superior
Mukarrab Khan had to oppose the

light a duel,

agility of

greater strength of the bandit.

Unfortunately

Mukarrab Khan, he could not afford to
play a waiting game and wear out his foe till
he became exhausted and faint from loss of
the blood flowing out of the dagger wounds
in his breast.
At any moment two or three
more of his pursuers might appear on the
scene, and he would be overcome by force of
for

numbers. He therefore plied the bandit chief
with a ceaseless succession of cuts and thrusts,
directed particularly against his unhelmeted
head and his unarmed breast.
His adversary, finding great difficulty in
parrying the blows, determined to finish the
contest by delivering a tremendous stroke at
the head of Mukarrab Khan.
The descending
sword was parried, and in collision with the

tempered steel of the prince, the
robber's blade was shivered to the hilt. While
the young Mogul was still staggering under
better

-
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the

efforts

he had made to ward

off

this

robber threw away his
useless sword-hilt, and, seizing his battle-axe,
advanced once more to the attack, and once
terrible

stroke,

the

more, 1)ut with a new and heavier weapon,
struck at his opponent with all the strength
Even a Damascus blade could
he had left.
not be expected to sustain the stroke of a

heavy battle-axe.

So Mukarrab Khan,

in-

stead of trying to parry the blow, evaded it
by a quick, sidelong movement of his body,

and, before the robber could lift the axe again,
darted forward and thrust his sword up to the

the heart of his enemy, who fell down
dead without a groan.
It was now quite dark, and Mukarrab Khan,
after the tremendous exertions he had underHe bent his
gone, was utterly exhausted.
ear down to the ground to listen for the sound
hilt in

of horses' hoofs, and, hearing none, came to
the conclusion that the rest of his pursuers
had lost the track. So he determined to ride

no farther, but to rest for the night where
he was.
With this intention he whistled for
his horse, and, when the docile animal came
obedient to his
the wayside.

call,

led

it

into a

wood by

There, with the saddle for his
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he lay down under a high wall that
sheltered him from the cold north wind, and
in a few moments was fast asleep.
pillow,

On

the following morning the rising sun
shone brightly and the birds were singing
their merriest songs in Ghalman, one of the

most beautiful valleys of Afghanistan.
On
either side of the stream which watered the
valley there grew abundance of mulberries,
apricots, peaches, cherries, walnuts, and poplars.
Dost Muhammad, the chief, whose castle
crowned the neighbouring hill, derived his
wealth not only from the fruit-trees, but also
from the river itself, the golden sand of which
was caught in thick fleeces spread out under
water, and kept in their place by heavy stones.
It was spring-time, and the trees were in full
blossom, and nowhere was there a promise of
a finer fruit harvest than in the garden attached to the chieftain's castle.

In this garden, in the fresh brightness of
the early morning, Zuleika, the only daughter
of Dost Muhammad, was walking with her

two favourite handmaidens. As she walked
backwards and forwards she was pleading
with the elder of her two attendants to be
allowed to open the gate in the garden wall
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and have a look at the world beyond its
There was, she urged, no likelihood
precincts.
of there being anyone in the wood outside,
and she was so tired of the trim alleys of the
garden, up and down whose walks she had
paced morning and evening as long as she could
remember. At last the attendant, after reminding her how angry her father would be
if he came to know of it, yielded, and, drawing
back the heavy bar, opened the gate. Zuleika
immediately stepped forward and stood under
the archway, as lovely a picture of grace and
beauty as the morning sun ever looked upon.
Fearless of being seen by any stranger, her
fair brow was open to the fresh morning
breeze, that played with the ringlets of her
auburn hair. Her eyes, inherited from some

Kaffir^ ancestress,

were blue, and her com-

plexion rivalled the rosy tints of the peachblossoms that grew in the boughs above her

head and strewed the green sward at her
feet.

Such was the vision that greeted the eyes
of Mukarrab Khan as he rose from his hard
'
The Kaffirs are a fair-skinned race living in Afghanistan, who
are supposed to be descended from the soldiers of Alexander the

Great.

ZULEIKA, ON SEEING HIM, HASTILY

OVER HER face"

THREW HER

VEIL
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earthen couch on that beautiful spring mornAs Zuleika, on seeing him, hastily threw
ing.

her veil over her face, he placed his right
hand on his breast, and, respectfully bending
''
Peace
his head, saluted her with the words

be on you!" in reponse to which she murmured almost inaudibly the customary reply,
"
On you be peace and the mercy of God and
his blessings!"
Then, overcome by the shyness

natural

in

a secluded eastern maiden,

she retired within the garden.
When she had disappeared, to

Mukarrab
Khan the sunlight was no longer bright, and
the morning hymn of the song-birds sounded
harsh and discordant. He had fallen violently
in love with the fair girl he had seen for a
few moments in the morning sunlight, and

how

could he, a homeless wanderer, hope to
win the hand of the daughter of the rich chief
of Ghalman, the towers of whose lofty castle
While
were visible over the garden wall?
such depressing thoughts were passing through
his mind, he suddenly remembered the ruby
of Hazrat, and when he felt it all safe in his

This
waistband, hope succeeded to despair.
from father
priceless heirloom had descended
to son

through

many

generations,

and had
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always been kept sacred

for

a

great

crisis

predestined to threaten the house of Hazrat
with extinction.
Two hundred years ago a

holy prophet, whose predictions never

failed,

had sung:
•'When the

fire of

ruin has consumed the garden of

Hazrat,

And

of all its beauty only one slender scion survives,

Then

shall the ruby of Hazrat, concealed in the
flower of that scion,
Blaze like the sun, and restore tenfold the beauty of

the garden of Hazrat

".

The knowledge of this prophecy had -pveMukarrab Khan's ancestors from tam-

veiited

pering with the ruby in any emergency less
than that which was indicated in the prophet's
verses.

were

Now

fulfilled,

the conditions of the prediction
and our hero knew that he was

justified in using the gem to restore the fallen
fortunes of his house.
So he mounted his

horse and rode boldly up to the castle gate.
The chief of Ghalman was an old friend of
his family, and sympathized with him in his
misfortunes.
Nor was he unwilling to give
his daughter's hand in marriage to the possessor of the priceless ruby.
Without un-
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was celebrated,
necessary delay the marriage
was
for Mukarrab Khan
eager to join the
army that the adventurous Bal)ar was musterIn exing for the invasion of Hindostan.
change

him

for

the

ruby his father-in-law gave

five lakhs of rupees out of his well-filled

with which he splendidly equipped a
thousand horsemen. At their head he joined

cofters,

the standard of Babar, and fought valiantly
by his side on the battle-fields of Panipat

and

Sikri.

When

he returned with honour and glory

and his share of the spoils of conquered India,
he had no difticulty in overthrowing the neighkilled
bouring chieftain who had defeated and

Adding the territories of his
conquered enemy to his own hereditary dominion, he ruled in Hazrat with more power
and splendour than had fallen to the lot of
any of his ancestors since the day when the
fateful ruby came into the possession of his
He never repented that the gem had
race.
his

brother.

passed out of his hands, as he possessed in its
stead what he knew to be a far more valuable
jewel, a loving

and lovely

wife.

The

Suitors

of Camlayati

walled city of Naliarghur was situated
on the banks of tlie Chambal, a loop of

THE

which encircled half

its

circumference.

The

fortified palace of the rajah, a fortress in a
fortress, rose high above the river in the

middle of the loop.

It

was defended on the

inner side by strong walls against any attack
from the city; on the outside the wall of the
palace was also the city wall, and the strongest
The part of the palace
part of the city wall.
next to this outer wall was occupied by the

zenana, the

fair

inmates of which enjoyed a

wide prospect across the river to the distant
mountains that formed the horizon on the
On a moonless night, an hour or two
west.
before dawm, in the month of Jeshtha, four
hundred years ago, the beautiful daughter of

happened to look out from her
window dow^n to the river-bed below, which
was then almost dry. She saw a little spark
the

rajah

about near the foot of the wall,
vaguely wondered what it was, and, without
of light

flittino;
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went off to
inquiring further into the matter,
that she
know
she
did
Little
sleep again.
was the occasion of that spark, and
that, if she had reported what she had seen
to her father, she might have saved him, herself, and the palace from imminent danger.
For the spark was the light of a hubblebubble^ passed from lip to lip of the leaders
of a powerful band of Mahometan soldiers,
who had come with scaling-ladders by forced
marches up the river-bed with the intention
herself

of surprising the rajah's palace.
warriors were animated partly

These bold

by love of
for plunder, and partly
glory, partly by lust
in the palace was the
for
by iconoclastic zeal,
rich temple of Krishna, with that of his spouse,
Rukmini, and their images were known to be

adorned with priceless gems and ornaments of
The young leader, Fath Jang,
massive gold.
was fired with the hope of winning for himself
a Rajput bride, namely, the rajah's daughter,

Camlavati, whose beauty was blazoned abroad
If he could only win this
over all Rajputana.
he was ready to give up to his brave
prize
followers all the gold

and jewels they could

1
Hubble-bubble = a large pipe, so called because the smoke passes
through water and makes a bubbling noise.
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seize in the palace of the

rich temples attached to

and

rajah

in

the

it.

The band of warriors had accomplished their
long and toilsome march up the river-bed
without being discovered. One or two Hindu
peasants

whom

way they had

they had encountered on the
ruthlessly killed, for fear that

an alarm of their approach might be given.
They were now taking a few minutes' rest

and a hurried smoke and meal to refresh
them before they set about the last and
hardest

part of their

perilous

undertaking.

The bivouac was a weird and not unpicturesque

groups

scene.

In

of bearded

the

light the
wdiite robes

indistinct

warriors

in

might be seen stretched out in various attitudes of repose on the stony couches afforded
by the bed of the river. On one side the
overhanging cliff and the high towers of the
wall of Naharg;hur seemed to threaten them
with destruction; on the other side rose the
black curtain of the opposite river-bank; and
above

their

heads,

illuminating

lustre the gray pebbles

under their

with
feet,

dim
shone

the heavens, gaily spangled with the radiant
stars that shine on the plains and mountains
No sound was heard but the gurgle
of India.
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of the

tiny rivulet tracing its devious course along
the river-bed, which in the rainy season was

the channel of a mighty river.
Only a few minutes' rest could be allowed.

Every moment of delay increased the risk of
detection, and might lead to the ruin of the
Presently Fath Jang, by
perilous enterprise.
silently rising from his seat, gave the signal
for the commencement of active operations,

and his followers, dragging long scaling-ladders
with them, climbed the steep bank to the foot
of the wall.
Silently, without shout or w^ord
of exhortation, they applied the scaling-ladders
to the wall and began to ascend.

Favoured by the darkness of night, Fath
Jang got to the top of the wall unperceived
by the inmates of the castle. He immediately
leapt down upon the standing ground behind
the parapet and attacked the few men who
He was soon joined by his
were on guard.
leading followers, with whose aid he overpowered the sentries. Presently all his 2000
men had climbed the ladders, and the whole

body of

assailants rushed into the court-yard

middle of the palace.
Meantime the alarm had been given, and the

in the
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sound of loudly-blown war-sliells liad roused
From all the apartments of the
the sleepers.
palace Eajputs came rushing into the court-

The younger and more impetuous had
and shields, but older and more
swords
only
experienced warriors soon appeared on the
Then began a sharp
scene in full armour.

yard.

The Mahometans,
the court-yard.
though fewer in number, had the advantage
of being arrayed in battle order, while the
fight

in

Eajputs,

make

isolated groups, could
impression on the serried ranks

scattered

little

of their enemies.

in

Thus the Hindus were soon

driven out of the court-yard into the adjacent
temples, the durbar -room, and other apartments opening on to the court-yard.
One

body of the Rajputs that had more coherence
than the rest, and was commanded by a leader
of

commanding

stature clad in splendid ar-

mour, retired towards the zenana, and occupied
the narrow stair leading up to the women's
apartments.

The rude Moslem soldiers were for a moment dazzled by the splendid durbar-room,
the walls and roofs of which were inlaid with

innumerable small mirrors, and gave multiplied
reflections

of pursuers

and pursued.

Soon,
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however, the work of slaughter was renewed
and the white marble floors were stained with

Eajput blood. Another band of Moslems that
broke into the temples of Krishna and Eukmini first slew the priests, and then with the
fury of iconoclasts broke all the graven images
to be found there.
After thus satisfying their
for
blood
and
their religious feelings,
craving

they began to tear from the walls and images
the rich ornaments of gold and silver and
precious stones that had been offered at the
shrines

by successive generations of idolatrous
third band of Fath Jang's
worshippers.
followers that tried to force a
passage into the
zenana did not fare so well.
The defenders
of that portion of the palace, under the leader-

A

ship

of the

tall

Rajput of

whom we

have

already spoken, allowed the Moslems to climb
a little way up the staircase, and then rushed

down upon them and attacked them with such
fury that they were driven out in confusion,
leaving two of their number dead on the stone
steps.

At

this stage of the
proceedings Fath Jang's
called
his
followers
to assemble in the
trumpet

middle of the court-yard.
plan laid

down

beforehand,

According to the
was now time to

it
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slip

down

the scaling-ladders and retire with

the booty they had won.

So

far

everything

had gone well with them except the attack
upon the zenana.
They had wrecked the
temples of the hostile gods, and secured a
large amount of very valuable and easily portable plunder; but the Rajput bride, on

whom

Fath Jang had set his heart, was still safe
behind the walls of the zenana, the approach
to which was guarded by the good swords of
twenty Rajputs.
What was to be done under the circumFath Jang had to decide between
stances?
the claims of his followers to save their lives

by retiring while retreat was still open to them,
and his own romantic passion for an alien
w^oman

whom

he had never seen.

Like a

good leader, he immediately sacrificed himself
for the benefit of his men, and told them to
make for the scaling-ladders by which they
had ascended.
Unfortunately,

when they returned

to the

wall overhanging the river, they found that

had overpowered
the men left in charge of the ladders and
hurled these down into the bed of the river.

some of the

fugitive Rajputs

Their retreat being thus unexpectedly cut

off,
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but to return and defend

the palace, which was, at least for the present,
in their possession.
They were determined,
if the worst came to the worst, to sell their
lives as dearly as possible.

When

they manned the walls they saw from

the ramparts that the whole city was rising
in arms to drive them out of the palace.
large and well-equipped Rajput army was soon

A

assem])led in front of the palace gate.
the palace, the only ground still held

Inside

by the
Thus the Mahomeonce besiegers and besieg-ed.

Rajputs was the zenana.

were at
They were besieged by the large army outside
the walls, and at the same time they besieged
the zenana, the entrance of which was still
tans

held by the

tall

warrior and his twenty de-

voted followers.
Before a missile was discharged from either
side, a messenger from the rajah craved admittance to the palace with a view to a parley.
his credentials he was taken before

On showing

Fath Jang and told to deliver

his message.

He thereupon made a long speech extolling
the rajah's prowess and power, and ended by
demanding the unconditional surrender of the
intruders

who had had the temerity

to seize
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Fath
his palace.
card in his hand,
it

with

effect.

Jang had, however, a trump
and was determined to play

He knew

that

the

Rajputs

would never have dreamt of coming to a
parley had it not been for the fact that their
wives and daughters were at the mercy of the
Mahometans. The twenty defenders of the
zenana, brave as they were, could not be ex-

pected long to maintain their position against
a determined attack made by superior numThis was clearly
desperate men.
pointed out to the rajah's emissary by Fath
Jang, who not only demanded that he and his
bers

of

followers should be allowed to retire across the

border unmolested with their arms in their

hands and the green flag of Islam flying above
their heads, but also stipulated that the fair
daughter of the rajah should be given him as
He also hinted at the possibility
his bride.

and probability of a large Mahometan army,
of which his force was an advanced detachment, coming to Naharghur, in which case the
city, with its citadel already in the hands of
Fath Jang
the enemy, would be sure to fall.
concluded by suggesting that a single combat
might be arranged between himself and any
champion

whom

the Kajputs might select to
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lie were killed or defeated
he would withdraw his claim

If

hand of Camlavati.

With

this

answer the king's emissary

re-

The warlike Eajputs were pleased
with the prospect of a single combat. Every
distinguished warrior among them hoped that
he might have the honour and glory of being
turned.

chosen as the champion to represent the king
and city of Naharghur. But the proposal of
yielding Camlavati to be the bride of a Mos-

lem they rejected with

scorn.

They were

willing to risk almost everything else on the

fortune of the combat, but would certainly not
purchase the honour and safety of the rest of

the zenana by condemning the flower of the
whole, the rajah's beautiful daughter, to the
chance of enduring what they considered a
of degradation and dishonour.
As it was
evident that they were absolutely fixed on
that point, Fath Jang was compelled, however
life

reluctantly, to give

it up.
After a great deal
of negotiation the conditions of the combat
were at last fixed. If Fath Jang should win

and his followers were to be
allowed to leave the territory of Naharghur
not only with their arms but also with all the
in the combat, he

(M748)
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and jewels they had torn from
If he lost, the Mathe desecrated shrines.
hometans were to give up their arms and
booty, but their lives were to be spared.
Whichever won the victory in the single comgold, silver,

bat was to carry away as a trophy his defeated
adversary's armour.

The terms of combat being settled and ratified by solemn oaths sworn on one side by the
Koran ^ and on the other by the sacred water
of the Ganges, the rajah held a council of his
leading chieftains to determine who should l)e

chosen as his champion to do battle with Fath
Each of the younger chieftains present
Jang.
at the council was convinced that he himself

ought to be the chosen warrior, but agreed
that, if anyone else was to be selected. Ram
Singh, the tall warrior who had defended the
zenana so well, would be the best man. So

when

the rajah,

him

the question was referred to

for his decision, chose

Ram

Singh as his

champion.

The combat was to be fought with sword
and shield on a piece of level ground before
the gate of the palace. The Mahometans took
up

their position as spectators in front of the
1

Koran, the Mahometan saered book;
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open gate, while the opposite end of the lists
was surrounded by a great crowd consisting
of the

Hindu

their midst,

inhabitants of Naharghur.
In
on a throne facing the gate, sat

the rajah, resplendent in cloth of gold, and
with rich diamonds and rubies sparkling in
the front of his diadem.
The ladies of the

zenana were accommodated above the gate
in a

room

in

the wall, and through screens
"
rained influence" on the

of carved marble

combatants, if the eyes of beauty can exert
such power when their brightness is thus
veiled from the admiring gaze of the
and brave.

young

An

unpleasant incident, that took place just
before the champions crossed swords, gave
strong evidence of the keen interest one at
least of the Hindu ladies took in the combat.

Fath Jang, on his way to the lists, happened
round to his followers to give them
some directions.
As he did so, an arrow
whizzed from one of the windows of the apartto turn

ment occupied by the lady

spectators,

and

struck and glanced off the breast-plate which
covered his heart.
Immediately on seeing
this the Mahometans drew their swords, and
by loud shouts expressed their indignation
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The Hindus, too,
at the treacherous attempt.
the
lists
became wildly
other
end
of
at the
excited, and there seemed to be every likelihood of a general battle. Fath Jang, however, allayed the tumult and calmed the angry

He then addressed
passions of his followers.
in
a
He told
crowd
loud
voice.
assembled
the
them that a missive attached to the arrow
showed that it had been shot by Camlavati.
No Eajput warrior would, he was convinced,
have thus violated the truce so solemnly made.
The arrow, he said, had come from the hand
of the lady whose beauty had inspired his
enterprise, and he accepted it as a symbol of
the violence with which the shaft of love had
assailed his own heart when he heard by report of the beauty of Camlavati.
After this interruption the two champions
advanced into the middle of the lists. Each

was a

fine

specimen of his

race,

and each

recognized in the other a formidable adversary.

The Eajput was the

stately of the

two.

legs were protected

taller and more
His body, arms, and

by

a suit of chain -mail

The hilt of his
of elaborate workmanship.
sword was a beautiful specimen of ornamental
metal -work, in which the artistically -shaped
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so as to
figures were cunningly contrived
hand.
warrior's
the
afford a firmer grasp to

Even the curved blade was ornamented with
His
figures of animals damascened in gold.
brass shield made in Cashmere was a marvel
of embossed work, and was provided with a
strong and sharp spike in the middle, so
it was not only defensive, but might on
As
occasion be used as an offensive weapon.

that

much

of

Eam

Singh's face as could be seen

under his plumed helmet showed such regu-

more often seen in
Greek statues than in living men and women.
His beard, according to the custom of the
Western tribes of Rajputs, was divided in two
larity

of features as

by a short shaven
the chin.

is

interval in the middle of

Altogether he appeared to be the

beau ideal of a Rajput warrior, and it was no
wonder that Camlavati looked upon him with

more favour than she showed any of her many
other suitors.

Fath Jang, in his face, figure, and equipment, was about as different from his Rajput
adversary as one strong and valiant warrior
If his face was wanting
can be from another.
in regularity of feature, all its lines expressed
energy and decision. His sword and shield and
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armour were entirely devoid of ornament, but
brightly burniwlied and of the best materials,
as had been proved in
many a hard fight,
the dints of which might still be discerned on
In stature
helm, buckler, and breastplate.
Fath Jang was half a head less than Earn
Singh, but he had the advantage in breadth
of chest, and his arms were
long and sinewy.
While the contour of the Eaj put's figure under
his coat of mail was such as might
degenerate
into corpulency at a later period of his
the Moslem was all bone and muscle.

to

life,

Such were the two men who now advanced
meet in mortal combat. When they came

to close quarters the Rajput invited his adWhether
versary to deliver the first blow.
this invitation

was due to a chivalrous gener-

osity or implied an assumption of superiority,
it was
accepted by Fath Jang, who was a
practical soldier, and thought that, when once
engaged in combat, he should do his best by
all

honourable means to

Jang's
that,

first

kill his enemy.
Fath
blow was delivered with such force

though half parried,

it

razed

the gay

plume of the Rajput's helmet. Then began
a rapid exchange of sword cuts, in which the
impetuous assaults of the Moslem forced his
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most part to stand on the defensive.
The combat seemed very equaL
For Kam Singh also was a master of the
swordsman's art, and his greater height gave
him some advantage. Hard pressed as he
was, he showed even in the heat of the
combat the courteous chivah-y with which he
had commenced it. When Fath Jang's foot

enemy

for the

slipped on a loose stone, he generously lowered
his point

till

equilibrium.

plated

his opponent had regained his
This action of his was contem-

with different

tators.

graceful

A

few nobler

spirits

while

courtesy,

demned him

feelings

the

by the

spec-

applauded his
majority

con-

a

as
fool for sacrificing any
offered
by chance in an encounter
advantage
with such a formidable adversary.
Possibly

Eam

Singh began to take the latter view himwhen he began to be worn out

self presently,

by the untiring energy of
perspiration began

his opponent,

when

to pour from every limb,

and he could not get a moment's breathing
At last, fearing that he might be
space.
defeated

through sheer physical exhaustion
the struggle were continued much longer,
he determined to make a desperate effort
if

which would probably end the combat.

After
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parrying one of the Mogul's strokes he did not
reply with his sword, but gathering himself
together under his brass shield and trusting to
his superior weight, charged
straight against
the enemy.
So sudden and fierce was his

onslaught, that even Fath Jang's sword was

not quick enough to strike him as he advanced.
The strong spike in the centre of

Earn Singh's shield struck the throat of the
The
Mogul and inflicted a grisly wound.
lighter Moslem was borne back two or three

by the greater weight of the Eajput, and
was with great difficulty that he kept his
However, in the end he managed
footing.
feet
it

to spring aside, and, as he did so, delivered
such a stroke on the helmet of the exhausted

Eajput, that he felled him to the ground,
where he lay unconscious. Thus in the end
Fath Jang stood victorious over his fallen
enemy, although the blood trickling from
his throat over his breastplate showed how
narrowly he had himself escaped overthrow
and death.
It is pleasant to record that the terms of
the treaty were faithfully observed.
Fath
Jang and his followers left Naharghur with

their

arms and the plunder they had seized

-''/"V^'K^^^^'Cf',

THE STRONG SPIKE IN THE CENTRE OF RAM SINGH's SHIELD
STRUCK THE THROAT OF THE MOGUL"

THE SUITORS OF CAMLAVATI
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Ram
when they first entered the palace.
Singh, who turned out to have been only
stunned and not killed by the stroke of the
Mogul sword, soon recovered and married
Camlavati.

The Exile
long years ago there was to be seen
from the southern gate of one

MANY
issuing

of the great cities of Rajputana a body of
soldiers about

1000 strong.

There was

little

of the joy and pride of strength and conscious
valour to be seen on their countenances.

Though they looked

as

fine

a

company of

warriors as ever went forth to do battle for

freedom and glory, their faces were sad, and
they proceeded on their way in a silence unbroken by conversation or song. Saddest of
all was their leader, a tall and powerful Rajput

The cause of the melancholy that
overpowered him and his followers was plainly
prince.

His clothes were
black; he bore a black shield and a sword
with a black scabbard; and the noble charger
All showed too
that he rode was also black.
had been
of
exile
that
sentence
plainly
and
that he
solemnly pronounced upon him,
was required to leave for ever the land that he
loved.
His only crime was that he was the
revealed

by

his

attire.
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Aleldest son of the great Rajah of Dhir.
though his noble form and character and the

valour he had manifested

fought

fields

on several hard-

marked him out

as in every

way

well fitted to succeed to the throne, parental
a late-born
partiality for his younger brother,
son,
Bai,

and the influence of a young wife, Sooja
the mother of that younger son, had

Singh's father to deny him
his birthright and declare his younger brother
Thus young Bappa
the heir to the crown.

induced

Himmut

Lai, a boy of fifteen, remained in the palace
and looked forward impatiently to the day
when his old ftither's death would raise him to

the throne, while his elder brother, Himmut
in foreign
Singh, went forth to seek his fortune
He did not, however, go alone, for a
lands.
thousand of his followers, who had often
to victory by his side, refused to

charged

The old rajah was
adherents
devoted
those
to
let
too
glad
only
there
so
that
follow his banished son,
might

desert his fallen fortunes.

be no one

left

behind likely to oppose the

peaceable succession of Bappa Lai.
However, most of the exiled Rajputs were

young, and the high spirits of youth will not
long submit to the thraldom of melancholy.
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After tliey liad gone some distance and lost
sight of the towers and palaces of their native

town, their hearts began to revive a little, and
many of the more adventurous spirits among
them began to look forward, not without pleasurable anticipations, to the prospect of winning

themselves in foreign lands, by their good
swords, the position and the glory they w^ere
denied at home.
After a long march they
halted to rest by a stream of pure water in a
for

noble forest, where their bows and arrows soon
provided them with plenty of venison for their

mid-day meal.

They there discussed

their

plans for the future, which in the sad hours
that preceded their departure had been left
Some w^ere for taking to the
undetermined.

and raising the standard of revolt in the
hope of securing by force their return from
exile.
This proposal was rejected with scorn
hills

by

their noble leader.

"What!" exclaimed

Himmut

Singh; "shall w^e show our love for
our country and our desire to be restored to it
by lighting up the flames of civil war? Let
us rather prove ourselves worthy of our birth
by drawing our swords against the enemies of
our land and our religion.
Are there not

plenty of Afghans and Moguls to drive out of
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India, that
killing
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we Eajputs should take

one another?"

His

pleasure in

spirited

words

roused the enthusiasm of his hearers, so that
they waved their swords in the air and called

upon him to lead them to

battle,

declaring

themselves ready to follow him into the very
heart of the Mogul Empire.

Accordingly it was arranged that they
should make their objective the strong castle
of Bar, situated in Mogul territory, about
three days' march beyond the Rajput border.

As the emperor had lately gone with
army into Gujarat and drawn most

a large
of his

from the territories bordering on Rajputana, where no serious attack was then to
be apprehended, there was good reason to
forces

believe that the imperial fortresses in this part
of the empire were not strongly garrisoned.
If Himmut Singh and his Rajputs by a bold

dash

across

the intervening

country could

suddenly and unexpectedly appear before the
castle of Bar, they would have a fair chance of
Once inside
taking it by a coup de main.
the strong walls of that almost impregnable
fortress, they might long defy the attacks of
the Mogul forces, and might reap a rich harvest
of plunder from the surrounding country.
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They would almost certainly be all killed by
But that probability
the enemy in the end.
they were prepared to face, provided they
could first send at least an equal number of

Moslems

to the shades below.

So they left the forest with the resolution of
men who had made up their mind what to do.
After

crossing the border, they proceeded
southwards by forced marches night and day,

making the

shortest

possible

halts.

They

were favoured by fortune. No Mogul troops
were encountered on the way, and on the
morning of the third day they saw rising
before them the great walls of Bar and the

huge rocky hill on which the fortress was
Here again fortune favoured the brave.
Most of the garrison of the castle, fearing no
attack, had gone out to take part in a great
hunt.
The Rajputs, being informed of this,
built.

bided their time until the hunting party
returned laden with the spoils of the chase.
When the gates were thrown open to admit

Himmut Singh and
horsemen charged down suddenly from
their place of concealment and attacked them,
cutting them off from the gates of the castle.
Surprised by this sudden onslaught, many of
the returning huntsmen,
his
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the Moguls were easily cut to pieces, and those
who escajaed fled into the surrounding country.

Those of the garrison who had been left
behind in the fortress hurried to the gates and
shut them as quickly as possible to keep out
All this had been anticipated by
the Rajputs.
the Rajput leader.
He had therefore ordered
the main body of his foot-soldiers to go round
to the opposite side of the fortress and scale

which, as he expected, were left
undefended owing; to the rush of the Moouls

the

walls,

from the inside to the open gates. The Rajputs climbed like cats up the rock and over
When a suflicient
the undefended walls.
number of them had assembled on the ramthey made for the gates, and, quickly
overpowering all opposition, opened them wide
parts,

and admitted Himmut Singh and

his horsemen.

Thus, with little loss of life, the bold company
of exiles found themselves masters of one of
the

strongest

border castles in the

Mogul

Empire.

The

castle

commanding

of Bar stood on a rocky hill
a rich and populous stretch of

was strongly fortified on three
sides; less so on the fourth, where the natural
wall of rock was almost perpendicular, and
country.

It
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was much

higlier

than on the other three

sides, owing to the action of the river flowing

beneath and hollowing a deep bed for itself
The Rajputs
when swollen by the rains.
found the granaries stored with a plentiful
supply of grain of
found a number of

diff'erent kinds.

They

also

cattle, which of course were
useless to them as food, and only excited their

anger against those who could satisfy their
appetites at the expense of the holy animal.
There was also a fair supply of munitions of
war, especially of large stones collected on the
tops of the walls, in order that they might be

hurled

down on any enemy

below.

For some time the Rajputs were left unmolested in the citadel they had won. They
did not, however, remain inactive, but busily
engaged themselves in plundering expeditions
against the towns in the neighbourhood, from
which they gathered rich spoils. Presently a

Mogul army was sent to check their
depredations, and as time went on and reinforcements came in, it became large enough to
invest the castle and prevent the Rajputs from
small

Such siege artillery
was known in those days was brought up,
and the blockade was converted into a siege,

venturing into the open.
as
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which many attacks were made on the
walls and repulsed with spirit by the Eajput
in

garrison.

The

besiegers soon found that they had no
Direct assaults failed
easy task before them.
to
the
of
the walls and the
owing
height

steepness of the rocks on which the walls were
built.
Little could be effected by all the
artillery that the

Mogul governor

of the pro-

had been able to get together. The
hurled by the catapults rebounded
harmlessly from the rocky hill, and the two or
three old-fashioned cannon brouo;ht to bear
upon the walls were equally incapable of doing
mischief, except one that burst with a loud
explosion and caused the death of six gunners.
After that accident, Asaf Khan, the
Mogul
commander, determined to put his faith in
more old-fashioned siege operations. He had
several great war-elephants with him, which
vince

stones

he resolved to emjDloy as
battering-rams to
break open the great gate of the fortress.
It
was, however, impossible to bring the elephants
up to the gate under the galling discharges of
stones and arrows to which
they would be

To meet this difficulty Asaf Khan
exposed.
ordered the construction of a sabat or covered
(M748)

I
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way

large

enough

for

an elephant to pass

along.

This was, however, easier said than done.

The peasants from the surrounding country,
impressed to aid in the work of construction,
ran away whenever they had a chance of
from the whips of the soldiers in
As most of them were
charge of them.
Hindus, co-religionists of the besieged, the
task imposed upon them was an odious one,
escaping

and

was rendered trebly odious by the fact
that it was very dangerous and that they were
Nevertheless
given no pay for their labours.
When
the work proceeded, luwever slowly.
had
for
some
dissabat
l^een
constructed
the
tance, the strong buffalo and cow hides on its
it

roof afforded protection to the workmen bringing materials to the front part, which was still
in

the

But the nearer
process of construction.
sabat approached the walls, the more

dangerous was the position of those buildingit, exposed as they were to arrows, and even
eventually to javelins and stones, hurled at
At last,
of the walls.

them from the top

however, after seven or eight days' incessant
labour, the

mouth

of the sabat

was

as close to
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be advanced without

exposing it to the certainty of being crushed
by the huge rock balanced over the gateway,
be precipitated below when
occasion required.
On the evening on which the great sabat

and ready to

was completed, a high festival was held in the
Mogul camp to celebrate the success achieved.
On the following day the battering-elephants
were to advance against the doomed gate along
But in this
the corridor prepared for them.
case the besiegers were to learn by bitter ex"
perience the truth of the proverb that there's
many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip".

Bar had originally been a Rajput
It had an underground passage
stronghold.
a
to
sally-port, the existence of which
leading
was well known to the Rajput chiefs, and

The

castle of

had been carefully concealed from their foes.
Himmut Singh, who was as sagacious as he
was valiant, wisely determined not to make
use of this secret sally-port till he had an
opportunity of doing so with crushing effect.
He thought that such an opportunity had now
come.

On

the night of Mogul revelry the sabat
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was not as carefully guarded as
been.
The Moguls had been

it

should have

lulled

into a

by the fact
that the garrison had hitherto confined themselves to defending the walls, and had never
false idea of security against attack

ventured upon a

sally.

They did not know

that this policy had been followed by Himmut
Singh with the express purpose of making the
besiegers careless, and that the Rajputs had

chafed against the self-restraint imposed upon
them by their leader's order. So the besiegers

and drank, and made merry, and the sabat
was left unguarded except at the end nearest
ate,

the castle gate.

At about midnight, when the revelry was
at its highest pitch, Himmut Singh and 200
of his bravest followers issued silently from
the sally-port.

Avoiding the front of the
sabat, which they knew to be guarded, they
poured inflammable oil over the greater part
of the construction, and set fire to it at the
As the
end farthest from the castle gate.

wind was blowing from the
towards the

besiegers'

castle, the fire, fed

camp

with abundant

supplies of oil, rushed rapidly in a great mass
of flame along the sabat. The labours of many
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were thus destroyed almost in a moment.
During the sally the besiegers' camp was a
clays

The Mogul
uncertain at what

scene of the wildest confusion.

ran to and

soldiers

fro,

enemy were to be found. Many of
them, being half-armed and carrying torches,
presented an easy mark for the arrows and
point the

javelins of their foemen, who were shrouded
in the darkness of a moonless night. When at

was somewhat abated and
Mahometans became capable of concerted

last the confusion

the

action,

Himmut

Singh rang a

bell,

the sound-

ing of which had been agreed upon as the
As soon as this signal was
signal of retreat.
given, the Rajputs easily disengaged themselves and returned to the sally-port from

which they had
the

sabat,

issued.

nearly

every

Besides destroying
one of them had

man, and, owing to the favourable
circumstances and their leader's skill, they
had themselves suffered very little loss.

killed his

However, the followers of Mahomet are demen and not easily dispirited. The
fact that one sabat had been destroyed was no

termined

they should not construct another.
Once more the weary work was recommenced.

reason

why
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Having now by a sharp
cognize the daring and

lesson learnt to re-

enterprise of their
foe, they set strong guards to defend the new
sabat night and day while it was
being constructed.

This time, however, the

Rajputs
although they made some vain
attempts to set the sabat on fire with combustible missiles.
At last the work was once

made no

sally,

more completed, and the great

living batteror
rather
ing-rams,
battering-elephants, were
forward
for
their appointed task.
brought

There were
in

three

powerful war-elephants

the

besieging army, whose weight and
strength were considered to be sufficient to

break through the strongest barriers.
As the
of
Bar Castle Inistled with sharp spikes
gate
fixed there with the express
purpose of meeting
or preventing the impact of the foreheads of

elephants,

the

with frontlets

great beasts were provided
of thick iron.
The howdalis

were also made of plates of the same metal,
to defend the drivers
against the missiles
that would be discharged from the wall of the
fortress.

One by one the elephants were led along
the covered way to the gate.
When the first
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elephant emerged from tlie mouth of the sabat,
was greeted with a shower of missiles, many

it

of which stuck in

its

hide.

But the

driver,

who remained unwounded owing

to the proscreen of the

by the iron
howdah, managed to induce the animal to
move right up to the gate, which with lowered
front it began to batter, reckless of the protection

afforded

Just at this

truding spikes.

moment

destruc-

upon
shape of the mass of
rock that had long l^een balanced on the wall
tion

fell

it

in the

The great beast, wounded
mortally on the shoulder by the fall of the
jagged rock, in its death agony rushed off
madly, carrying away with it in its flight a
just over the gate.

portion of the front of the sabat.
Although this perilously increased the interval of space in wdiich the elephants advancing
from the sabat were exposed unprotected to
the stones and weapons hurled down by the
garrison,

it

was resolved to repeat the attack

immediately, before there w^as time for another
great mass of rock to be poised on the wall

above the gate.
driven onwards.

So the second elephant was
Like the first, it sustained

without flinching the shower of arrows and
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spears poured

down on

it

But
the gate and

from the

when

walls.

it was brought right up to
saw the sharp spikes sticking out, it swerved
from the encounter, and after a short struggle

with

driver fairly turned tail.
hopes of the Moguls were

its

The

now

centred

If it should
one remaining elephant.
fail them, all the labour and blood expended
on the construction of the sabat would appear
in the

to have been wasted.

However, the third eleto flinch from its
no
inclination
showed
phant
Unchecked by stone or missile weapon,
task.
it advanced resolutely to the attack, and with
its armed frontlet levelled the iron spikes on
weight into
it battered the gate till the timber
and iron creaked and groaned again. If Raj-

the gates.
the work,

Then, throwing

all its

puts can tremble, those within the gate, seeing
it shake under the force of the elephant's
charge, trembled for the safety of the fortress
they had so well and so long defended.

had
not yet come.
Among the heavy stones and
which its hide was assailed,
with
sliarp weapons

But the hour

of the fall of the castle

the elephant paid little attention to the slight
end of a rope
tickling sensation caused by the
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its

neck.

Yet
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was

this rope

that proved its destruction. For it was firmly
fastened to a battlement on the top of the wall,
and down it slid Himmut Singh with a sharp

dagger in his teeth.
When the bold Eajput alighted on the elephant's howdah, he soon despatched the driver,
who had no better weapon to defend himself

The elephant,
with than the ele^Dhant-goad.
intent on its battering operations, did not
notice

what was happening on

back, and

the time charging the wall, till
Singh, having killed the driver, crept

continued

Himmut

its

all

its head, and, bending down, hammered
a long nail through its skull into its brain
with a hammer that he had brought with him

along

As the Rajput bent down
the nail, the wounded animal

for that purpose.

and drove in
shook its huge head so violently that he lost
his balance and fell to the ground, but not
before he had effected his purpose, and rendered the elephant useless for further operations ao;ainst the castle.
Knowino; that his

end had been secured, he calmly prepared for
his death.
The Moguls from the sabat rushed
out upon him, a hundred against one.

But
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they could

before

reach

him,

he suddenly

noticed that the rope by which he had descended to the back of the elephant was
To such an
dangling in reach of his hand.
athlete

as

he was,

it

was no

difficult

feat

swarm up the rope. Luckily he escaped
unwounded from the arrow\s shot at him by
the besiegers, and soon stood safe and sound
to

on the top of the

his friends

among

castle

wall.

After

this

great

failure

siege

operations

The besiegers set
began
about constructing an artificial mound, which
was intended, when completed, to overtop the
to languish a while.

castle walls.

On

work the attention of
was now chiefly concen-

this

the opposed forces

was probable that the position of
aflairs would remain unaltered until either
the mound was elevated to a sufficient height,
or want of provisions starved the garrison into
the surrender which their enemies regarded
trated.

It

as being sooner or later inevitable.

One evening, however, a

startling variety

was introduced into the monotonous course of
events by the appearance of a local cow-herd
in the tent of the Mogul general.
This man,
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though a Hindu, promised for a reward, which
would make him by far the richest man in his
community, to reveal a path by which access
mio'ht be obtained to the castle.

He

admitted

that the path was dangerous, as it led up the
almost precipitous rock on the north side of

But just on this account the wall
in
that
low
was
quarter, and if an attacking
party once got to the top of the rock, they
would have a fair chance of forcing an entrance
the castle.

into the castle.

Kasim Khan,

a

nephew

of the

young and gallant solMogul
dier, who had long been hoping for some
opportunity of showing his valour, eagerly
commander, a

volunteered to take the lead in the dangerous
enterprise.

His request was granted, and in the darkness of midnight, with 500 men specially
selected for their courage and agility, he made
way, led by the cow-herd, round the castle
to the point from which the perilous ascent

his

had to be made.
they crossed the stream that washed
the foot of the tremendous precipice, and

At

last

began to mount it in single file; for, owing
to the narrowness of the path, no other course
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of procedure was possible.

The milkman went
second, and then his folall
barefooted and lightly armed.
lowers,
The path went straight upwards in a bee-line,
following a course marked by small foot-holes,
and occasionally, where the ascent was
quite
first,

Kasim Khan

perpendicular, by great iron nails fixed firmly
in the rock.
Strict silence was observed, and

great care was taken to avoid displacing loose
Slowly and cautiously the Moguls

stones.

mounted up and up. When the head of the
long line had safely reached the top of the
precipice and the foot of the wall, the milkman was pushed aside and Kasim Khan
himself took the lead.
As has been mentioned above, the wall at this
point was very
low, and could easily be climbed by a man
of ordinary activity.
rock was scaled, the

Therefore,

now

that the

attacking party had a fair
chance of eff'ecting a lodgment in the castle,
if
only the sentries were absent or could be
quickly and quietly overpowered.

With
mounted

beating heart Kasim Khan surthe parapet, peering into the darkness beyond.
Just as he was securing his
a

foothold, a strong

arm was suddenly

thrust
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out and gave liim a violent push on the breast.
The unfortunate young Mogul trembled for
a

moment

in the balance,

and then

fell

back-

wards right on the head of the soldier who
immediately followed him. The two, falling
together, involved in their destruction all

whom were actually
the
away by
impact of their tumbling
comrades, while others lost their footing in
their followers,

most of

carried

their vain efforts to get out of the way.
The
silence of the night was suddenly and hor-

ribly broken

by the

rattling of swords

and

armour against the hard rock, by the oaths
and prayers of the falling Moguls, and by the
stones hurled down upon them by the sentries
on the wall. One moment Kasim Khan had
stood on the top of the battlement full of high
hope and battle ardour; the next, he lay a

mangled corpse

in the water-course a

thousand

among the dead and dying followers
who had perished under his leadership.
feet below,

The arm thus opportunely thrust out, which
in a moment sent so many Moguls to the other
It was
world, was the arm of Himmut Singh.
his practice at all hours of the night to patrol

the ramparts of the castle and see that the
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were at their posts. On this occasion,
walked along the northern wall in the
deep stillness of that windless night, his keen
ear detected the noise caused by a loose stone,
which Kasim Khan, as he was climbing up the
sentries

as he

wall,

happened to displace with

his foot.

He

looked over in the nick of time, and, seeing his
foeman, pushed him backwards with all the

advantage of strength that he derived from
his firmer standing-ground.

Meantime the Rajput

garrison, in spite of
the brilliant success with which it had resisted

and open attacks, was so strictly
hemmed in that it was impossible for it to
ol)tain any provisions from the country round.
The stock of grain in the castle began to be
exhausted, and Himmut Singh had to recogall

secret

nize" the disagreeable fact that death by starvation was staring him and his followers in

Also a letter brought by a trusty
came
from his wife, telling him that
messenger
his presence was urgently required at home to
s:ave his father from imminent danger, the
exact nature of which was not revealed for
tlie

face.

fear that the letter

might be intercepted.

On

both these grounds he determined to try and
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men from

his

a position

longer tenable.

The night chosen for the attempt proved to
The Moguls had for
be dark and thundery.
a long; time been directing all their attention
to the construction

mound

and defence of the

in front of the castle.

artificial

In order that

they might be confirmed in their apprehenof

sions

attack

in

this

quarter,

a

Hindu

peasant was bribed to go secretly to the Mogul
commander and inform him that Himmut
Singh had sworn a solemn oath to level the

obnoxious

mound

to the

ground before it rose
The success of the

as high as the castle wall.

tlie sabat prevented the IMoguls
from despising this as an empty threat, and
the result was that an undue amount of the
besieging forces was continually under arms in

attack upon

the neio;hbourhood of the threatened mound.

Rajput garrison was made
on the opposite side, not far from the precipitous rock up which Kasim Khan had led his

The

exit of the

forlorn hope.
Unencumbered by the presence
of women and children, they easily and noiselessly

descended to the bed of the water-course.

Perhaps they might have got clear away with-
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out having to strike a blow, had not a flash of
lightning suddenly illuminated the scene, and
revealed the Eajputs to a group of
soldiers

who were on guard

Mahometan

at this portion of

Immediately the alarm
was given, and all round the Mogul encampment there was arming in hot haste and
the besieging

lines.

hurrying to and fro. Most of the Moguls,
however, in accordance with orders given in
anticipation of such an emergency as a night
attack,

concentrated in the direction of the

mound,

so that there

was only a small body

men to bar the path of the Eajputs to freedom and their native land. Their resistance
of

was overpowered
Rajputs made

after

their

a short struggle, the

way homewards, and on

the following morning the Moguls entered the
deserted stronghold which had so long defied
them.

The Rajputs, retreating northwards by rapid
marches, soon crossed the border and found
themselves in their

own

country.
Reverently
down
sacred soil
knelt
and
kissed
the
they
that they had never hoped to stand upon
again.

At

this

moment

a horseman, riding

rapidly southwards, in his haste galloped into
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lie

saw them.

He

attempted to push his way through the encampment and proceed on his way, but his
bridle was firmly seized and he was ordered
to give an account of himself

some

He began by

story, but suddenly,
telling
seeing Himmut Singh, he gave a shout of joy
and surprise and placed a letter in his hand.

He

fictitious

turned out to be a messenger from Him-

mut

Singh's wife, bearing a letter written in

cypher which conveyed startling intelligence.
"
Come back at all risks," it said. " Your
is
going with Sooja Bai and Bappa
Lai to the summer palace.
His life or his

father

liberty

is

in danger."

Himmut

Singh on reading this alarming
news wasted no time. He congratulated himself

on

messenger half-way.
too

having met the
But he might still be

his good-fortune

It

late.

in

was already the merry month of
which the rajah and his court

Phalgoon, in
were wont to go clad in robes of green to
hunt in the neiQ;hbourhood of the beautiful

summer

palace,

built

by

his

ancestors

of

marble from the quarries of Mokrano. His
father was probably already there, exposed to
K
( M 748
)
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the intrigues of his ambitious wife and ungrateful son.

Himmut

had no horses

Rajputs

Singh's

with them.

the

horse

in

is

Although
of every true Rajput

the

the object of
eyes
almost religious reverence, it had been imthem to take their beloved
possible for

them down

with

chargers

rocky

path

castle

of

by

Bar.

which

the

they

Therefore

precipitous
left
the

had

Himmut

Singh

had to take the horse of the messenger, and,
spurring it in hot haste towards the summer
palace, he bade his followers come after him

on foot as fast as they could.
A hard ride of five or six hours brought

Himmut

Singh in sight of the fantastic turrets

that crowned
retreat.

his

father's

He had now

favourite

summer

to proceed with extreme

caution, as he w^as a banished

man, and the

discovery of his identity might lead to his
death or imprisonment, or at least prevent
him from saving his father. He could not

show himself openly, and although every
moment might be precious, he thought it
better to tie his horse to a tree and advance
on foot by by-paths through the jungle to
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The shades of night, now rapidly
it more easy for him to escape
falling,
The numerous lights of the palace
notice.
showed plainly that the court was already
the palace.

made

Himmut Singh, keeping carefully in
the shade, approached the walls of the palace,
and made his way to a window on the ground
there.

floor,

from which a most

brilliant light

shone

into the darkness of night.

When

he looked through the window, his
eyes were riveted on what he saw. His father
and Bappa Lai were at their evening meal,
the simple dishes of which consisted of veni-

From the satisfied
and maize.
smile on the old man's countenance he seemed
son,

pulse,

to be enjoying a well-cooked meal, rendered
all the more acceptable by a long day spent
in

the

fresh

country

Every now and
his young son and

air.

then he merrily rallied

who

had superintended the
cooking herself, and was now assiduously
employing her fan to cool her lord and master
Sooja

Bai,

and her

son,

their food.

made

little

and to keep the persistent fly off
The boy seemed ill at ease, and

response to the good-natured jests

of his father.

Sooja Bai's brow was adorned
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with a carcanet of splendid rubies, and pendants of tlie same precious stone hung from
the lobes of her ears.

She was dressed

in a

robe that displayed to the greatest advantage
Her sari of mingled
her enchanting beauty.
gold, purple,

and green

her lissome form,

stripes,

made her

wound round

look in

Himmut

Singh's eyes like a beautiful baleful serpent,

and he no longer wondered

at

his

father's

infatuation.

Presently he saw her go to the side of the
room to prepare a bowl of sherbet with her

own

There w^as something furtive
which entirely escaped the notice of
her doting husband, but not the keen glance
of her stepson, who saw that Bappa Lai was
fair

hands.

in her air

motions with stealthy glances.
that paper that she hastily extracted
from a fold in her dress, and the contents of
also following her

What was

which she poured into the jewelled chalice?
In a moment the truth flashed upon Himmut
Singh's mind, and without ceremony he burst
through the window and stood in the centre
of the room.

His father started up in fear and indignation, and clapped his hands to summon his
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As they rushed
guards from the ante-room.
tones to
in, he called upon them in excited
"
Kash young man," he
seize the intruder.
pay dearly for rethus violating
turning from banishment, and
You
the sanctity of your father's privacy.
"
I
am
must be either mad or a traitor."
exclaimed,

neither

Singh.
if

"you

shall

mad nor a traitor," replied Himmut
"
You will find out who is the traitor,

you ask Sooja Bai

drink the cup of sherbet

make Bappa Lai
she has just now pre-

to

pared for your honoured
this the fair false face of

ashy pale, and she

fell

On

hearing
Sooja Bai became
unconscious on the
lips."

One of the guards took the cup, and
ground.
when he had slowly poured out the liquid,
there

remained sparkling at

tell-tale little

heap of

diamond

the

bottom a

dust, that, but

Singh's intervention, would have
torn the bowels of the Rajah of Dhir, and
for

Himmut

caused him to die a death of agony.
It was now the old rajah's turn to look pale
In a
at the thought of what he had escaped.

moment

his infatuation for his beautiful

young

wife was changed into loathing, and he recognized the loyalty of his elder son, whom he
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had

unjustly banislied.
Bappa Lai and
Sooja Bai were kept in strict custody that
they might j^ay the penalty of their treason,
so

and Himmut Singh was restored to favour.
That atonement might be made for the
unjust banishment of Himmut Singh in the
pul)lic manner in which the sentence had
been carried out, it was arranged that on the

morrow the
his

and

capital,

rajah should return in state to

accompanied by Himmut Singh
who were not long behind

his followers,

summer

in arriving at the

The

palace.

caval-

cade was splendid and impressive, and as gay
and bright as the retinue which had followed

Himmut

to

Singh

banishment

just

three

months before had been somln-e and melancholy.

Himmut

mented

w^ith jewels, rode at the right

of

king and

his

Singh, in a rich robe ornafather.

hand

His countenance

expressed the gladness felt by a patriot when
he returns to the native land he had never

expected to visit again.
Equally joyous were
the countenances of the soldiers and citizens,

who poured out
return

of

the

of the gates to welcome the
hero from 1)anishment after

glorious conflict with the

Mogul

foe,

and

after
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saving the life of the father who had banished
him.
The whole city was illuminated that
night, and every heart was glad, but gladdest

was the heart of Himmut Singh's wife
when her husband was restored to her.
of

all

A

Soldier of Fortune

far to the north and south of the
"jVrOT
1^
border line of the Bombay and Madras

Presidencies, and within little more than a
hundred miles of each other, lie the ruins of
what were once two rich, powerful, and populous cities.
They bore the proud names of
Bijapur and Vijayanagar, both of which, being
interpreted, mean the same thing, namely, the
Bijapur was a Mahometan,
city of victory.
a
Hindu
capital, and their ruins
Vijayanagar
at the present day are epitomes of all that is
characteristic of the very different re-

most

ligions

In

and

which they represent.
mosques, now no longer

civilizations

Bijapur

the

thronged with congregations of the

faithful,

specimens of the skill of the
architect, who, debarred from
embellishing his works with the figures of
men and animals, had to devote all his
are beautiful

Mahometan

to beauty of form, and to such
chaste and refined ornamentation as can be

attention
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produced by the skilfully interwoven tracery
This artistic moderation, more akin
of lines.
to Greek than oriental art, made the mosques
Islam
fitting temples of the one God to whom

How different
its forehead in prayer.
the wild grandeur bordering on grotesqueness that characterizes the huge temples of
bends

is

Shiva, Krishna, Eama, and the other gods of
the Hindu Pantheon, that still rise high from

the site of Vijayanagar, although the spaces
between are now cultivated fields, from which

peasant wdth harsh cries frightens
hungry crow!
the

the

Three hundred years ago the spectacle presented by Bijapur at a distance was much the

now

modern traveller
approaching it by the Southern Maratha Railway. A cavalier, well armed and mounted,
who in December, 1564, was riding over the
same

as

it

presents

to the

ridges to the south-west of the city, saw, much
as we may see them now, defined against the

tombs and mosques and
that they were not yet

horizon, the forms of
palaces,

except

dominated by the great dome of the Gol
Gumbaz, one of the w^onders of the world,
which was constructed a century later as a
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mausoleum

for

tlie

family.

He had

mosques

at

Sultan Mahmucl and his

worshipped in the great
Constantinople, and visited St.

Mark's at Venice, and St. Peter's and the
Pantheon at Kome; but the great and beautiful buildings that he saw before him, when he
entered the gates of Bijapur, were such as
still impress him with wonder after all
that he had seen in the most famous cities of

could

Europe.

Nor was he

less

impressed by the

crowds of people on foot, in carriages, and on
horseback that thronged the streets, all, as
he could

see, in their

attire, as if

they
He enwere going to some great festival.
cjuired of one of the stream of people flowing
to the centre of the city what was going on.
gayest

The man stared with astonishment and said,
"
Surely you must be a stranger in the country
if

you do not know that the sultan

high

festival

to celebrate his

is

holding
marriage with

Chand Bibi, the peerless daughter of Husain
Nizam Shah of Ahmednagar. To-day in the
great amphitheatre there are to Ije combats
of animals and bull-fiohts, and last of all a

grand tournament

for

yourself, the victor in

gallant cavaliers like
is to
gain as his

which
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prize the post of captain of the sultan's body-

guard."

Our

hero, for such

we may

call

him, thanked

and immediately resolved that
he could not better introduce himself to the

his informant,

court and Prince of Bijapur than by taking
If he could win the
part in the tournament.
prize of valour,

the captaincy of the body-

guard would be a good beginning to his
Indian career, and might be the steppingstone to still higher honours and position.

He was a Turk, born in Constantinople, who,
many adventures, had found himself in

after

and determined to offer his sword to
Bijapur state, which was at this time
continually at war, and might be expected
India,

the

to

welcome a good

Khan

certainly

prime of
himself a

life,

soldier,

for

such Yusuf

He was now

was.

and by

his

name among the

in

valour had

the

won

bravest soldiers of

He had

every reason to expect the
Turkey.
highest honours that Suleyman the Magnificent so liberally conferred on the defenders
of the faith and the empire; but just when
one of the principal commands in the Turkish

army seemed within

his reach, he

had the
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misfortune to be wounded and taken prisoner
at sea by a galley belonging to the Knigiits

His captors sold him to a
merchant
who was on the point
Portuguese

of

John.

St.

of sailing with a richly-laden argosy for Goa,
the great capital of the Portuguese settle-

On

the voyage Yusuf Khan
asked to be allowed to serve among the armed

ments

in India.

men who had been

taken on board for the

defence of the vessel and her valuable cargo.
Until they came near India the voyage was
tedious and uneventful.

But soon

after

they

made the

coast of India, the ship was attacked
In
at night when she was riding at anchor.
the darkness the pirates came out from their
lairs in

the creeks of the Malabar coast, surclambered on to the

prised the vessel, and
deck.

They

numbers

were

in

such

overwhelming

would

certainly have
vessel
of
the
but for the
gained possession
presence of mind of Yusuf Khan, who quickly

that

they

turned one of the deck guns loaded with
grape-shot upon the prow, where the corsairs
were clustered in a thick mass. Their numbers

only

made the

before they

discharge more destructive, and
had a moment's respite from the
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was

tlie

grape-shot,
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Yusuf Khan

in their midst, scimitar in hand, slashing

right

and

left,

followed by the bravest of the
pirates were thus either

The

Portuguese.
killed or driven into the sea, and the vessel

was saved.

The Portuguese merchant was not ungratethe good service done to him by his

ful for

Turkish slave in that hour of

peril.

When

Goa he immediately gave
Yusuf Khan his liberty and a large sum of
money, and promised to recommend him for
the ship arrived at

promotion to the viceroy, if he chose to become a Christian and enter the Portuguese

But Yusuf Khan was a zealous
Mahometan, and scorned the idea of giving up
service.

mercenary motives. He thanked
the merchant for his kindness, and told him
his faith for

that he preferred to try his fortune at the
court of one of the Mahometan kingdoms of

the Deccan.

The

large

sum

of

money

received

from the merchant he expended on the purchase of a beautiful suit of chain -armour, a
pistol, a sword, a shield, and the finest Arab

charger he could find in the markets of Goa.
On enquiry, he found that there was an im-
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mediate prospect of war between Bijapur and
great Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar.
He therefore made no stay at Goa, but immediately went inLand in the hope of striking

the

a blow for the

Mahometan

faith and his own
Thus it was that he found
the end of December, 1564, riding

advancement.
himself; in

through the streets of Bijapur to the great
tournament held in honour of the marriage of
the sultan, Ali Adil Shah, and

Chand

Bibi of

Ahmednagar.

When

he arrived at the great amphitheatre
officials that he intended to com-

he told the

He w^as immediately
pete in the tournament.
the
given
hospitable reception due to a
They told him that the
stranger knight.
tournament w^ould not take place till the
afternoon, and in the meantime he was assigned an honourable seat not far from the
king and his nobles, so that he might have a
good view of the opening proceedings. His
horse, which fortunately had not carried him
far

that morning

and was

still

fresh,

was

attended to in the royal stables, where it was
w^ell fed and groomed.
Yusuf Khan himself

was conducted to an apartment

in the newly-

"
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Meliel or Hall

Audience, where he could take off his
armour and put on for a time the peaceful
of

He then took the place
dress of a spectator.
assigned to him in the amphitheatre.
Two

hundred thousand spectators
appeared to be thronged on the stone benches,
which rose tier above tier all round the arena.
Large numbers of those who could not gain
admission to the enclosure were collected on
or three

tops of the highest of the surrounding
houses, or had seated themselves on the
branches of the trees that overtopped the

the

flat

wall of the amphitheatre.

The show opened

with combats between animals, beginning with
the gallant little ram and ending with the
lordly elephant.

with great

spirit,

The rams butted each other
and the sharp clash of the

collision of their foreheads

the

amphitheatre.

were

pitted against
are ugly beasts, not

resounded

Then two
each

all

buffalo

other.

over
bulls

Buffaloes

much

larger than cows,
are gentle enough
children; but collected

and when domesticated
to

be

driven

by

herds in the jungle they are brave and
strong enough to tear to shreds any tiger that

in
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has the temerity to attack them.
The two
buffaloes now facing each other in the amphitheatre of Bijapur charged with such fury that
one fell like a dead body to the ground,

stunned by the force of the impact, and lay
there motionless

up and

poured

till

the water-carriers came

gallons

of

water over

its

The next item in the proprostrate form.
w^as
a
succession
of bull -fights, congramme
ducted, not in the cruel and bloody way in
which they are managed in Spain, but accord-

ing to the more merciful and sportsmanlike
custom prevalent in southern India. Lively
bulls

were brought forward with cloths con-

sums of money attached to
bull-fighters were on foot, and

taining

The
was

to snatch the pieces

their horns.

their object
of cloth from the

Those who succeeded in
doing this were rewarded by receiving the
sums of money tied up in the cloths. Thus
horns of the

bulls.

there was not to be seen the horrible spectacle

of gored horses, and bulls cruelly done to
death.
The only danger was incurred by the

men who

fought the bulls, and that danger
was willingly incurred for the sake of honour
and reward.
When the bull -fighting was
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two great elephants were brought
One
forward to do battle against each other.

finished,

of them, however, did not relish the possibility
of being butchered to make an Indian holiday,

and sought safety in flight, to the amusement
and indignation of the spectators. The poltroon
had to be driven back by means of squibs
to meet his adversary, and then the combat
between the huge beasts began in earnest.
They dashed tusks and foreheads together till
they were exhausted by their tremendous
efforts, and when they could fight no more
were led or driven

off to their respective stalls.

As soon as the elephants had departed,
human combatants took their place in the
shape of great Indian and African wrestlers,
who strove to overthrow each other in the
Indian wrestling

soft sand.

is

a long and

A

wrestling bout is
not decided until one of the competitors lays

tiresome

his

proceeding.

opponent

flat

who

on

his back,

and therefore the

getting the worst of it throws
himself forward prone on the ground, from
wrestler

is

which position
lodge him.

By

matches were
(M748)

it

almost impossible to disthe time all the wrestling
is

finished,

Yusuf Khan was beL
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ginning to weary of playing the inactive role
of looker-on, and even the proverbial patience
of Indian spectators was somewhat tried.

The next event was a

striking and agreeable
the
variety
proceedings, which delighted
the Turkish cavalier as much as the longin

There
protracted wrestling had wearied him.
now appeared on the arena an elephant that
had been fed up to the proper pitch of fierce-

and a superbly-mounted officer of the
The officer exasperated
king's body-guard.
the elephant by riding close up to it and
waving a flag in its face, and directly the
ness,

elephant

charged,

he

rode

away,

on

each

occasion almost allowing the elephant's tusks
In
to reach the hind quarters of his horse.

order to be able to gallop

off"

with the requisite

suddenness, he had to keep his horse, as it
were, dancing on its hind-legs when he was

Once he tempted fortune
near the elephant.
too closely, and the elephant's tusks actually
struck his horse's flanks.

Even

in

this ex-

tremity his fine horsemanship saved him
from the destruction that seemed imminent.

Though the horse was shaken and almost overthrown by the shock, he kept his seat, and
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to ride off gracefully from his
posi-

tion of peril.
The gallant horseman was then
to ride up before the throne of

summoned
the king,

who saw where
tusks

elephant's

had

the marks of the

ruffled

the

charger's

He was

presented with a gold
chain from his monarch's neck as a reward for
glossy skin.

his splendid exhibition of
horsemanship, and
rode away amid the loud
plaudits of the

spectators.

After this, as it was now nearly mid
-day
and the sun was powerful, there was an interval of a few hours for rest and refreshment
before the

commencement

of the great competition which was to be the climax of the
Some of the spectators
day's entertainment.

went home, while others remained
possession of their seats.

to retain

Among those who
He was too

went away was Yusuf Khan.

old a soldier to neglect the
opportunity of
with
all
due
care
for
the arduous
preparing

contest

So he braced up his
muscles by a refreshing Turkish bath, and took
a light mid-day meal at the tables
provided
before

for strangers

Shah.

Then,

him.

by the

hospitality of Ali Adil
after a short rest, he armed
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himself in his armour of proof, and with lance,
sword, and shield rode to the amphitheatre,

would be able to do himself
justice in the tournament, and that, if not
crossed by adverse fortune, he would have a
feeling that he

fair

chance of winning

As about
list,

it

the

coveted

prize.

in

competitors appeared
was arranged that they should
fifty

the
first

exhibit their skill l)y tilting at the ring, and
that only those who excelled in that exercise

should be allowed to engage in the final tournament. To expedite matters, the competitors

were required to ride at the ring in parties of

The difterent parties
simultaneously.
of four were to tilt at the ring four times
each.
considerable number of them manfour

A

aged to bear away the ring three times out
of four.
Only four were expert enough to
Of these four, one was
succeed at every tilt.
Yusuf Khan; the second was Sidi Hassan, an
Abyssinian of great height and breadth, with
the muscular development of a Hercules, who
held a high post in the Bijapur police; the
third was the officer of the body-guard who
had already given such a fine display of his

horsemanship; and the fourth was a Mogul
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from the court of the great Emperor Akbar.
As these four had distinctly surpassed all the
others in tilting at the ring, they alone were
granted the privilege of continuing the contest in a

manner.

more dangerous and more knightly
The tournament was to be conducted

according to the rules of jousting that were
observed in the middle ages, not only in

Christendom, but also in Mahometan countries,

when

Christian and

Paynim

chivalry

"Jousted at Aspramont and Montalban,
Damasco, or Morocco, or Trebisond".

be fought a outrance
with pointed lances, and not with the arms
No other weapon but the lance
of courtesy.

The combat was

to

was to be used. Two of Adil Shah's generals
were appointed to act as marshals and to
decide the award of the palm of victory.
It was determined by lot that Sidi Hassan
should

first

joust against the officer of the

As they took up their
body-guard.
of the lists, all
extremities
the
at
positions

king's

the spectators marked the striking contrast
between the burly African and the lithe and
supple form of his Indian antagonist.

There
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was a similar contrast between the horses of
the two antagonists.
The Abyssinian was
mounted on a great black charger suited to

heavy weight, while his opponent rode a
beautiful bay Arab with a fine muzzle, and
slender legs framed rather for speed than
his

strength.

When

the word

was given and

they met in full career, the Indian's lance
struck Sidi Hassan's shield right in the centre,
at the

same moment

as the point of his oppo-

nent's spear glanced off the armour protecting
his right shoulder.
Such, however, was the
difference between the weight of horses and

Arab horse was driven
haunches and forced to wheel

riders, that while the

back on

its

round by the violence of the encounter, Sidi
Hassan, on his great black steed, rode straight
on unshaken, with no more concern than if
he had brushed a

fly

away from

his path.

So

the marshals had no hesitation in declarino;
the Abyssinian victorious. Then, after a short
interval,

Yusuf Khan and the champion from

Akbar's court took their positions in the

lists,

and met in full career in
the centre of the arena.
The Mogul's spear
went right through Yusuf Khan's shield, and
closed their vizors,
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was only stopped in its course by his steel
breastplate. Yusuf Khan aimed at the Mogul's
head, and hit the helmet over the forehead
with such force that he
plain.

fell

stunned on the

Yusuf Khan immediately

leapt

oft'

his

horse to give a helping hand to his prostrate
adversary, by which act of courtesy he won
the good graces of the spectators even more
than by the prowess he had displayed.
The

Mogul soon recovered from the shock

so far

as to be able to leave the lists leaning on the
shoulder of his chivalrous conqueror.

The excitement of the vast concourse of
spectators was raised to the highest pitch
when Yusuf Khan and Sidi Hassan took their
places for the final encounter, wdiich was to
The popular
close the day's proceedings.
in
was
favour
of the
decidedly
sympathy
former, as the Aliyssinian had made himself
hateful in Bijapur

and oppression.

by many

acts of

tyranny

Just before the word was

given for the charge, the Mogul came forward

and offered his own shield to replace that of
Yusuf Khan, which his lance had pierced and
damaged in the previous encounter. The gift
was as gladly accepted as it was generously
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and tins graceful act of gratitude more
established
the lifelong friendship befirmly
tween the two warriors, the foundation-stone
offered,

of which

had been

by Yusuf Khan's
All was now ready for

laid

chivalrous courtesy.
the combat.
The champions couched their
lances, and when the marshals in a loud voice
called out

—the Hindustani equivaalter— they met
the centre

Jane do

lent of laissez

in

with a shock that resounded like the discharge
of a cannon.
The lances of both champions

were so well aimed that they were shivered
to the hilts.
The two horses were driven
back on their haunches, and their riders
reeled

in

their

saddles.

At

this

crisis

great weight of the Abyssinian, which

added so much to the
caused his overthrow.

force

of

his

the

had

spear,

As he swayed on one

he had to support the whole weight of
his great bulk on his left stirrup. The stirrupside,

leather broke under

the tremendous strain,

and he could no longer retain his seat, but
fell in the dust.
Yusuf Khan a second time
dismounted from his horse to assist a fallen
opponent, but in this case his courtesy was ill
requited. He had scarcely reached the ground
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Sidi Hassan, wliose wild African blood

boiled under the humiliation of his unexpected

overthrow, sprang up, and, drawing his sword,
made a violent attack upon him. Yusuf Khan

drew back and defended himself against the
furious onslaught, parrying with consummate
skill and coolness the tremendous blows aimed
quick succession at his head, body, legs,
and arms. The marshals ought to have inin

tervened to stop the gross infraction of the
conditions of the tournament which they saw
But not being
perpetrated before their eyes.

prepared for such an emergency, they hesitated, and finally let the combat go on,
comforting themselves with the reflection that
Allah would defend the right.
In the mean-

time Yusuf
a cool

man

Khan had

all

has over one

the advantage that

who

is

infuriated

and

blinded by violent passion.
For some time
he confined himself to defence, waiting to see

marshals would come forward
and put a stop to the lawless ouislaught of
his enemy.
When, however, he saw that
nothing was done, he ceased to retire before
his opponent's furious attack, and waited for
the opportunity which he knew would soon

whether the
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In the meantime even the African's

come.

powerful frame was becoming exhausted by
the tremendous blows he had been giving

under the influence of anger amounting to
With a last effort he
temporary madness.
rushed forward and delivered a great IjIow
at the Turk's head.

Yusuf Khan warded

off

the stroke with the good shield given him hy
the Mogul, which retained the dint of the

blow as long as it continued to l)e a shield.
At the same time, with all his strength he
delivered on Sidi Hassan's head a blow which
helmet and broke the thick African
skull beneath.
Then, and not till then, the
cleft his

marshals came forward and seized the violator

Yusuf Khan's
of the rules of the tourney.
cheers by the
loud
was
received
with
victory
populace, which were redoubled when he was
led liefore the king and presented with a rich

robe of honour and a gold-hilted sword.
On the following day Yusuf Khan

was

formally installed as captain of the body-guard,
and took his place at the council held to

on the impending war with YiThat great Hindu kingdom was
jayanagar.
deliberate

now

at

its

highest

pitch

of

pride,

power,
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was too strong
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any one
of the Mahometan kingdoms that were its
neighbours on the north, and had by recent
It

for

acquisitions of territory at their expense extended its boundaries to the river Krishna.

The Mahometan kings, who had sujfifered from
power and insolence of Kam Rajah of
Vijayanagar, and had themselves swollen his
the

power by

their dissensions,

were now resolved

common enemy.

The
Ahmednagar was
cemented by the marriage of Ali Adil Shah
and Chand Bibi. These two powerful states

to unite against the
alliance of Bijapur

and

united their forces to

make

a great effort to

Ram

Rajah and the power of Hinduism.
The kin OPS of Golconda and Bedar also entered
the confederacy, and led their troops to join

crush

the allied army.

Religious zealots enlisted in

large numbers to take part in the greatest
and most promising attempt that had been

made

to render Islam supreme in Southern

At

numbers were inspired
of
by the hope
getting a share in the plunder
In
of one of the richest cities in the world.
India.

least equal

the meantime the proud Hindu king had been
arming for the defence of his kingdom, and
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Mahometan kings and their
military officers now met in the
the

principal
palace of

Bijapur to consider what would be the best
route by which to invade Yijayanagar territory and advance to the attack of the hostile
capital.

After a long deliberation, with the details
we are not concerned, it was resolved

of which

that

it

would be very conducive to the success

of the invasion

if

accurate information could

be obtained of the power of the enemy and his
For this purpose a trusty mesintentions.
senger should be sent to Vijayanagar to observe and report what was taking place there.
But who was to go on the perilous mission?
"

Hassan would be our man," said the
"
but I hear that he has not
Bijapur general,
yet fully recovered from the wound he received
Sidi

in the tournament."
"

Even

if

he were well," said another, " his

and gigantic figure are
too conspicuous and well-known in Southern
India.
He would be easily detected, however
skilfully he might attempt to disguise himblack skin, thick

lips,

self."

"Let me then

go," exclaimed

Yusuf Khan;
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am

an entire stranger in the land, and
there is little chance of my being recognized.
"
I should like to see the
Besides," he added,
I

Hindu

city in the glory of its idolatrous
before
the
pride,
avenging armies of Islam burn
its temples and palaces and give its people to

great

the edge of the sword."
After a short consultation

was accepted, and

offer

Yusuf Khan's

preparations

were

immediately made to despatch him on his

He thought it best to disperilous errand.
guise himself as a Turkish jewel merchant,
so that his fair

skin

and

his

ignorance of

the manners and customs of the people might
not excite suspicion.
For further protection
against
beard,

man

detection

which

of sixty.

he wore a

he

put

on

a

false

gray

made him look like an old
Under his merchant's robe

flexible

coat of chain mail.

weapons were a small

pistol that

His

he kept con-

cealed for use in emergencies, and a sword
which he could wear openly, as in the country
through which he had to pass merchants were
liable to be attacked by robbers, and were in
the habit of going armed.
Most merchants,
found
hire an escort of
it
to
indeed,
necessary
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armed men, but Yusuf Khan preferred to go
alone.
It would have been difficult for him
to engage followers in Bijapur who could be
trusted with the secret on the keeping of

which everything depended, and the presence
of followers who could not be trusted would
be a serious addition to the difficulty and
of

danger
treasure

-

his

The

undertaking.

supplied him
other curiosities

house

watches and

sultan's

with
of

a

few

European

manufacture, which were to be represented
as specimens of the merchandise he had left
in safe custody at Goa.

Thus equipped, Yusuf Khan started on

his

dangerous errand to the great city of Vijayanagar.
Nothing eventful happened on the
way.

Most of the robbers who

infested the

debatable land between the two kingdoms had

found

it

more

profitable to enlist as soldiers
banners of the Mahometan or

under

the

Hindu

kings,

who were bidding

against each
other for recruits, than to pursue their trade of
Indeed there were few caravans of
plunder.
merchants to attack, as the immediate prospect
of war had brought peaceful
stand-still.

commerce to a

When Yusuf Khan

reached the
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gates of tlie city, he had no difficulty in gaining admittance. To the very last Vijayanagar
gave to foreign merchants of every nation

and religion the welcome and protection
which laid the foundation of its enormous
When
wealth and commercial jJi'O^P^i'ity.
the officer of the gate heard that the stranger
was a merchant from Constantinople, he im-

mediately gave orders that he should be
conducted with honour to the royal palace.

Yusuf Khan, following his guide, crossed the
Tangabhadra, which flows along the

river

northern side of the

city,

by a bridge

built

of rough granite blocks joined together without mortar, like the structures of Cyclopean
architecture in Greece.

He

then passed along

the great Kasbin Bazaar, admiring the solidity
of the buildings and the handsome stone arcade
on either side, by which the great crowds of

buyers and sellers were defended against the
heat of the tropical sun.
Wherever he turned
his eyes he saw great temples and palaces of
granite, bearing witness to the wealth of the
city and the skill of the architects employed.

time, the poor mud huts in which
the poorer classes were crowded gave evidence

At the same
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of the great gulf that divided the princes and
the rich merchants from the masses of poor
toilers who laboured in the quarries, shaped

and carried the stones, and by all kinds of
manual labour provided their rulers with the
materials of their luxury.
After a ride of two or three miles through
streets so crowded that rapid progress was

himself before
impossible, Yusuf Khan found
the gate of the king's palace, which, like all
the other great buildings of the city, was constructed of great blocks of granite, the rock
which not only supplied a great abundance
of excellent building material, but also in its
unhewn state composed the firm foundation

on which the city was

Through five
and through
great gates guarded by soldiers,
built.

four lesser gates in the charge of porters, he
passed into a spacious quadrangle, in which

and cool
tinkling fountains, shady foliage,
arcades of marble combined to vanquish the
mid-day

heat.

Here he was bidden

to wait

until such time as the king's treasurer should
That proud
find time to inspect his wares.

functionary had nothing particular to engage
him at the time, but thought it essential to
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his dignity to delay a considerable time before
summoning the supposed Turkish merchant to
his presence.

his ideas of

Before sufficient time to satisfy
to his position had
himself to be summoned

what was due

elapsed, he happened
When he
to the king's private apartment.
arrived in the royal presence, he informed the

king that an old gray-bearded merchant from
Turkey was waiting below for orders. Eam
Rajah, who was deeply interested in all kinds
of artistic work, immediately expressed his
desire to see what the merchant had brought

from distant Europe.
"

Have him brought

to the reception

cham"

ber in the women's apartments," he said, that
I and my beloved Saraswati may inspect his
treasures."

The ladies' reception chamber, into which
Yusuf Khan was presently ushered, was a
marvellous and characteristic production of
the

skill of

The

ceiling,

the Indian architect and lapidary.

supported on white marble pillars,
the light from innumerable little

reflected

mirrors cunningly inserted in plaster, so white
and so beautifully chased that it looked like
ivory.

The walls were

(M748)

inlaid with stones of

M
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every hue of the rainbow, so arranged as to
represent the history of Rama and the conquest of Ceylon.

The king soon came

in,

his favourite wife Saraswati.

accompanied by
Four hand-maidens were

in attendance with

fans in their hands, with which in turns they
cooled the brow and cheeks of king and queen.

Yusuf Khan immediately made obeisance to
the king, whose high rank was revealed by
the richness of his robes and the priceless
gems that shone in his turban. He was a
From
handsome man in the prime of life.
the

features

of

his

finely -chiselled

face

a

physiognomist might have inferred that pride
was the predominant element in his character.
Not only 'the king and queen, but
also the

four

women

in

attendance, showed

great interest in the watches

and other

speci-

mens of European workmanship exhibited
by Yusuf Khan. If the supposed merchant
was not very clever

in explaining the

work-

ing of the curious toys and the materials of
which they were composed, that was set

down

to his deficient

knowledge

of the lan.

guage of the country, and did not excite suspicion.
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four laclies-in-waiting, one
was a fair girl of about fifteen summers, the
daughter of a Turkish soldier of fortune, who

Now, among

tlie

had come to India with his wife and daughter
and entered the service of Husain Nizam Shah
He had scarcely been a year
of Ahmednagar.
in the country when the border fortress entrusted to his care was stormed by the Vijayanao;ar forces.

He was

killed in the

storm of

the fortress, and his wife committed suicide.
Their orphan daughter, Ayesha, was taken captive to A^ijayanagar, where her beauty gained
her admission into the royal zenana as one of
It was
the attendants on Queen Saraswati.
but natural that the sight of the face of a

in a strange and distant land
should powerfully affect her heart and bring
back to her mind tender memories of the

countryman

Golden Horn, the blue waves of the Bosphorus, and the happy days of her childhood.
The terrors that she had undergone, the
storming of the fortress commanded by her
father, and her residence as a slave in the

middle of a hostile and idolatrous
India horrible in her eyes.
when she looked on Yusuf

city,

made

No wonder that
Khan a wild long-
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ing seized her to return to lier native land.
Could not the merchant help her to cany out

As

this the dearest desire of her heart?

these

thoughts whirled in quick succession through
Ayesha's

excited

the

brain,

queen,

finding

understanding what Yusuf
Khan meant, called upon her to act as in-

some

difficulty in

terpreter.
"

"

You know

Ask him
Turkish," she said.
how he came to possess that curious intaglio,
and wdiat is the lowest price he will take
for it."

Accordingly Ayesha went up to Yusuf Khan,
after a few questions and answers in the

and

Turkish language, informed her mistress that
the intaglio had come from Italy, that it had
belonged to the great Roman Emperor Nero,
that the merchant would
less
feel
it

no one for
than a lakh of rupees, but that he would
honoured if he were allowed to present
sell

it

to

to the greatest of Indian princes.

When

the gift had been graciously accepted, Ayesha

was again

utilized

as

interpreter,

and had

other conversations with Yusuf Khan, in the
course of which she said to him suddenly and
quickly, with a significant look, just before his
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departure,

brave
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jewels are valuable, but a

man might

find

something

still

more

valuable at midnight before the gates of the
great temple." This remark, spoken in Turkish,

him for whose inwas intended, was supposed to be
merely an enquiry about the jewellery. Soon
after this Yusuf Khan departed, leaving the
intaglio and some of his other jewels purunintelligible to all except

formation

it

chased by the king, who ordered him to bring
all the rest of his merchandise from Goa, as
soon as the war was ended, and the mosques
of Bijapur

and Ahmednagar had been de-

stroyed by the victorious armies of Vijayanagar.

Yusuf Khan, on returning to the room
assigned to him in the royal guest-house,
could not help thinking again and again over
the mysterious words that had been addressed
to him.

No doubt

the impression they pro-

mind was enhanced by the
beauty of the girl who had uttered the strange
words, and by the glance of a pair of dark,
duced on

his

lustrous eyes with which she had emphasized
her remark.
At any rate he lost no time in

enquiring what was the greatest of the Vijaya-
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nagar temples, and, learning that Shiva's fane

and grandeur,
determined to be there at the hour of midnight, and see whether anything would happen
The intervening
to explain the mystery.
he
would
devote
to making an
of
time
space
far surpassed all the others in size

inspection of the city and taking note of the

military preparations.

As he walked through

the

streets

with

observant eye, he could see at every turn evidence of the immense efforts that were l^eing
to equip a great army for immediate
His experienced eye
service in the field.

made
told

him that the troops which were

lieing

assembled were on the point of taking the
field, and that their forward march would not

The foot-soldiers were so
numerous that it was almost impossible to
make an approximate estimate of them. The
be long delayed,

seemed to be not much less than
20,000 strong, and the artillery consisted of
Near the artillery Yusuf
about 1000 guns.
cavalry

Khan saw assembled

a

great

collection

of

nearly 2000 war-elephants, which he had no
The din of hammering
difiiculty in counting.
metal, the blaze of the

blacksmiths' forges.
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and other signs of warlike preparation continued to a late hour of the night; but dead
silence prevailed over the great city at the
midnisjht hour when Yusuf Khan made his

to

way

the

front

of

the

great

temple of

Shiva.

He

down on a granite block and waited
anxiously for he knew not what.
sat

No sound

disturbed the solemn silence of

the night but the ceaseless sough of the wind
through the branches of the casuarina tree,
the aspen of the East, whose tremulous foliage
Everything
sighs in the slightest breeze.

around him was on a stupendous scale and

weighed heavily upon

him

his imagination.

Before

rose over the vestibule of the temple, to a
more than two hundred feet, a great

heio-ht of

dome

in shape between a cone and a pyramid.
High up in its walls he could see by the light
of the moon slabs of granite thirty feet long,

hardly have been
raised to such a height without the aid of
demons. Before the entrance knelt the stone
that

could,

he

thought,

figure of a bull, as large as an elephant, carved
still larger
out of a single mass of granite.

A

monolithic sculpture was standing near, with
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mau and

the head of a lion.
was
more than twenty
image
cubits high, and over it as a canopy, carved
also in stone, spread the hood of a cobra.
Wherever he looked on the stone-work and
the wood-work of the temple before him the
the body of a

The

colossal

were intertwined in labyrinthine
Even the trees seemed to have been

coils of cobras

mazes.

framed by nature in harmony with the temple
whose front they shaded, for the tortuous convolutions of the clustered columns of their
trunks looked

in

coiling serpents.

the

Add

misty moonlight like
to

this

that,

in

the

great city surrounding the place at which he
sat, lay bound in the bonds of sleep a million

Hindoos devoted to the service of countless
gods whom he regarded as devils, and it may
be realized that Yusuf Khan's mind was
almost overpowered by the consciousness of
the strange surroundings in which he waited

from the young girl, his countrywoman, whom he had so unexpectedly stumbled
for a sign

upon

in the palace of a Hindu king.
not long to wait.
Hardly

He had

seated himself,

all

had he

eye and ear to catch the
might be given for his

faintest indication that
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when from the shade

of a

neighbouring clump of sacred bael-trees he
heard sung in the faintest tones a few notes of
a Turkish national song.
In the same low
voice he took up the refrain and walked over
to the clump of trees.
There he found wait-

ing for him, thickly veiled, the young Turkish
girl whom he had seen in attendance on the

She was so overpowered with shame

queen.

at her audacity in seeking an interview with
a stranger at such an hour, that for some time

At

she could not speak.
voice,

and said

softly,

last she

found her

with her face bent to

the ground:

"Ah!

my

friend

and countryman, what

will

you think of me, shameless as I am, for having
sought this interview? But what could I do?
Think what a

life

I

have lived

twelve months, shut up

among

for the last

idolaters

and

strangers in the palace of an accursed king,
who is guilty of the death of
father and

my

mother.

If,

condemn me
of one

who

considering
for
is

all

this,

you

still

venturing out to seek counsel
not only a Moslem but also

speaks the dear language of my native land,
kill me at once.
Real death would be far
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better than

the living death I endure.
If,
can
however, you
pardon my shamelessness,
tell me whether you can help me to escape

from

this terrible place, if not to

my

native

land, at least to Bijapur or some other country
in India where true believers rule or where

Allah

is

worshipped."

"

Yusuf Khan gently, " no
just person would condemn your action. What
would be immodest conduct on the part of a
Sister," replied

girl living in a

happy Mahometan home under

her parents' care

happy

case,

is

praiseworthy in your un-

condemned

bond-slave of

infidels.

as

you are

It

is

to

1:>e

the

not pleasing in

the eyes of Allah that any true believer
should willingly submit to the yoke oi
idolaters."
"

Then

"

oh

me," she prayed,
to escape from this city, which is surely

doomed

help,

help

to destruction

for

its

and

idolatry

pride."

Yusuf Khan paused for a moment
thought, and then said:
"

Lady, stranger as you

your hands.
but a soldier.
in

Know that
I

are, I place

in

deep

my

life

I am no merchant,
have been sent here by the
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of Bijapur to find out the strength of

Vijayanagar army, and

tlie

military plans

his generals.
If I am disis certain.
If I escaj^e with

king and

tlie

covered, death

such information as

can

I

service to the

collect, I

may do

a

Mahometan kings who

great
are now advancing to attack this great stronghold of Hinduism.
By to-morrow night I

hope to have gained all the information in my
On the next morning I leave Vijaya-

reach.

If you can again find means to escape
nagar,
from the palace, disguise yourself as a page-

boy, and meet me on that day a mile beyond
If
the stone bridge over the Tuno-abhadra.

you can do this, I promise to devote my good
sword to your service like a true knight, and
either conduct you safe to Bijapur or die in
your defence."
*'

I will

spend

my

me
And now,

door-keeper to let
"
replied.

last jewel in bribing the

out once again," she
farewell

till

we meet

again on the road to Bijapur."

She was turning to depart when she paused
and said, " But have I not any information to
give you on the warlike matters which must
interest

you more than the

fate

of a poor,
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weak

have overheard whispered conversations between the king and queen, in
which he boasted of the phms he had formed
I

girl?

overthrow of the Mahometan armies.
Have you not in your army an Abyssinian
for the

called Sidi
"

— Sidi—

I

Hassan,"

"What

name?"
Yusuf Khan.

forget the other

replied

eagerly
of him?"

"

That was the name.
Yes, Sidi Hassan.
Well, he is a traitor, and has promised to lead
of Bijapur into an ambush at the
ford of Ingulgi, where a thousand cannon will

the

army

be concealed, ready to pour their

Mahometan
"

fire

on the

troops as they pass."

Lady," said

Yusuf Khan,

"

this is indeed

priceless information, which, if we
safe to Bijapur, will gain you great

ever get

honour at

Can you remember
the court of the queen.
Ram
of
what
Rajah said to his
anything more
queen
"

"

f

can remember nothing more," she said,
but the king's boasting and unholy joy at
I

the thought of the destruction of the true
believers.

And now

again
be missed, and then —

farewell, or I shall

"

So saying, she swiftly disappeared.
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returned to the guest-

house he was seized by the chief of the Vijayanagar police and carried off to prison.

The

king had shown his treasurer the purchased
jewels, and the treasurer remembered to have
seen one of them in the palace of Bijapur.

On hearing this, Ram Rajah immediately
divined the true object of Yusuf Khan's visit
to Vijayanagar.
He called the chief
and
said
him:
to
police

"

Go immediately and
who has come

of the

cut off the head of

the Turk

Or no;

to the guest-house.
on second thoughts, shut him up in

and when we return victorious from
Bijapur we will have him and thousands more
of the accursed Mahometans trampled under
safety,

the feet of our elephants."

So Yusuf Khan was put in prison, and
informed that he would not get out till the

had returned from the war,
and were ready to trample him and other
captive Moslems to death.
We must now change the scene to the
banks of the river Krishna, where more than
two hundred thousand troops were assembled
ten days after Yusuf Khan had been thrown
king's elephants
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into

prison.

On

the

south

of the

ford of

Ingulgi was the great army of Ram Rajah, at
a sufficient distance from the river to render
it invisible from the northern bank, towards
which the Mahometan armies were advancing
in battle array.
The Vijayanagar artillery,
cunningly concealed from view, was arranged
in two long lines on the east and west of the
ford.
All the cannon were loaded, so as to be
a moment's notice, when the signal
at
ready
was given, to pour a tremendous cross-fire on
the hostile troops as they crossed the ford
and struggled up the southern bank of the
river.

The troops

of

the

Mahometan kings

were marching on, apj)arently unconscious of

own request the duty of
had
been
entrusted to the traitorous
scouting
Abyssinian, who had ridden across the ford
and returned, reporting that no enemy was to
be seen.
He now led the van of the Bijapur
and
it had been
army,
arranged between him
and Ram Rajah that, when he had decoyed
the whole advance guard, forty thousand
strong, across the river, he should suddenly
give the spur to his horse, and gallop over
the intervening space to the front rank of the
danger.

By

his

A SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
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His doing so was to be the
cannon to pour shot
signal for a thousand
and shell on the doomed Mahometan advance

Hindu army.

guard, which would, it was hoped, be utterly
from
destroyed before it could be reinforced
the northern bank of the Krishna.

Hassan on his black charger rode in
front of the whole Bijapur army, accompanied
by Yusuf Khan's Mogul friend, who had
volunteered to serve in the campaign, and had
Sidi

asked and received a post of honour in the
vanguard. They had almost reached the river

when they became aware

of a horseman com-

horse
ing from the east and urging his weary
He
and
voice
exertion
utmost
to the
spur.
by

had good reason to do so, for it was Yusuf
Khan, escaped from his prison in Vijayanagar,
and he knew that the fate of thousands of
Mahometans depended on his being in time.
The Abyssinian was for moving on without
further delay into the ford, but the Mogul,
who was riding by his side, implored him to

wait the arrival of the horseman,

he

said,

who might,

be the bearer of important tidings.

was going on, Yusuf
Khan came near, and was recognized.

While

this

discussion
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Thanks be

to Allah," he exclaimed, " that

am in time!"
He then turned

to Sidi Hassan, whose hand
the
hilt
of
his sword as he called on
sought
the troops under his command to advance to

the ford.
"

Dog of an Abyssinian," he cried out in a
loud voice, " order an immediate retirement,
or you will die the death of a traitor on the
spot."
"

And who

are you," replied Sidi Hassan,
to give orders to me, and incite
my followers
to mutiny?"
"

So saying, he drew his sword and rushed

upon Yusuf Khan, hoping

to slay

him

before

he could divulge his double-dyed
treachery.
But the Turk was too quick for him. He
drew a loaded pistol from his bosom, and, as
Sidi Hassan raised his sword to strike, shot
him dead through the heart.
It

might then have fared

Khan but

for

the

ill

with Yusuf

of his

protection
Mogul
The Bijapur troops, not understanding what had happened, and only knowing
that their leader had been slain, closed round
him with threatening gestures, and were infriend.
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The Mogul,
however, appeased them by taking Yusuf
Khan's sword and pistol, which he willingly
surrendered, and assuring them that he would
be conducted to the presence of Ali Adil Shah
and required to account for his conduct. So
Yusuf Khan was taken before the king, and
told the story of all that had befallen him on
his perilous expedition.
Ayesha had been at
clined to take a

life

for a

life.

reduced to the lowest depths of despair
when she heard in the palace the news of
first

However, she immediately determined to leave no stone unturned
to procure his release.
He had scarcely spent
a week in prison when, by the promise of a

Yusuf Khan's

large bribe,
who was a

arrest.

she induced one of the

jailers,

Mahometan, although, being in
the service of a Hindu king, he concealed his
faith, not only to let him go free, but also to
restore him his sword and pistol and provide
him with a good horse. Yusuf Khan's escape
from prison and from Vijayanagar was rendered more easy by the state of anarchy to
which the city had been reduced by the absence of the king and all his forces.
He had,
however, to make a long circuit in order to
N
(M748)
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avoid the danger of being captured by the

Thus it
widely-extended Vijayanagar forces.
of
ford
the
arrived
at
he
was that
Ingulgi
only just in

time to save the Mahometan

He had

vanguard from destruction.
finished his story

when

its

hardly
truth was con-

firmed by the Vijayanagar army, which now
began to show itself by thousands and tens

Earn
on the opposite bank.
Rajah had been informed of the death of the
concealed
Abyssinian by his scouts, who were
of thousands

in the reeds of the river-bed.

So, seeing that

the great scheme of ambush had failed, he
ordered his artillery to advance and cannonade
Additional conthe enemy across the river.
firmation of the Abyssinian's treachery was

examined, and
letters of instructions from Vijayanagar were
unrolled from the inmost recesses of his

found

turban.

when

his

body was

So he was

left

unburied

by the

banks of the Krishna, a rich feast for the
vultures, who were already following the track

The command of
of the contending armies.
the Vijayanagar vanguard, left vacant by his
on Yusuf
treachery and death, was conferred

Khan,
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inflicted
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of the Vijayanagar artillery

damage on the Mahometans,
from the river and took up a

little

retired

A

council of
strong position farther back.
war was then held to determine the future

was
army was

plan of the campaign.

It

Vijayanagar
trenched for the defence
great

of

clear that the

strongly enthe ford of

and that any attempt to force the
passage there would be madness as long as
the numerous and powerful Hindu artillery
It was therefore recommanded the ford.
solved to entice the Hindu army from its
Ingulgi,

strong position l)y marching slowly along the
northern bank of the river towards the ford

was ten miles higher up the
matter of history that the de-

of Dhanur, which

stream.

It is

The Vijayanagar forces kept
the
with
enemy along the opposite side
pace
of the river, and presently entrenched themvice succeeded.

selves on the southern
at the ford of

bank of the Krishna

Dhanur, as strongly as they

had before entrenched themselves at Ingulgi.
Then the Mahometans in the darkness of night
suddenly doubled back to Ingugli, crossed the
ford there without opposition, and drew out
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their armies in order of battle

on the southern

bank.

Ram

Rajah, having been thus outgeneral! ed,
had to give battle to the enemy on equal terms

Then began,
to save his capital from attack.
on the morning of January 25th, 1565, what
is

known

Talikoti.

Indian history as the battle of
It was one of the greatest and most

in

ever fought on the soil of
India, and ended in a triumph for the arms
of Islam in the East, which almost counterdecisive

battles

balanced the loss of the battle of Lepanto, six
The battle of Taliyears later, in the West.

was

a

long time

evenly contested.
For a while the Mahometans were dismayed

koti

for

by the thousands of rockets discharged in the
Their wings
air by the enemy's artillery.
w^ere thrown into disorder by brilliant charges
But their centre, the van
of Hindu cavalry.
of which was commanded by Yusuf Khan,
pressed on slowly and irresistibly in serried
ranks against the Vijayanagar centre, where
Ram Rajah in person could be seen directing
the operations of his troops, conspicuous to
friend

and

foe,

on his great war- elephant.

Against him Yusuf

Khan

directed the attacks

TllEIK

WIXGS

AVERli THROWN INTO DlbORKKR
CHARGES OF HINDU CAVALRY"

);Y

llRILLIANl
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Moslem

He knew

van.
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that the

fall

or

would do much
capture of the mighty king
to decide the day, and he was animated by
personal

how he

feelings
had lain

and nights

of
in

waiting^

revenge,
prison
the

for

remembering

seven days
time when he

for

would, in accordance with the king's orders,

be trampled to death by elephants.

Again
and again the bravest of the Hindu troops
came forward in succession to interpose between the king s elephant and the advancing
enemy, but still Yusuf Khan moved on relentlessly,

always making the king's elephant the

At last
object of his attack.
He did not
heart failed him.

Ram
know

Rajah's
of the

success of his cavalry on the two wings, and
quailed before the continual attacks directed

So he slipped down
and got into his state litter,
But the bearers
at hand.

against his sacred person.

from

his elephant,

which was

close

and refused to perform their
office.
So he mounted on a horse from which
In the meana devoted follower dismounted.
time the Hindu warriors in the centre, no
was
longer seeing their king, and fearing he
The
slain, began to waver and give way.

were

terrified,
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confusion was increased by the 3000 or 4000
war-elepliants belonging to either side, which
went raging about the field of battle, and, as

was

their wont, did as

much harm

to friend

But through all this confusion
Yusuf Khan did not lose sight of his quarry.
He was not far from the royal elephant when
the king dismounted.
He saw him creep
into his litter, and then followed close on his
In the
heels when he mounted on horseback.
close -packed crowd of fugitives rapid flight
was impossible. Yusuf Khan soon caught him
up, and with one sweep of his sword severed
his head from his body.
The f\dlen head was
a
Moslem
soldier, who fixed it
picked up by
on a long spear, and, holding it aloft, displayed
The sight of their great
it to both armies.
as to foe.

king's head fixed on a spear completed the
discomfiture of the Hindu army, which fled
in headlong rout
lessly

from the

battle-field, merci-

pursued by their enemies.

After the utter rout of their great army
and the death of the kins; under whose
auspices they had so often been victorious,
the citizens of Vijayanagar could offer little
resistance to the armies of the four

Mahometan

A SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
kings.

The great

and

temples for

its
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was captured and sacked,
the first time had to submit

city

to the blows dealt

by the iconoclastic zeal of
the victorious Mahometans.
Yusuf Khan did
not forget the fair girl to whom he owed so
much. His first care was to protect the palace
and those therein from outrage by proceeding there with the king's body-guard, whose
devotion to his service he had secured by his
valour.

When

he returned to Bijapur, so

great was the glory he had won that he
might have married a princess of the royal
But love and gratitude w^ere more
blood.

powerful in his mind than the ambition of
being connected by marriage with the Sultans
He married the beautiful Ayesha,
of Bijapur.

who had saved him from

prison and from the
After his marriage
prospect of a cruel death.
he continued to serve with distinction in the

Bijapur army, of which in the course of a few
years he became the commander-in-chief. But
neither he nor

his

wife forgot their native

country.
They did not wait for the approach
of old age in India, but after ten or twelve
years'

residence

in

Bijapur

their children to Turkey.

returned with

So at

last

Ayesha
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realized the seemingly hopeless dreams that
had solaced the misery of her captive state,

and once more saw the domes and minarets
of her beloved

Stamboul.

The Lost Casket
and liis followers, after their raid
had retired loaded with plunder

SHIVAJI
on Surat,

to their fastnesses in the south.

We

of the

English factory had successfully defended our
and our property, thanks especially to

lives

the valour and discretion of our president, Sir
George Oxenden, and to the guns and sailors

he summoned to help us from the ships at
Swally. But my uncle was terribly distressed.

He had

lost

what he valued almost more than

life, a small casket containing a beautiful
miniature of his dead wife set in rubies and

his

diamonds, and also the Agjius Dei which the

Martyr King had presented to him twenty
years before for his devoted loyalty in the great
rebellion.
The casket containing these and
other precious relics had been forgotten and
left

behind

in

my

uncle's

villa

when we

hurriedly retired from it to take refuge in
the factory.
The villa had been thoroughly
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On our
ransacked by the Maliratta spoilers.
return we found little remaining but the bare
and the casket was nowhere to be seen.
No doubt it had gone with the rest of the
plunder of Surat to Shivaji's new capital on
walls,

Raighur, and there was little hope of its ever
being recovered to gladden once more my
uncle's eyes

My

and

heart.

uncle as a stubborn

Malignant (such
Roundheads
the
was the cant term
applied to

anyone conspicuous for loyalty to Church and
King) had been deprived of his landed estates

England by the

in

rebel government.

With

a little money saved from the wreck of his
fortune he started life again as an India merchant in Holland, and had thriven so well

that he was

now extremely

of several voyages that he

rich.

In the last

made

to India he

took with him me, his nephew, the penniless
orphan of his Ijrother, who had fallen on the
fatal field of

my
I

best and

Although

Naseby.

won my

I

had done

rich relative's approval,

did not take very kindly to a mercantile
I

felt

flir

more

in

my

element

life.

Indeed,

when

assisting in the defence of the factory

against Shivaji's marauders than

when engaged
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in the purchase of the emljroidered stuffs of

Ahmedabad, Broach, and Camb.iy.

The ex-

citement of the street fighting roused in my
heart the latent spirit of adventure that had

descended to
ancestors,

me from

and

I

a lono- line of warlike

became more discontented

than ever with the prosaic routine of a merchant's

office.

In this state of mind what seemed a happy
thought suggested itself. Why not make an
expedition into the Mahratta country and try
to recover the lost casket?
Its contents were
of no intrinsic value,
a large

number

and

I

could safely promise

of rupees in

my

uncle's

name

they were given up. No doubt the adventure was a dano;erous one, and mio'ht almost
if

be called foolhardy.

But

the

element

of

danger was a positive attraction to one who
had been for two or three months repining at
the dull monotony of mercantile life.
was also another motive uro-ino; me on.
I

had

There
Before

fallen sorely in love

leaving England
with the fair daughter of the

lady in the

poverty and dependent position prevented me from declaring
my passion, a lovely rose bestowed on me at
miniature.

Although

my
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It seemed
parting gave me reason to hope.
me
would
be
so
to
that nothing
likely to make

uncle look favourably on
recovery of the casket that

my

my

suit as the

contained the

symbols of the strongest feelings of his heart
his reverence for his murdered king and his

—

love for his long-lost wife.
But why analyse
the motives that urge a young man to hasty

On

the impulse of the
determined to go, and I went.
action?

It

was

moment

not, however, advisable to inform

I

my

In spite of his longing
uncle of the project.
for the lost relics, his gray-bearded wisdom

would certainly have forbidden

made

my

departure.

arrangements secretly, and
took no one into my confidence but a Soorti

So

I

my

whose courage and good
I
faith had been proved more than once.
supplied myself and him with the best
weapons 'procurable. He was armed with a
sword and a dagger. I also had a sword girt

groom

to
in

called Gopal,

my side, and in addition a pair of pistols
my holsters. We were mounted on country-

bred horses, not very beautiful to look

at,

but

capable of enduring much fatigue, and able to
climb up mountain-paths that would infallibly
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have broken the legs of an English hunter or
charger.

Thus mounted and accoutred, we started
I
soon after sunset in the end of January.
never forget the beauty of the scene
that greeted us as we began our journey.
shall

Before us the planet Jupiter shone in the
eastern sky; behind us Venus was suspended
just over the houses of Surat;
in

mid- heaven

silver

mantle

the

"

(I

half- moon

and above us
"threw her

quote from the verses of a
to be hanged,

who ought

crop-eared poet
drawn, and quartered

as

a

regicide,

but

whose poetry may challenge comparison with
the noblest works of Greece and Eome) over
the plain and gave enough light to keep our
In the daytime at this
feet from stumbling.
season of the year the earth is dry and brown
after three

months of unbroken sunshine, but

at night, under the magic of the moon, all
looks as bright and fresh and beautiful as
fairyland.

As we rode on through the

cool

of the night, my spirits, under the excitement
of adventure, rose so high that it was impossible for

me

to refrain from singing aloud.

In

the morning, when we had put some thirty
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miles between us and Surat, we sent a messenaer
back to inform my uncle where we were ooina

and with what
that his

he should think
had
been
nephew
kidnapped.
object, in case

not necessary to give the details of our
long and rapid ride from Surat to Eaighur.
We were often threatened, but never seriously
It is

molested on the road.

Now

and then groups

of bandits hovered near us, as if
they would
attack us.
On such occasions I would hand

one pistol to Gopal and hold the other

my

own hand ready

for action.

in

The natural

was that the marauders held aloof
scowling.
They saw that little was to be
expected from us but hard knocks, and preresult

ferred to wait for an easier prey.

waning moon

failed us,

When

we bivouacked

the

at night

and started in the cool, crisp air of the early
In
morning, which gave us keen appetites.
spite of Mahratta raids, the country through
which we passed was not deserted by the
country people, as Shivaji never allowed his
followers to plunder the poor agriculturists.

Unfortunately we could get nothing from
to eat but chupatties\ milk, and fruit.

them

1

Chupatties = Indian cakes resembling Scotch scones.
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and sometimes

the villagers proved cliurlisli, and would give
So we
us nothing to eat for love or money.

had to

long distances with our
belts tightened round our empty stomachs in
often

a

manner

far

Eno;lishman.

ride

from agreeable to a healthy
But for this serious drawback

our ride on the track of Shivaji was a pleasant
There was much of interest to note
journey.

manners and customs of the strange
The mountain scenery
people of the country.
of the Ghats towering on our left hand was
in the

grand and imposing, but the description of
such matters may be left to more practised
I have a plain, unvarnished tale to tell,
and must hurry on to the great object of the

pens.

journey, our visit to Shivaji.
At the town of Mhar we overtook the last
of the train of bullock-carts that were con-

veying to Raighur the plunder of Surat. They
were guarded by an escort of twenty -five
troopers under the command of a havildar\
As soon as they saw us, they closed round us
in a menacing; semicircle, while

our defence with
^

we

stood on

our pistols loaded.

Havildar= petty military

ofi&cer.

The
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horsemen formed a picturesque
They were armed with sword and
group.
shield and spear, and clad in frocks of quilted

Maliratta

cotton, capable of oftering considerable resistMost of them had gold
ance to a sword-cut.

or silver ear-rings attached to the backs of
their ears, and their thick moustachios gave

them

a look of valour and

ferocity.

Their

leader in a loud voice ordered us to give up
This we refused to do.
our arms.
parley

A

ensued.

asked what they proposed to do
we gave up our arms. The havildar

I

with us

if

replied

that

he would

take

us

before

the

I replied
maharaja\ who was at Raighur.
but
that we
we
what
was
that this
wished,
would not surrender our arms until w^e reached

the royal fortress.

Let them therefore choose

whether they would take us as we were, or
lives.
forcibly disarm us at the risk of their
The havildar consulted with his men. They

and it was evident that the
hands were likely to kill two
men if we were assailed. So they came to the
conclusion that discretion in this case was the
had no

firearms,

pistols in our

better part of valour.
1

Maharaja = great king.

As we were

willing to

Shivaji was the Mahratta maharaja.
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go to Raigliur, it would be foolish to risk their
lives for a mere punctilio.
So, on receiving
we
would
solemn
that
surrender
promise
my
our arms at the gate of Kaighur Fort, they
took us on with them in their company and
treated us in the most friendly

manner

for the

rest of the journey.

A

climb brought us up to the first gate
Here, according to our agreegave up our swords and pistols to

stiff

of Raighur.

ment, we

the captain of the gate.
Within the walls of
the fortress we had little to fear from random

and

violence,

if

Shivaji chose to put us to

death or imprison

us,

our weapons would be

As we struggled up the
narrow pathway by which alone the
useless.

accessible,

bastions

steep and
hill-top

is

and saw above us the frowning

commanding the approaches

to the

gates, we marvelled whether such a stronghold
could ever be captured except by the aid of

famine and treachery.
After we had passed through the third and
last gate we were conducted before the killedar
or
I

commander of the

fort,

who, on hearing that

wished to see the rajah, assigned us quarters
and informed us that we should

for the day,
(M748)

O
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probably be permitted to attend the Royal
durbar^ on the morrow.
After we had rested

and refreshed ourselves with curry and rice,
and cool draughts of water from a spring in
the rock, we strolled round the fort, which was
held by a garrison of 2000 or 3000 men.
The
number of private and pul)lic buildings was
about 300. Except on the side by which we
had ascended, the mountain was girt with
tremendous precipices which required no artificial fortifications.
In our walk round the
fort we were accompanied by a Brahmin clerk,
who explained all the arrangements and the
purpose of everything we saw, and was never
tired of extolling the wisdom and valour and
We were also followed
greatness of his king.

by a small company
an

of soldiers, nominally as
really intended to prevent us

escort, but
from carrying out our evil intentions if we
contemplated doing any mischief.
As the afternoon shadows began to lengthen,
our guide told us that he might be able to

We were full
give us a glimpse of the rajah.
We had
of curiosity to see the man of blood.
heard of the assassination of Afzul
^

Durbar = reception.

Khan by
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more treacherous

assassination of the Eajah of Jowlee, a Hindu
whom he had done to death by

like himself,

the agency of others.
My friend Mr. Smith,
the
Mahrattas
at Surat, had told
captured by
us how ruthlessly Shivaji had ordered the
cutting off of the heads and hands of those
I therefore pictured him
brought before him.

imagination as a man with the face of
a devil, surrounded by fierce followers with
in

my

drawn swords ready to execute his cruel mandates and defend him against the just rage
The real Shivaji
of his oppressed subjects.
pointed out to us by our Brahmin guide was
very

different

from

the

creature

of

our

He was seated on a stone bench
imagination.
by a well, with no escort near him, and was
talking pleasantly with the women who came
to draw water, and asking them kindly about
The children at
their husbands and brothers.

the well came up to

him

fearlessly

with smil-

ing faces, and he was giving them fruit and
sweets that he had brought with him for the
As, ourselves unseen, we scanned
his features from our point of observation, we
purpose.

said to ourselves that

we had never

seen a
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more expressive of kindness and more
Whatever he might be to the foes
of his nation and his religion, he was evidently
the father of his people, and deserved their
affection as fully as he had earned the fear and
face

attractive.

This

execration of their enemies.
his character

new view

of

was abundantly confirmed during
Every Mawali

the rest of our stay at Raighur.

and Hetkuri with whom we conversed spoke
about him in terms expressive of mingled love
and veneration as the saviour of the Mahratta
nation and the pillar of the Hindu religion.
My next sight of Shivaji was on the following day at the great durbar, when the spoils
of Surat were spread out to gladden the eyes
of the rajah and his principal followers.
The

plundered treasures of Surat made a fine show.
The principal jewels were spread out on a
large

and costly Persian

carpet.

There were

strings of pearls, great diamonds, rubies, and
emeralds, some unset and some set in jewels

of heavy gold, and I saw among the rest
uncle's lost casket.
About twenty or twenty-

my

five lakhs of rupees in silver

had
city,

also

and gold money

been extracted from the unfortunate

but these were by

this

time safely lodged
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treasury.
Shivaji himself was, of
the
central
course,
figure, seated on the gadi^,
and wearing a red turban surmounted by a
in

the

beautiful

diamond

aigrette.

This time

able to observe his features

more

when he was

well.

followers, he

seated

by the

grew a beard

the Rajputs, from

whom

I

was

closely than
Unlike his

after the

manner

of

he claimed descent.

His form was slight and supple, and rather
less than the middle height.
His long arms
gave him great advantage as a swordsman.
His skin was fair for an Indian. His nose

was long, and curved like the beak of a parrot.
He had a bright and restless eye, full of intelligence, and whenever he made any remark to
those around him, he accompanied his words
with a pleasant smile. On a lower and smaller
cushion sprawled his dearly -loved son and
heir, Sambhaji, then a boy of seven years, and
doomed in the future to live an evil life and
die an evil death, distinguished by none of his
father's

good

qualities

but personal courage.

Close behind Shivaji stood
his peishwa,

Moro Punt Pingiey,

and Tannaji Malusray, the bravest

of the brave, his comrade in the killing of
'

Gadi = royal cushion or throne.
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Afzul Khan, the attack on Shaisteh Khan at
Poona, and other deeds of blood and valour.

Eight and left of the gadi there were suspended on gilded lances emblems of power
and sovereignty, among which I noticed gold
heads of fishes with large teeth, and horses'
tails, and high above the rest a pair of gold
scales, equally balanced to represent the even-

handed justice of the rajah.
It was not easy to get admission to the
durbar, and it promised to be a still more
matter to gain the favour of a private
interview with Shivaji.
The Brahmin clerk,
difficult

who was our informant on

all

subjects, told

me

that, according to the immemorial customs
of the East, those who sought audience of a

prince
his

on

must

me

to

make handsome

first

presents to

was therefore incumbent
consider what I could present to

ministers.

It

advisers, especially to Moro
Punt Pingley, the peishwa. I replied that I
had absolutely nothing with me worthy of their

chief

Shivaji's

acceptance except my pistols, which I proposed
to offer to the rajah himself.
This difficulty,

which at

first

dissipated

seemed insuperable, was suddenly

by the

rajah's curiosity to see me.
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lie

English stranger, and

I

himself sent

was accord-

ingly admitted to the royal presence.
After making my obeisance, I was asked the
motive that had led me to visit Eaighur. I
replied that I had come in the first place that
I
might see the person and capital of a great

who was threatening

overshadow the
glory of the Great Mogul, and in the second
king,

to

place that I might petition for the restoration
of a casket of little intrinsic value, but very

dear to

among

owner, which was to be found
On being asked
the spoils of Surat.
its

what return

I

proposed to make for such an

exceptional favour, I was fairly gravelled for a
Not having the face to offer a great
reply.

king two or three hundred rupees, as if he
were a shopkeeper, I could only contrive to
make some rather lame remarks aljout the

beauty of disinterested benevolence, and how
an act like this would, in the words of Shake-

become a monarch better than his
crown and sceptre. The monarch before me
did not, however, seem to be much moved by
the sentiment borrowed from Shakespeare.
In the pleasantest manner possible he replied
speare,
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the plunder of Surat was the property of
the state, and that he would be sacrificmg the
interests of his people if he gave up a single
tliat

^

pie

of

it for

nothing or for mere sentimental

reasons, especially for the benefit of any member of a nation which had obstinately oj^posed
the operations of his troops at Surat, and

shown no

disposition to submit to his author-

He

added, however, that he had no wish
to quarrel with the English, as he had lately
ity.

shown by

letting his captive, Mr. Smith, go
free, instead of yielding to the wish of his

who had been most anxious to cut
head off. He had no wish to harm me

followers,
his

and would give me a safe-conduct back
to Surat, and I should think myself lucky
in escaping so easily from the lion's den into
which I had so rashly entered.
Nothing
more could be said. After I had left the
royal presence, I was informed that I must
leave the fort within three days and return Ijy
either,

In case the rajah
should relent, I thought it advisable to remain at Raighur for the three days granted
ship to

us,
^

Bombay

or Surat.

although weary of the

rice

and pulse boiled

Pie, a very small Indian coin worth about a twelfth of a penny.
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in butter apportioned to us as our daily fare,

and longing

to

return

the flesh-pots of

to

Surat.

We

were allowed considerable freedom in

going about the fort and seeing
to be seen.

all

that was

On

the evening after my interview with Shivaji, I went with the Brahmin
clerk to a lonely part of the mountain which
commanded a wide prospect of the surround-

ing

we

On an overhanging eminence
country.
stood gazing at the view long after the

sun had sunk behind the

on the west.
When the increasing darkness warned us to
return, we suddenly found that we were not
alone.
A sino;le Mahratta soldier was movina;
hills

slowly, as if absorbed in deep thought, across

our path.
Immediately afterwards w^e saw
he was being stalked by three other

that

men, who followed him step by step, crouching cat-like under the shadows of trees and
rocks, and so intent on their quarry that
All of a sudden,
they did not notice us.
when they were a few yards from us, they
threw off all disguise and concealment, and
with naked swords rushed upon the solitary
figure

before

them.

The

object

of

their
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with

attack,
his

fit

remarkable

agility

of abstraction and

threw

off

the heavy shawl

which he was wrapped, and, drawing his
long sword, ran swiftly to a narrow passage
in

two rocks, in which his three
assailants would not derive so much advanHere
tage from their numerical superiority.
between

he stood at bay.
thou2;h

armed

I

hurried to his assistance,
no more formidable

with

weapon than a stout bamboo walking-stick.
With this, however, I struck a heavy blow
just under the ear of the hindmost of the
three assassins, and felled him to the ground.

This was their first intimation that they had
more than one adversary to deal with. The

unexpected rear attack entirely disconcerted
The man next to the one whom I
them.

had stunned turned savagely on me, and
He plunged
thrust his sword under my arm.
it

in

luckily not in my heart,
Before he could
thick overcoat.

up to the

but in

my

disengage his
and, exerting

hilt,

weapon
all

my

strong man, threw

I

closed

with

him,

strength, for he was a

him on

his

back on the

The only way to keep him there
was to jump on him and sit on his stomach,
ground.
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to shake

did.

accordingly
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Seated on

this

air-cushion, in spite of its struggles

me

off,

I

was able to watch the
between the two

progress of the encounter

remaining combatants.

What was my surprise to discover that the
man whom I had so opportunely assisted in a
terrible

danger was the great Mahratta king!
to be in his element when engaged

He seemed

at sword point with a foeman worthy of his
steel.
His enemy was a taller and stronger

man than
made up

himself,
for

these

but

Shivaji

more than

disadvantages

by

the

quickness of his movements, and his wonderful dexterity in the use of his

weapon.

His

sword, Bhowani, flashed here and there with
The other was so
the rapidity of lightning.
busy parrying the ceaseless succession of his
thrusts, that for a long time he had no opporAVhen
tunity of delivering a counter-stroke.

at last, in despair, he ventured to

do

so, Shivaji,

instead of parrying the blow with his sword,
evaded it by a quick backward turn on his

and at the same moment drove
Bhowani through the heart of his enemy, who

right heel,

fell

dead at his

feet.
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When

the

great

the combat,

king, after

came towards me, I involuntarily half rose
The man beneath me
to do him obeisance.
immediately

took advantage of this

movement, and by a desperate

me

effort

slight
suc-

Uttering a wild
imprecation against Shivaji, he rushed away
straight over the brow of the precipice,
ceeded in shaking

oif.

He could not
saw him no more.
safe
to the bottom, and
possibly have got
must assuredly have fed the vultures on the
and

I

rocky slopes of Raighur. After following the
fugitive with his eyes till he disappeared from
our view, Shivaji turned to me with a winning
smile and said:
"

Brave Englishman, you have to-day saved
my life, and thereby averted a great danger
from my nation and my religion. Let us for
the moment forget the difterences of race and
creed and shake hands in your frank English
fashion.

To-morrow come and

and ask whatever you
I

can refuse to one

will, for

who

see

there

me
is

has done so

again

nothing

much

as

you have done to-day for Maharasthra."
So we shook hands as men do who have
proved each other in time of peril, and then
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proceeded to inspect the man whom
under the ear with my bamboo stick.
surprise he was quite dead.

the

Brahmin

clerk,

At

this

smote

I

To our

moment

who had promptly run

off

came hurrying up with a body
All stood in amazement when
of soldiers.
they saw the two dead l^odies, and Shivaji
The latter simply
with his reeking sword.
for assistance,

"

told them,

men

Three

attacked us in the

One, by the help of the gods and my
I slew.
The second fell under
sword,
good
the blows of this brave stranger, whose
dark.

like the club of

Bhima.

The

walking--staff

is

third

Nothing remained to be done

fled."

that evening but carry off the dead bodies.
The assassins turned out to be Mahometans,

who had thought

to gain the joys of Paradise

the great adversary of Islam in
or
India,
perishing in the attempt.
On my way to the audience chamber next

by

killing

met with

morning

I

friendly

smiles

regarded

me

signs

indifference.

popular
^

faces

with looks of sullen suspicion or

contemptuous
of

on

and
which before had

reverential salaams-^

Salaam

favour

Everywhere clear
were manifested.

(peace), oriental greeting.
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Some

of

tlie

Mahrattas even went the length

of procuring me a dish of butcher-meat.
The
stewed kid (they never roast meat in this
country) was very acceptable after such a
restriction

to

It is
vegetable diet.
needless to say that there was now no difficulty about the return of my uncle's casket.

long

The great
pistols,

prince

which

I

graciously
presented to

received

him

my

as being,

however unworthy of his greatness, an appropriate gift for a famous warrior like himself.
He was pleased to admire their workmanship,
and to reply that no more fitting gift could
He placed
pass from one warrior to another.
round my neck a necklace of priceless pearls,
and bade me ask for whatever my soul desired.
Remembering what Dr. Broughton had won
for his countrymen under somewhat similar
circumstances at the court of Shah Jehan,
I

made bold

privileges

dominions.

to ask for the granting of trading
to the English in the rajah's

He

replied

admit

that

he was quite

and
English
manufactures into his country, and that, if
an embassy came to Raighur on the subject,
he would give it a hearty welcome.
willing

to

merchants
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following

day,

loaded
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with rich

trusty Surti
presents, I descended with
whence
sailed
we
for Surat
groom to Nagotna,

my

in

one of the best ships of Shivaji's navy.

me

a hearty welcome back,
though he reproached me for the rashness of
"
"
Foolish boy," he said,
the
my conduct.
dearest wish of my heart has long been that

My

uncle gave

you should marry my daughter. As I now
know from your rash expedition and her letters
that you are neither of you inclined to oppose
my wishes, we shall return to England in a
month or two and light the marriage torch."

And

so the pearl necklace of Shivaji adorned
on her wedding-day the white neck of the

fairest

maid

in

England.

THE END
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In this story Mr. Henty completes
the history of the Thirty Years' War,
the first part of which he described in
His hero
T/ie Lion of the North.
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his love of hazardous enterprizes and
adventures.
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With 12 page Illustrations by
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Hentv

6s.

The hero of this story takes part in some or the principal engagements in
the revolt of the slaves of Hayti against their French masters at the end of
last century, and is able to rescue many of the unfortunate French colonists
He also does good service against the pirates
from the infuriated blacks.
who infested the West Indian seas at that period.

"A
"A

stirring tale,

which may be confidently recommended

lucky and
singularly
"
Standard.
admiration.
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8vo, cloth elegant, olivine edges,

La vendue.
by Stanley
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of the heroic defence of

La Vendee against the overThe hero, a young Englishman,

whelming forces of I'le French Republic.
joins the Vendeans and renders them invaluable services as leader of a
band of scouts.
"Vivid

tale

"Crammed

of manly struggle against oppression."— 7"//? World.
.
with fighting, sieges, assaults, and e%ca.^es."— Educational Times.
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Illustrations
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°^ Hotspur and
Glendower. With 12 page
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The hero

casts in his lot with the Percys and becomes
esquire to Sir
the gallant Hotspur.
is sent on several
dangerous and impor-

He

Henry,

tant missions in

which he acquits himself with great valour.

—

"

With boys the story should rank among Mr. Henty's best." Standard.
"A
vivid picture of that strange past
when England and Scotland
torn by faction and civil war." 0?iward.
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Through
O Russian Snows:
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illustrations

page
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W. H. Overend.
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were

Napoleon's Retreat

from Moscow.

With
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Julian Wyatt becomes, quite innocently, mixed up with smugglers, who
carry him to France, and hand him over as a prisoner to the French.
He subsequently regains his freedom by joining Napoleon's army in the
campaign against Russia.

campaign
very graphically told." — St. James's Gazette.
Mr. Henty's best books, which will be hailed with joy by his many eager
—
read
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Education.
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.
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With 6 Illus-
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two English lads who serve the British force as guides
against Cetewayo, are present at the disaster of Isandula, help to defeat
the Zulus at Ulundi, and afterwards fight through the campaign
against
story of

the Boers.
"
No
at its

boy can read

most

this

book without learning a great deal of South African history

critical period."

— Statidard.
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Under Wellington's Command:
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page

Illustrations
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In this stirring romance Mr. Henty gives us the further adventures of
Terence O'Connor, the hero of ]Vith JMoore at Coninna.
are told
how, in alhance with a small force of Spanish guerillas, the gallant regiment
of Portuguese levies commanded by Terence keeps the whole of the French
army in check at a critical period of the war, rendering invaluable service
to the Iron Duke and his handful of British troops.

We

Will be found extremely entertaining." — Daily Telegraph.
" An admirable
expo-^ition of Mr. Henty's masterly method of combining instruction
h amusement." World.
with
'

'

—

"Humour,

<

adventure, and hard fighting."

— Navy and Ari}iy.

At Aboukir and Acre:
8 page Illustrations
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f
^T^fl
Invasion off^
Kgypt. With

by William Rainey,

r.i.
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Shortly before the battle of the Nile, Edgar Blagrove, the son of an
English merchant in Alexandria, saves the life of a young Bedouin chief
The two boys become inseparable, and on the arrival of the French, Edgar
makes common cause with the Bedouins against the invader. He afterwards enters the British navy as a midshipman, and as interpreter to Sir
Sydney Smith assists in the defence of Acre.

"The boys who are so fortunate as to get the book as a Christmas present will
enjoy many hours of supreme delight, and will learn almost unconsciously much that
Manchester Guardian.
is worth knowing."

—

"A "thoroughly

other.

— Taller.

patriotic story, with brisk action,

and incidents crowding upon each

With Cochrane the Dauntless:
With

12

page

Illustrations

by W. H. Margetson.

t Z^\

-f
his Exploits.
6s.

It would be hard to find, even in sensational fiction, a more daring leader
than Lord Cochrane, or a career which supplies so many thrilling exploits.The manner in which, almost single-handed, he scattered the French fleet
in the Basque Roads is one of the greatest feats in English naval history.

—

" As
rousing and interesting a book as boys could wish for." Saturday Review.
"This tale we specially recommend." St. Jatncs^s Gazette.
"
We honour the author of IFith Cochrane the Dauntless as the head of his profession." National Observer.

—

—

"Full of

thrilling adventure, as well as of historical

(4)

and biographical information."
Glasgow Herald.

—
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Stanley Brooke is assistant to his uncle in Calcutta, who was a keen advenWhen war broke out between England and Burma, the lad
turous trader.

was well

and

skilled in river navigation,

knowledge of the Burmese

his

He served with
language obtained for him a post on the general's staff.
the British army all through the campaign, during which his love of
adventure, courage, and magnanimity were brilliantly displayed.
"
Stanley Brooke's pluck is even greater than his luck, and he is precisely the boy
to hearten with emulation the boys

who

—

read his stirring story."

"Altogether this is a capital story." Times.
"Stanley Brooke is one of Mr. Henty's prize heroes."

- By England's Aid:
D
J
Illustrations

— Saizirday Review.

— World.
''''"
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by Alfred Pearse, and 4 Maps.
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" the
fighting
English lads go to Holland in the service of one of
After many adventures one of the lads finds himself on board a
to
Spanish ship at the defeat of the Armada, and escapes from Spain only
He is successful, however, in getting
fall into the hands of the Corsairs.
back to Spain, and regains his native country after the capture of Cadiz.
"
Boys know and love Mr. Henty's books of adventure, and will welcome his tale

Two

Veres".

of the freeing of the Netherlands."

— Aihenceiiin.

" Mr.
Henty can give you the sense of battle

in the veins."

— National Observer.

"

which lays hold of the
Geoffrey's adventures will impart to the tale that element
boy reader." Christian Leader.

—
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The conquest of Mexico, by a small band of resolute men under the
the most romantic
magnificent leadership of Cortez, is rightly ranked amongst
With this as the groundwork of his story, Mr. Henty
in

exploits

history.

has interwoven the adventures of an English youth, Roger Hawkshaw, the
from a Devon port to
sole survivor of the
ship Swan, which had sailed

good

in the
challenge the supremacy of the Spaniards

New

World.

" Mr.
than
Henty's skill has never been more convincingly displayed
admirable and ingenious story. "Sahirday Revie^u.

in

this

Gazette.
"Gleverly written and wonderfully interesting."— .5;V;«/«^/;«;«
"A volume full of interest and excitement, which cannot fail to charm its readers."
Journal of Education.

—
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of Rhodes.
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Illustrations
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by Ralph Peacock.
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Gervaise Tresham, the hero, who is determined to follow a military
is enabled to join the famous Order of the Knights of St. John.
Leaving England he proceeds to Rhodes. Subsequently, Gervaise is made
a Knight of the White Cross, and takes part in the splendid defence of
Rhodes, when it is besieged by the Turks.
career,

—

"Most
"

It is

"The

boys, and a good many girls, will read this story with delight." Acadetiiy.
a fine spirited story of old-fashioned chivalry." Freeman's yoiinial.

—

story

is

one of continuous movement and unremitting

interest."

— Glasgow

Herald.
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A Story of the Roman Invasion of
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With 12 page Illustrations
•

by W. Parkinson.

6s.

Beric is a boy-chief of a British tribe which takes a prominent part in the
and after the defeat of that heroic queen he
insurrection under Boadicea
continues the struggle in the fen-country. Ultimately Beric is defeated and
carried captive to Rome, where he succeeds in saving a Christian maid by
made the personal
slaying a lion in the arena, and is rewarded by being
Finally, he escapes and returns to Britain, where he
protector of Nero.
iDecomes a wise ruler of his own people.
:

One of the most spirited and well"He is a hero of the most attractive kind.
imagined stories Mr. Henty has v/r\it(:n." —Saturday Review.
" His
Scliool Board
conflict with a lion in the arena is a thrilling chapter."
.

.

.

—

Chronicle.

"
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Illustrations

for
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— Christian

Khartoum
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by John Schonberg and

World.
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6s.

In the record of recent British history there is no more captivating page
to rescue
boys than the story of the Nile campaign, and the attempt
General Gordon. For, in the difficulties which the expedition encountered,
which it overpassed, are found all the excitement of
and in the
for

perils

romance, as well as the fascination which belongs
" The
Dash/or Khartoum

to real events.

is your ideal boys' hooV."~Tablet.
Academy.
It is literally true that the narrative never flags a moment."
" The Dash
don't ordinarily
for Khartoum will be appreciated even by those who
Punch.
care a dash for anything."
(7)

"
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The hero, brought up by a Glasgow bailie, is arrested for
aiding a
Jacobite agent, escapes, but is wrecked on the French coast, reaches Paris,
and serves with the French army at Dettingen. He succeeds in
obtaining,
through Marshal Saxe, the release from confinement of both his parents.
He kills his father's foe in a duel, and, escaping to the coast, shares the
adventures of Prince Charlie.
"Mr. Henty can tell a capital story; but here, for freshness of treatment and
variety of incident, he has surpassed him<,e\{."—Sj!'ec/a/or.
_

"The

interest

adventures and incidents throughout are of the most
exciting kind, and the
never for one moment allowed to Hag."— Liierary ]Vorld.

is

"Is most intensely

thrilling.

"—Pall Mall Gazette.

- In the Heart of the Rockies:
With

Colorado.

The

8

page

Illustrations

by G.

C.

^^"'^

^,
Adventure

Hindley.

"^
in

5^-.

Tom Wade,

goes out to his uncle in Colorado, who is a hunter
and gold-digger. Going in quest of a gold mine, the little band is overwhelmed by a snow-storm in the mountains, and compelled to winter there.
They build two canoes and paddle down the terrible gorges of the Rocky
Mountains, and after many perils they reach Fort Mojarve in safety.
hero,

"

No

"

book

It is

"It

will please

more than In the Heart of the Rockies."~Sj>ectator.
recommend to boys and girls." The Obsen'er.

—

a book to read and to

is all

life

and go and vigour from beginning

to

end."— The School Board

Chronicle.

At AfinCOUrt*
O
*

Paget.

^

'^^^^ of the

With

12

page

white Hoods
Illustrations

of Paris.

by

Wal

6^.

Sir Eustace de Villeroy, in
journeying from Hampshire to his castle in
France, made young Guy Aylmer one of his escort.
Soon thereafter the
castle was attacked, and the
English youth displayed such valour that his
liege-lord made him commander of a special mission to Paris.
This he
accomplished, returning in time to take part in the campaign against the

French which ended

in the glorious victory for

England

at Agincourt.

" Is
one of Mr. Henty's hsit." —Standard.

"There
"

is

Cannot

not a better book for boys in Mr. Henty's extensive
repertory."

fail to

—

commend

itself to

Scotsman.
boys of all Siges."— Manchester Courier.
(8 J

"Young

&

readers have no better friends than Blackie

&

Blackie

Son."

— Westminster Gazette

Son's

Story Books for Boys

G.

MANVILLE FENN

OpVOn RnV9
J

•

^

^^^^ of the North Shore.

'

Illustrations

by

With

12

GORDON Browne.

page
6s.

The scene is laid on the picturesque rocky coast of North Devon, where
the three lads pass through many perils both afloat and ashore.
Fishermen,
smugglers, naval ofiicers, and a stern old country surgeon play their parts
in the story, which is one of honest adventure with the mastering of diffiin

culties

satisfy the

a wholesome manly way, mingled with
most exacting reader.

sufficient

excitement to

"An

admirable story, as remarkable for the individuality of its heroes as for the
excellent descriptions of coast scenery and life in North Devon.
One of the best

books we have seen

this season."

— Aihencsuin.

- Nat the Naturalist: a Bo/s Adventures in the Eastern
Pictures
Seas.
With b
Gordon Browne.

page

by

5^.

The boy Nat and his uncle go on a voyage to the islands of the Eastern
seas to seek specimens in natural history, and their adventures there are full
of interest and excitement.
The descriptions of Mr. Ebony, their black
comrade, and of the scenes of savage life sparkle with genuine humour.
"This book encourages independence of character, develops resource, and teaches
a boy to keep his eyes op^n."— Saturday Review.

- YuSSuf the Guide:

^ P"^"
T'''..
Schonberg.

lustrations by

J.

y.

A

lad who has been almost given over by the doctors, but who rapidly
recovers health and strength in a journey through Asia Minor with his
guardians and Yussuf as their guide. Their adventures culminate in their
being snowed up for the winter in the mountains, from which they escape
while their captors are waiting for the ransom that does not come.

"This story is told with such real freshness and vigour that the reader feels he is
actually one of the party, sharing in the fun and facing the dangers w.th them."
—Pall Mall Gazette.
[
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From ALL HANDS ON DECK
By W. Charles Metcalfe, y. 6d.

"WITHOUT HESITATION

I

SPRANG FROM THE RIGGING.

BLACKIES STORY BOOKS FOR BOYS

GORDON STABLES
For Life and Liberty.
J
When war was
Osmond Lloyd

ran

^'}^
and a ^p^^^
Map.

illustrations
5^-.

declared in America between the North and South,
away from school in England with his chum, Kenneth

Reid, and the two made their way to America.
Osmond joined the
Southern army, while Kenneth entered the navy.
" The
story is lively and spirited, with abundance of blockade-running, hard fighting,

narrow escapes, and introductions

to

some

both sides."— 1 he Times.

-

of the most distinguished generals on

a story of the southern

Cannibals:
Kidnapped
by
11
J
lustrations

by

J.

F"lNNEMORE.

Seas.

With 6 page

Il-

y. 6d.

Thinking his father harsh and himself aggrieved, Willie runs away to
sea with his friend Harry Blessington.
There is a terrible mutiny on
board, stirred up by foreign sailors, and in a group of hitherto unknown
cannibal islands in the southern seas the boys are cast away.
Their
strange, wild life and adventures for years among these cannibals are told
in

most graphic
"
"

style.

Exciting and interesting from beginning to end."
Full of exciting adventure, and told with spirit."

— Punch.

— Globe.

NORWAY

G.
Hussein the Hostage:
CD
trations

The

by John Schonberg.

^
page

y.

narrative of the adventures of Prince Hussein

in their

endeavour to free

'"

Z'
Persia. ^7.X,^f
With 5 '"'"'n,
Illusand

his follower

Askar

their oppressed tribe from the Persian yoke.
Askar, in his attempt to rescue him, is himself

Hussein is held captive, and
kidnapped and sold to a showman. They at length unite their followers,
and succeed in holding their post until the dispersal of the Persian forces.
"The lad who gets Hussein ike Hostage will have a real prize, for it is one of the
best

and most

SHEILA

original boys' books of recent seasons."

— Graphic.

BRAINE

E.

The Turkish Automaton.
Rainey,
One of

R.I.

y.

J''^
""T^.^^^Z.
trations
by William

6d.

the most extraordinary mechanical marvels of the eighteenth
century was the "automaton" chess-player, invented by the Hungarian
It is believed that the figure was constructed
mechanician de Kempelen.
On this subto enable a disabled Polish officer to escape from Russia.
stratum of historical fact the author has constructed a highly ingenious

romance.
"

The Turkish

Aiitotnatoii creates from the first a desire to look at the end.
be the boys' book of the year." Court Circular.

—

It certainly deserves to

(ii)

.

.

.

BLACKIE'S STORY BOOKS FOR BOYS

ROBERT LEIGHTON
Olaf
GloriousUlC VJlUllUUb.
^^lar the
Peacock.
Ralph
by

^

Historical Story of the Viking
^^^^ g ^^^^ illustrations
^^^_

5^-.

in the court of King
Olaf, rescued from slavery, spends a romantic youth
Valdemar of Russia, has many adventures as a viking, and is converted
He returns to pagan Norway, is accepted as king, and
to Christianity.
The story closes with the great
to the Christian faith.
converts his

people

when Olaf, defeated,
the sunlight shining on the glittering
" Is as
good as anything of the kind
holds his own with Rider Haggard and
battle of Svold,

jumps overboard, and
cross upon his shield.
we have met

^.,^ CTT7/^-r/-l
ihirsty bword.

'-pi

.

seen with

Mr. Leighton more than
— Times.

with.

Baring-Gould."

•

npl ^
-Ihe

is last

A

Story of the Norse Invasion

„f

sJiand

(1262-63).

with

6 page Illustrations by A. Pearse. New Edition, y.
The story tells how Roderic MacAlpin, the sea-rover, came to the Isle of
Bute how he slew both his brother, lOarl Hamish, and the earl's eldest son,
met the sea - rover on
Alpin how young Kenric became King of Bute,
Garroch Head, and ended their feud.
;

:

"

One of the most fascinating stories for boys that it has ever been our
From first to last the interest never ?La.%s." —Schoolmaster.

pleasure to

read.

KIRK MUNROE
At- War
wifVl Pont-iarronnac.
war witn
At
by

FiNNEMORE.

J.

o^S

The Totem

^^.^j^ g

of the Bear.

^^^^ illustrations

5^-.

Donald Hester, a young English officer, goes in search of his sister Edith,
who had been captured by the redskins. Strange and terrible are his
but contrives to escape.
experiences; he is wounded and taken prisoner,
In all his adventures he finds a magic talisman in the Totem of the Bear,
which was tattooed on his arm in childhood by a friendly Indian. In the
end there is peace, and Donald marries the great chiefs daughter.
"

Col.

manner of Cooper. There
Chingachgooks have Ukewise

Is in the best

Hawkeye,

as the

is a character who is the parallel of
their counterparts."— 7"/^^ Times.

PERCY-GROVES

J.

The
VVai
1 lie War

of the
Ui
LllC

^^""'^ °^
Axe- ^A^jyenture.
^AC.

^°^*^ ^^"''^"
Fully

Illus-

2s. 6d.

trated.

Tom Flinders, late of Rugby, sails to rejoin his parents in Cape Colony,
mauled by a Cape lion,
goes up country, meets with many experiences, gets
He falls into the hands of the
and finally joins the Cape Mounted Rifles.
Caffres, but after a strange escape succeeds in rejoining his friends.
"The

is

well

and

—Literary IVorld.brilliantly

story

efifective."

told,

and the

(12)

illustrations are especially

good and

BLACKIE

SON'S BOOKS FOR BOYS

6-

FRED. HARRISON
Wynport
1

08

College: ^

/

Copping. 5^-.
The hero and his chums

with

school

^''''\f
Illustrations

Life^

page

by

Harold

differ as widely in character as in personal
appearhave Patrick O'Fflahertie, the good-natured Irish boy; Jack
the
Davie
Brookes,
irrepressible humorist;
Jackson, the true-hearted little
lad, on whose haps and mishaps the plot to a great extent turns ; and the
hero himself, whose experiences at Wynport College the story relates.

We

ance.

"Crammed
"
Full of

W.

—

with happy incident."
Tmth.
and adventure." Stafidard.

—

METCALFE

C.

All

life

Hands on Deck!

^ "lustrations by

^'^
Rainey,

R.I.

w.

3^. dd.

The story begins with the experiences of eight of the crew and a young
After many privations they are picked
lady passenger in an open boat.
up by the ship Ariadne. By a rare combination of circumstances the hero
is compelled to assume the command of the Ariadne, and navigates the ship
safely to Hong Kong, where many happy surprises await him.
" Is such a
graphic sea story that the reader almost
ocean." Literary World.

J.

the salt breeze of mid-

snifts

—

CHALMERS

Go

Matabele

Fip-htinp; the
page

Illustrations

by Stanley

L.

^

°^

in

^T^,
With 6
Rhodesia. ""^wT^

3^-.

(id.

:

Wood.

A

The hero and his friends
story of the great Matabele rising of 1896.
are surprised by the revolted natives in the heart of the Matopo mountains,
and after many stirring adventures they succeed in making their way back
The hero subsequently joins the Afrikander Corps, and disto Buluwayo.
tinguishes himself in the operations by which the insurrection is crushed.
" The
stormy times of the recent insurrection in Matabeleland are described with
a piquantness which

will

ensure the book becoming a favourite."

— Liverpool Courier.

CAPTAIN BRERETON
With
trations

Shield and Assegai:

by Stanley

L.

Wood.

y.

^

^^^^

War.

""'

'^' ^"^"

With 6

Illus-

6d.

runs away from school, enlists in the British army, and is sent
There he learns that his sister and a friend are in the hands of
Cetewayo.
Disguised as a Zulu he rescues the two girls, having many

The hero

to Africa.

thrilling adventures.

"
Boys will enjoy this book, it is so
and excitement." Public Opinion.

—

delightfully real,

(13)

and overflows with movement

BLACKIE

6-

SON'S BOOKS FOR BOYS

W. O'BYRNE

A

Land

H. Bacon,

Heroes

of

:

^^°"^' °^ ^^'^y

With 6

^"'"^ History.

Illustrations

by TOHN

is. 6d.

Many a pleasant hour is in store for the happy recipients of this book.
The autiior takes us back to the golden age in Irish
history, when Kings of
Erin ruled at Tara some two thousand
The stories are written
years ago.
in a style calculated to interest
young people, and Mr. Bacon's illustrations
add not a little to the attractiveness of the volume.
"
There is not a page in the book that does not sketch some vivid
picture or paint
some thnlhng scene. "—Pall Mall Gazelle.

BARING-GOULD

S.

Grettir the Outlaw: ^
of
Illustrations

by M. Zeno Diemer.

story of Iceland in the days
the Vikings.
With 6 page
^y.

A

narrative of adventure of the most romantic kind.
No boy will be
able to withstand the magic of such scenes as the
fight of Grettir with the
twelve bearserks, the wrestle with Karr the Old in the chamber of the
dead,
the combat with the spirit of Glam the
thrall, and the defence of the dying
Grettir by his younger brother.

"Is the boys' book of its year. That is, of course, as much as to
say that it will do
for men grown as well as juniors.
It is told in simple,
straightforward English, as all
stories should be, and it has a freshness, a freedom, a sense of sun and wind
and the
open

C.

air,

which make

it

irrcsm'Me"— National Observer.

CUTCLIFFE HYNE

J.

The Captured
^
by

F.

The

Brangwyn.

Cruiser:

New

Edition,

y.

o--'

Two

Years from Land.

With 6 page

Illustrations

6d.

central incidents deal with the
capture, during the

war between Chili
companions break
from prison in Valparaiso, board this
warship in the night, overpower the
watch, escape to sea under the fire of the forts, and finally, after marvellous
adventures, lose the cruiser among the icebergs near Cape Horn.
"The two lads and the two skippers are admirably drawn. Mr Hyne has now
and Peru, of an armed

secured a position

cruiser.

in the first

rank of writers of

— StirUSOn's Reef*
This

The heroes and

fiction for

^'^^ ^ ^^^^
Stagey.

their

hoys "S/iectator.

illustrations

A^ew Edition.

by

W.

s.

2s. 6d.

the extended log of a cutter which sailed from the
Clyde to the
of a gold reef.
It relates how
they discovered the
treasure in the Spanish Main,
fought the Indians, turned aside
the river Jamary by blasting, and so laid bare the
gold of Sti?nsoii s Reef.
" Few
stories come within hailing distance of Stiiitson's
Ree/'m startling incidents
and hairbreadth 'scapes. It may almost vie with Mr. R. L. Stevenson's Treasure
"
Island.
Guardian.
is

in search

Amazon^
bucaneer's

—

(14)

From

WITH SHIELD AND ASSEGAI
By Captain Brereton.

y.

bd.

DROPPING THE REINS UPON HIS HORSE's NECK, HE GRASPED
A REVOLVER IN EACH HAND.

BLACKIES STORY BOOKS FOR BOYS

ASCOTT

R.

HOPE

by Gordon Browne,

Illustrations

Tales of Knights and
Heroes.
With loo

Old Renown:

Stories of

is.dd.

A series of the best of

the Stories of Noble Knighthood and Old Romance,
told in refined and simple language, and adapted to Young Readers.
book possessing remarkable attractions for boys.
"
One of the choicest volumes the seekers after a present could desire. There are
nine famous stories so told as to give real delight to boys of every age." John Bull.

A

—

HARRY COLLINGWOOD
The Log
&
W. Rainey,

of a Privateer sman.

Jf^^
'I P"f
Illustrations

by

6s.

R.I.

After various bold exploits in home waters, the Dolphin leaves for the
Indies, where the hero becomes a castaway ; is captured by pirates
outwits his captors and seizes their ship; cuts out a Spanish gold-ship from
under the walls of Cartagena; and finally, as a reward for his services,
receives a lieutenant's commission in His Majesty's Navy.

West

;

"The

narrative

is

breezy, vivid, and full of incidents, faithful in nautical colouring,
Pall lilall Gazelle.

and altogether delightful."

—

FLORENCE COOMBE
Boys of the Priory School.
Crown
The

^'^'^

by

^

illustrations

Harold Copping.

8vo, cloth elegant, ^s. 6d.

interest centres in the relations of

Raymond and Hal Wentworth, and

the hero of the school, learns that in the
person of his ridiculed cousin there beats a heart more heroic than his own.
"We congratulate Miss Coombe upon a brightly-written story." Lancet.
"It is an excellent work of its class, cleverly illustrated with 'real boys' by Mr.
Harold Copping." Literaliire.

the process by which

Raymond,

—

—

JANE
APo

H.
i -r

SPETTIGUE
With 4 Illustrations by Paul Hardy.
Crown ovo, cloth elegant, 25. od.
two brothers, who are left free to choose their

r\( nr V» f^rw

The chief actors are
own amusements, and this absence

of control leads them into numerous adventures, some of which are merely comical and ludicrous, while
Both Will and Miles are sturdy,
others have a somewhat serious issue.
self-reliant, and thoroughly likeable youngsters, and are certain to be highly
popular alike with boy and girl readers.
" Should be a favourite book

for

boys and

— as

I

have no doubt it will be."
Whitehall Review.

—

'pair' are a couple of youngsters whose escapades are described in a bright
attractive fashion by an able story-teller."— Cterz-sr.

"The
and

girls

(16)

&

Blackie

Son's

Story Books for Girls

KATHARINE TYNAN
The

Handsome

Brandons:

''
y!:'^'

p^^^

lllustrationsby

Demain Hammond, r.i.
A delightful story of an ancient Irish

G.

6^-.

Every one of the nine young
Brandons was handsome, and every
one was spirited and lovable. The
family.

story ends happily for "The Handsome Brandons" with the re-establishment of the family fortunes.

"A

really excellent piece of work
the literary quality of Miss Tynan's work
"
chief distinction.
Spectator.
.

.

.

—

is its

ELIZA POLLARD
The

King's Signet:

The Story of a Huguenot Family.
With 6 lllustrationsby G. Demain
Hammond, r.i. Crown 8vo, cloth

Miss

Katharine Tynan

elegant, 3^. 6d.
This story relates the adventures of a noble Huguenot family, driven
out of their chateau by the dragoons after the Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes.
"
The story is splendidly told, and never drags." Pall Mall Gazette.

—

CAROLINE AUSTIN
Cousin Geoffrey and

I.

'tyl'^^^'^T.

The only daughter

of a country gentleman finds herself unprovided for at
her father's death, and for some time lives as a dependant upon her kinsman.
Life is kept from being unbearable to her by her young cousin
Geoffrey, who at length meets with a serious accident for which she is held
She makes a brave attempt to earn her own livelihood, until
responsible.
a startling event brings her cousin Geoffrey and herself together again.
"

Miss Austin's story

[46]

is

bright, clever,

(17)

and well developed."

—Saturday Review.

BLACKIES BOOKS FOR GIRLS

ELLINOR DAVENPORT ADAMS
With 6
A Queen among Girls. by™'*
Harold Copping.
'

Crown

8vo, cloth elegant,

y.

Illustrati
illustrations

6d.

favourite of her teachers
Augusta Pembroke is the head of her school, the
and fellow-pupils, who are attracted by her fearless and independent nature,
and her queenly bearing. She dreams of a distinguished professional
for her
career; but the course of her life is changed suddenly by pity

timid

The

little

brother Adrian, the victim of his guardian-uncle's harshness.
means adopted by Augusta for Adrian's relief.

story describes the daring

"An interesting and well-written narrative, in which humour and a keen eye for
character unite to produce a book happily adapted for modern maidens."— G/tJ^^.

A n\A
ViaxT
- I\
or HTz-k
^iri r,(
lO-l^ay.

With 6 page
g. D.

Illustrations

Hammond,

r.i.

by

zs.ed.

"
" What are Altruists?"
They are only people
humbly asks a small boy.
To help their poorer
the Girl of To-Day.
try to help others," replies
Woodend band themselves together into
neighbours, the boys and girls of
That they have plenty of fun is seen in the
the Society of Altruists.
entertainment.
shopping expedition and in the successful Christmas
" It is a
The characters are true to nature and carefully developed.
spirited story.

who

Such a book as this is exactly what is needed to give a school-girl an interest
development of character." Edticational Tunes.

—

in the

FRANCES ARMSTRONG
Story of a Girl's Life. With
6 page Illustrations by G. Demain

The

A Fq^r
V>.Jd.llliclllL.
rail n^Jimant/\
Hammond,

r.i.

New Edition,

y.

found deserted in an attic. She is adopted
abroad until the death of her benefactress.
by a wealthy
a governess, and then
Thereafter, Olive Bethune comes to England as

The

when a

child, is
lady, and resides

heroine,

begins to learn her
tude, but in the end

It is a tale of surprising vicissistrange history.
the wrongs are pleasantly righted.

own
all

"There is a fascination about this story. The splendid character of the heroine,
which the interest is sustained to the end, combme
together with the happy manner in
Review.
to make this one of the most acceptable gift-books of the &^^Qi\." —Church

NORWAY

G.

A

With 6 page Illustrations
^y j. finnemore. 3^. 6^.
young fellow who gets into trouble

AV Trn«iviaia.
i^ornisn Maid
Corn
True
irue rnrnkVi
The

heroine of the tale

is sister

to a

In his extremity the
contraband cargo on the Cornish coast.
he
stands by her brother bravely, and by means of her daring scheme

in landing a
girl

manages
"

to escape.

The

Cornish

success of the year has fallen, we think, to Mrs. Norway, whose
Review of Reviews.
really an admirable piece of \foxV."—

Maid is

(i8)

True

From A QUEEN AMONG GIRLS
By Ellinor Davenport Adams. 3^. td.

"try to tell the story

in a sensible fashion!'

BLACKIES BOOKS FOR GIRLS

ROSA MULHOLLAND

(lady gilbert)
illustrations

'^~

Banshee Castle.

^''1
p^^^
H. Bacon,
6s.

by john

This story deals with the adventures of three girls who, with an old
govern.'ss, migrate from Kensington to the West of Ireland.
They are made
heartily welcome in the cabins of the peasantry, where they learn many
weird and curious tales from the folk-lore of the
"

district.

with grace, and brightened by a knowledge of Irish folk-lore, making
a perfect present for a girl in her teens."
Truth.

-

Is told

—

With

Hetty Gray.

Illustrations.

2s.

it

6d.

On the death
story of a girl who was adopted by a rich widow.
of her adoptive mother, Hetty is taken by the relatives to be educated as
a governess, an event which is prevented by a rather remarkable discovery.
The

"A charming story. Hetty is a delightful creature— piquant, tender, and true
and her varying fortunes are perfectly realistic." IVorid.

—

ANNIE

ARMSTRONG

E.

Violet Vereker's Vanity.
J
Hammond,
The

r.i.

—

y.

^'^^
tions

"1"^^'"^-

p^p
by G. Demain
f

6d.

But she had one
girl in most respects.
small weakness, which expressed itself in a snobbish dislike of her neighIn
bours the Sugdens, whose social position she deemed beneath her own.
the end, however, the girl acknowledged her folly, with results which are
sure to delight the reader.
heroine was an excellent

"
A book for girls that we can heartily recommend, for it is bright, sensible, and
with a right tone of thought and feeling." Sheffield Independent.

—

ALICE

CORKRAN

Margery
o J Mer ton's Girlhood.
Gordon Browne.

3^-.

P^f
by

"^,^'\
f.
Illustrations

6d.

—

experiences of an orphan girl who in infancy is left by her father an
The
India to the care of an elderly aunt residing near Paris.
accounts of the various persons who have an after influence on the story are

The

officer in

—

singularly vivid.

"Margery Mertons Girlhood
cate,

and as sweet as

it is

is

simple."

a

of true

piece
literature,
— IVoman's
IVorld.

(20)

as dainty as

it is

deli-

BLACKIE'S BOOKS FOR GIRLS

MRS.

R. H.

T^nra
-^^^'^*

•

The

°'^'

^

READ

by Paul Hardy.
of an orphan girl, who

story

Home.

^^^^ without a

With 6 page

Illustrations

3^. 6^?.
is

placed as pupil-teacher at the school

which she was educated, but is suddenly removed by hard and selfish
relatives, who employ her as a menial as well as a governess.
Through a
in

series of exciting adventures she makes discoveries respecting a large property which is restored to its rightful owners, and at the same time she

secures her
"

Dora

own
is

escape.
one of the most pleasing stories for young people that we have met with
There is in it a freshness, simplicity, and naturalness very engaging."
Harper's Magazine.

of late years.

MRS.

E.

—

J.

LYSAGHT

Brother and

Sister:

)^IlL^/'fJ!r'"'T'
Gordon Browne, y. 6d.

'^^

A

story showing, by the narrative of the vicissitudes and struggles of a
family which has "come down in tlie world", and of the brave endeavours
of its two younger members, how tlie pressure of adversity is mitigated by
domestic affection, mutual confidence, and hopeful honest effort.

"A

pretty story, and well told.

excellent."

— A thenceum.

The

plot

is

cleverly constructed, and the moral

BESSIE MARCHANT
The Girl Captives
t,^'^'^
r
With 4
:

William Rainey,

Crown

r.i.

is

°^ ^^^

^™"^'^''Illustrations
page ^^'^^
by

8vo, cloth elegant,

2s. 6d.

The ladies and children of an Indian frontier town are carried ofT by
border tribesmen, but through a tribesman to whom the heroine, the
daughter of an English officer, had formerly done an act of kindness, they
make their escape after many stirring adventures.
"Altogether a capital

little

book."

— Saturday Review.

SARAH TYTLER
A

T

ovnl

T

i 1-1-1

e

Maid

With 4 page

Illustrations

by

This pretty story is founded on a romantic episode of Mar's rebellion.
little girl has information which concerns the safety of her father in hidto divulge to a king's officer.
She is lodged
ing, and this she firmly refuses
in the tolbooth, where she finds a boy champion, whom in future years she
rescues in Paris, from the lettre de cachet which would bury him in the Bastille.
" Has
evidently been a pleasure to write, and makes very enjoyable reading."

A

— Literature.

From

THE FOUR MISS WHI TTINGTONS
By Geraldine Mockler.

55.

"nance relinquished the toasting-fork WITHOUr ANY DEMUR,

BLACKIE'S BOOKS FOR GIRLS

GERALDINE MOCKLER
The Four
8

Illustrations

'°
Miss Whitting-tons:
^
f Vl'
o
Girls.
With

by Charles M. Sheldon.

elegant, olivine edges,

This story
to seek

tells

how

Crown

8vo, cloth

^s.

four sisters,

left

alone in the world, went to

They had between them £ipo, and

their fortunes.

London

this

they
resolved to spend on training themselves for the different careers for which
On the limited means at their disposal
they were severally most fitted.
this was hard work, but, as the result showed, their courageous experiment
was on the whole very successful.
"A story of endeavour, industry, and independence of spirit. World.
'

—

ANNE BEALE
The

Heiress of Courtleroy,
J

Castle.

with

s

page iibs-

trationsby T. C. H.

5^-.

Mimica, the heroine, comes to England as an orphan, and is coldly
The girl has a brave nature, however, and succeeds
received by her uncle.
in saving the estate from ruin and in reclaiming her uncle from the misanthropical disregard of his duties as a landlord.
" We can
speak highly of the grace with which Miss Beale relates how the young
'

Heiress of Courtleroy had such good influence over her uncle as to win him from
'

his intensely selfish ways."

A.

— Guardian.

HUTCHISON STIRLING,

The Reign of
by Paul Hardy,
The story tells in

Princess Naska.

m.a.

"^^^^^

^s. bd.

beautiful language how the child-ruler of Tsarkovia
and detersuddenly discovers that injustice is being committed in her name,
mines that at all costs right shall be done. This noble resolve brings her
into conflict with all the great officers of state, and although the little Princess
her short reign was not in vain.
yielded her life in the struggle against wrong,
"We can thoroughly recommend this little book." Aiheitauvi.

—

VIOLET

A

G.

FINNEY

Daughter of Erin,

with

illustrations.

2s. ed.

The heroine of this story is a true-hearted Irish girl who finds it hard
to accept a dependent position in the castle, brought about by the sudden
the new heir, but in the end
She rebels
death of her father.

against
of escape from the
in, and a strange new way
found.
"A book we can thoroughly recommend, not only to girls, but to all who like a
well-written, healthy-toned story."—.?/. James's Gazette.

Love, the reconciler, steps
trouble

is

(23)
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K. H.

J.

The

DENNY

Clever Miss Follett.

Hammond,

r.i.

^'^^

iiiustra-

page

tions '^
by G.

Demain

6^-.

The

Folletts are a middle-class family who suddenly find themselves in the
possession of immense wealth, and the interest of the story is obtained by

showing what

effect this change has upon their various characters.
With
subtlety the author depicts the disappointments which follow the
Folletts in their efforts to get into society and make aristocratic
marriages.
"One of the most entertaining stories of the season, full of vigorous action and
in
The
Teachers
Aid.
strong
character-painting."

fine

—

SARAH DOUDNEY
Under

False Colours

by G. G. KiLBURNE.

trations

:

^
^'^'^^fT.
Lives.
With 6

'^'"'^

page

n!'^''
Illus-

4.5-,

A

The
story which will attract readers of all ages and of either sex.
incidents of the plot, arising from the thoughtless indulgence of a
deceptive
freak, are exceedingly natural, and the keen interest of the narrative is sustained from beginning to end.
Under False Colours is a book which will
rivet the attention, amuse the fancy, and touch the heart.
"This is a charming story,
Its plot is skilfully contrived.
takes

E.

it

up."

in delicate touches of sentiment and pathos.
be read with a warm interest by every girl who

abounding

— Scotsman.

It will

EVERETT-GREEN

Miriam's Ambition,

with

illustrations.

2s.6d.

Miriam's ambition is to make someone happy, and her endeavour carries
with it a train of incident, solving a mystery which had thrown a shadow
over several lives.
A charming foil to her grave elder sister is to be found
in Miss Babs, a small coquette of five, whose humorous child-talk is so
attractive.

" Miss Everett-Green's children are real British
boys and girls, not small men and
Babs is a charming little one." Liverpool Mercury.

—

women.

EMMA

LESLIE

Gytha's
Message:
O
J

a

Tale of Saxon England.

Illustrations.

With

2s. bd.

We

get a glimpse of the stirring events taking place at that period; and
both boys and girls will delight to read of the home life of Hilda and
Gytha, and of the brave deeds of the impulsive Gurth and the faithful
Leofric.
" This

boys

like,

a charmingly told story. It is the sort of book that
and can only get good from." Jour7ial of Education.
(24)

is

—

all girls

and some

Blackie

&

Son's

Finely Illustrated Books for
Children

SHEILA
The

BRAINE

E.

Frontispiece in
Princess of Hearts, ^f^
colour and 70 Illustra-

by Alice B. Woodward.

tions

edges,

F'cap

4to, cloth

elegant, gilt

6s.

Take a Princess, a mysterious Duchess, frog and fairy combined, an
Ogre Mugwump by name, malevolent by nature, " a Palace inhabited by
the Royal Family of Hearts, and a marsh gay with
Winking Marybuds",
and alive with Queer Folk. Add a Contradicter and a peppery Sculleryof
this
maid, and we have the essential ingredients
delightful fairy tale.

—

—

"A valuable

addition to fairy-tale lore, worthily illustrated by Alice B.

Woodward."

— Quee/i.

CARTON MOORE PARK
A

Book of

^6 fuIl-page Plates, Decora-

Birds.

^'^^
tions, and Cover Design by Carton
Demy 4to (13 inches by 10 inches), price 5.r.

Moore Park.

This season Mr. Carton Moore Park follows up his remarkable Alphabet
Generous as
of Animals with an equally notable series of bird studies.
was the welcome accorded to his animal pictures, it may safely be prophesied
It is cliarthat A Book of Birds will meet with even warmer appreciation.
acterized by the same extraordinary vigour of treatment and originality nf
design as marked

its

" His collection

MRS.

is

predecessor as the artistic gift-book of
one that

will

appeal as

much

last

season.

to the artistic eye as tothe child."
St. James's Budget.

—

PERCY DEARMER

Roundabout Rhymes.
Percy Dearmer.

^Vt!^ ^i

Imperial 8vo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d.
A charming volume of verses and colour pictures for little folk
and pictures about most of the everyday events of nursery life.

—rhymes

" The best verses written for children since Stevenson's Child s Garden. Altowe commend this book as a very charming piece of design, and mor»
especially as verse, touched with a great deal of insight and humour, yet perfectly
The Guardian.
simple and amusing."
gether

—

[46]
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MABEL
The

WOTTON

E.

H. M. Brock.

with Frontispiece in colour and
more than 80 Illustrations by

Browns,

Little

F'cap 4to, cloth elegant,

gilt

edges,

6^-.

The little Browns are a delightful set of youngsters whom the upbringing
of an inert mother and faddist father has rendered more than usually
individual and self-reliant.
During their parents' absence they extend
hospitality to a stranger under the belief that he is their unknown and longTwo of the little girls make the discovery
expected uncle from Australia.
that the supposed uncle is really a burglar who is in league with the new
man-servant, and by their courage and childish resource outwit him.
"Young

readers will find

The Little Browns

irresistibly attractive."

— Observer.

BEATRICE HARRADEN
Things Will Take
Bacon.

A

2s.

a

With 44 Illustrations by John H.

Turn.

6d.

by the author of Ships that Pass in the Night.
help loving the sunny-hearted child who assists her granddad in his dusty second-hand book-shop, she is so gay, so engaging, so
natural.
And to love Rosebud is to love all her friends, and enter
The charm of
sympathetically into the good fortune she brought them.
this tale, as of all Miss Harraden's work, is a delicate, wistful
sympathy.

happy

creation this

One cannot

"One

of the most pathetic and touching stories for children that we have ever
The whole moral tone of this book is so good that we would advise all
parents to read it to their children." Court Circular.

met

with.

—

HAMISH HENDRY
Red Apple and
Ages.

ward.
^s.

With over

New

1

50 charming Illustrations by

Editio7i.

A

Silver Bells:

Book

of Verse

for Children of all

Alice

B.

Wood-

Square 8vo, cloth elegant, olivine edges,

6d.

These are verses fo}' children, not merely about them; for their subjects
are the facts of child-life, the thoughts are children's thoughts, and the
Miss Woodward's beautiful decoralanguage largely children's language.
tions and pictures will delight children by their actuality and real human
interest.

" Mr.
Hendry sees the world as children see it, and he writes charmingly about
Miss Woodward's designs are just what the verses require." Athemeutn.
(26)

—

it.

From

THE LITTLE BROWNS

By Mabel

E.

Wotton.

6s.

BLACKIES BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

ROMNEY

A. B.

I^^strations by

^^
Little Villap-e
O Folk. S"''^
Hope.
Crown
gant,

A

Robert

cloth

8vo,

ele-

2s. (yd.

of delightful stories of Irish village children.
Miss Romney
field in these beautiful little tales, which have the twofold

series

opens up a new

charm
"

of

humour and

poetic feeling.

A story book that will be welcomed wherever

it

makes

its

way."

—Literary World.

ALICE TALWIN MORRIS
The

Elephant's Apology. J^^

""'^^

alIce''

r

Woodward. Square 8vo, decorated cloth, 2s. 6d.
Why was very necessary and how his Worship the Mayor was graciously
it

pleased to accept the apology is set forth in pleasant words and pictures.
Other animal stories follow, but it would take more than a page to tell
of half the delights to be found in these pretty tales both by children

and by

their elders.

"We

have not seen a more charming or dainty book

for children."

— Pall

Malt

Gazette.

ALICE
Down
Illustrations

CORKRAN
the

Snow

Stairs:

°'''

^""^"^

T

^""""^"tS^l
With 60

Good-morning.

by GORDON Browne,

y.

6d.

A

It carries with it a
story full of vivid fancy and quaint originality.
strong sense of reality, and derives a singular attraction from that combination of simplicity, originality, and subtle humour which is so much appreciated by lively and thoughtful children.

"This book stands out facile prittceps a gem of the
page the signet-mark of genius." Christian Leader.

—

first

water, bearing upon every

JENNIE CHAPPELL
Mignonne:

or.

Miss

Pet.

Patricia's

With a Frontispiece and 20 Illustrations
Hardy. Crown 8vo, cloth elegant, 2s.

in the

Text by

Paul

in vain to adopt the child, who is left
severe illness deprives the little girl of all recollection
of the past, and causes a report of her death to be sent to her father, who is
abroad. Mignonne's eventual restoration, with recovered memory, to her
family, brings the story to a hapjiy end.

Miss Patricia has long desired

in her charge.

A

"There can be no more

desirable

book

Review.
{38)

for

schoolroom or

fireside."

— Whitehall
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—

'

«

\

STORIES BY GEORGE MAC DONALD
(NEW AND UNIFORM EDITION)

WUh 12 page
RoUP-h
Shaking.
CD
D Parkinson.

A

illustrations

Crown

by W.

8vo,

ciotli

elegant, y. bd.
Clare, the hero of the story, is a boy whose mother is killed at his side by
the fall of a church during an earthquake.
The kindly clergyman and his
wife, who adopt him, die while he is still very young, and he is thrown upon
the world a second time.
The narrative of his wanderings is full of interest

and novelty, the boy's unswerving honesty and

his passion for children

and

animals leading him into all sorts of adventures.
He works on a farm, supports a baby in an old deserted house, finds employment in a menagerie,
becomes a bank clerk, is kidnapped, and ultimately discovers his father on
board the ship to which he has been conveyed.

At

the

Back of the North Wind.

Yf''^^
Illustra-

Arthur Hughes, and

a Frontispiece by Laurence Housby
MAN. Crown 8vo, cloth elegant, y. 6d.
"
In At the Back of the North IViiid we stand with one foot in fairyland and one on

tions

common

earth.

The

story

is

thoroughly original,

full

of fancy and pathos."

Ranald Bannerman's Boyhood.
J
Arthur Hughes.

Crown

8vo, cloth elegant,

y.

— The Times.

^™36iiiustrations
by

6d.

"Dr. Mac Donald has a real understanding of boy nature, and he has in consequence
written a capital story, judged from their stand-point, with a true ring all through which
"
ensures its success.
The Spectator.

—

The

Princess and the

GobHn.

^''''''I'^'Z
tions by ARTHUR

Hughes, and a Frontispiece by Laurence Housman.

Crown Svo,
cloth elegant, 3^. 6d.
In the sphere of fantasy George Mac Donald has very few equals, and his
rare touch of many aspects of life invariably gives to his stories a deeper meanHis Frificess and Goblin exemplities both gifts. A
ing of the highest value.
fine thread of allegory runs through the narrative of the adventures of the
young miner, who, amongst other marvellous experiences, finds his way into
the caverns of the gnomes, and achieves a final victory over them.

The

Princess and Curdie.

Helen Stratton. Crown Svo,
A sequel to The Princess and the

with Frontispiece and
30

cloth elegant,

y.

Illustrations

by

6d.

Goblin, tracing the history of the young
miner and the princess after the return of the latter to her father's court, where
more terrible foes have to be encountered than the grotesque earth-dwellers,

(29)

From LITTLE VILLAGE FOLK
By A. B. RoMNEY. 2s. 6d.

POLLY STOOD IN A DREAM OF DELIGHT."

BLACKIES BOOKS FOR CHILDREJ^

NEW

*

GRADUATED" SERIES

FOR YOUNGER READERS
attention has been devoted to the production of a new
illustrated story-books in which both language and
ideas are well within the understanding of little folk.
No child of six or seven should have any difficulty in reading and
understanding unaided the pretty stories in the 6d. series. In the ()d.
series the language used is slightly more advanced, but is well within
the capacity of children of seven and upwards, while the \s. series is
designed for little folk of somewhat greater attainments. If the stories
are read to and not by children, it will be found that the 6d. ()d. and \s.
series are equally suitable for little folk of all ages.
Each book has a pretty frontispiece in colours, and several blackand-white illustrations in the text. The type has been carefully selected
to accord with the general scheme of the three series, and in the 6d.
series is particularly large and bold.

SPECIAL
series of

"GRADUATED" STORIES AT A SHILLING
Crown 8vo,

cloth extra.

IVitli

colouredfrotitispiece

and black-and-white illustrations.

THE CHOIR SCHOOL. By Frederick
THE SKIPPER. By E. Cuthell.

WHAT MOTHER

SAID.

By

L. E.

Harrison.

Tiddeman.

LITTLE MISS VANITY. By Mrs. Henry Clarke.
TWO GIRLS AND A DOG. By Jennie Chappell.
MISS MARY'S LITTLE MAID. By Ellinor Davenport

Adams.

"GRADUATED" STORIES AT NINEPENCE
F' cap 8vo, cloth extra.

With colouredfrontispiece and black-and-zvliite

PUT TO THE PROOF.

Mrs.

illustrations.

Henry Clarke.

By
By A. B. Romney.
IRMA'S ZITHER. By Edith King Hall.
THE ISLAND OF REFUGE. By Mabel Mackness.

TEDDY'S

SHIP.

"GRADUATED" STORIES AT SIXPENCE
F'cap

8vo, cloth extra.

SAHIB'S

With

BIRTHDAY.

colouredfrontispiece

By

L.

E.

and black-and-white

Tiddeman.

THE SECRET

IN THE LOFT. By Mabel Mackness.
TWO LITTLE FRIENDS. By Jennie Chappell.
TONY'S PETS. By A. B. Romney.

ANDY'S TRUST.

By Edith King Hall.
(31)

illustrations.

BLACKIES BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

NEW CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOKS
DOORS AND OUT

IN
and

Pictures

With 38 colour pages, over
and a large number of

Stories for Little Folk.

40 full-page black-and-white
Vignettes.

Illustrations,

Quarto, \oY% inches by

7^

inches, cloth elegant,

7.s.

6d.

and pictures for little readers.
A MOST
There is no double page without a picture, and the many colour pages in
Santa Claus could
bright tints will ]irove specially acceptable to young folk.
attractive

book

bring no more welcome

gift

of stories, rliymes,

than

this pretty

volume.

ONE SHILLING SERIES
Quarto, \oyi inches by

My

My

Very Best Book*

Arm-chair

7^4^ inches.

Very

0"wrn Picture Book.

Cosy Corner

Stories.

Stories.

Each volume
and amusing picture books for the little folk.
contains over twenty full-page drawings by eminent artists, and a large
The cover, and no fewer than twenty
number of smaller illustrations.

DRIGIIT

pages, are printed

in colour.

SIXPENNY SERIES
Quarto,

10%

inches by "j^ inches.

For

Smiles and Dimples.

My

Little Darling.

For Kittie and Me.

For Dolly and Me.
My Own Story Book,

As Nice as Nice Can Be.
Round the Mulberry Bush.

Play-time Pictures.
Bed-time Stories.

Little

Little

Bright-Eyes.

For

Rosebud.

Little

Chicks.

attractive picture books
confidently be said that these are the most
ever published at the price. Each book contains an average of six full-page
The
colour.
seven pages
illustrations, a large number of vignettes, and
also in colour, are extremely attractive, the text is printed in
cover

TT may

m

designs,

bold type, and the stories and rhymes that form the letterpress are bright and

humorous.
(32)
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